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Complete Abstract: 
The goal of packet-switched networks has conventionally been delivering data to users. This concept is 
changing rapidly as current technologies make it possible to build network processing engines that apply 
intermediary services to data traffic. This trend introduces an extensive range of ways to develop and 
operate applications by allowing processing services customized for applications' needs at intermediate 
network users, as it can relieve individuals from the need to acquire, install, and maintain software in end 
systems to perform required functions. As such network services become more widely used, it will 
become increasingly important for service providers to have effective methods to configure applications 
sessions so that they use resources efficiently. On the other hand, it is equally important to design such 
extensible networks properly in order to ensure desirable performance of applications. This dissertation 
addresses these two key problems that arise in operation and provisioning extensible networks: 
configuring application sessions and designing extensible networks. First, we present a general method, 
called layered networks, for the problem of configuring application sessions that require intermediate 
processing. The layered network method finds optimal configurations by transforming the session 
configuration problem into conventional shortest path problem. We show, through a series of examples, 
that the method can be applied to a wide variety of situations. We also discuss how to configure 
applications that require reserved capacity and propose effective heuristic algorithms that are based on 
the layered network method. Second, for designing extensible networks, we generalize the constraint-
based network design methods originally developed for conventional networks. We show how to 
incorporate arbitrary requirements that are allowed by extensible networks in a flexible and general way. 
We also show how to extend the original framework to dimension both processing resources and link 
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t2) HIM@1M BhU1SH 0]_HIJO^S1S1BYU1g WXJRO	
pZEZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnW G1KNUWXGKES1KN`3WXBYUPOQWXBYHIU1`BhU 






D ) HIM@1M BYU1S1H ]_H^JO^S1S1BYU1g\WXJXO 



























 fiHpH^WRG1KNJffie BhK`BYU\8	) DdD<D<DdD<DdD<DDdD<D<DdD<DdD<D<DdD<DDdD<DdD<D<D
A
sOB













pZ"ZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?WR` ]_HIJ ACO BhAE@1A BhUZNHIApBhU1g QHI@WRgIHIBhUg/WRJXO	





D r  JRO	







































































































#fiHIApMPO^JRBY`RHIUH^]SB*KNJRKVU?W;M1kjO^ZVKNApKNU?WX`uH^UGPO^U1S ZNJROQ] WXKVSdOQU1SACH S1BYl1KNSGPOQU1S 








ffiG1BY` S1BY`R`RKVJLWXOQWXBYHIU  HI@1kYS U1HQW GPO eIK = KVKNU2MFHI`R`LB = kYK BYWXGHI@WpWXG1KTG1KNkYM4O^U1S WXG1KT`R@1M1MFHIJ3W
H^]ACO^U > M*KVHIM1khKQD , > ]_HIJRKVACH^`LW WRGPO^U n`cgIHTWXH A > O^SeBY`RHIJVqfl(JNDa^HIUf'@1JRU1KVJNq G1HGPOQ`
= KNKNU BhU1ZVJRKVS1B = k > M1OQWXBYKNU?W BYWXG ApKc]_HIJWXG1K MPOQ`LW<l1eIK > KNO^JR`VD KCgI@BhS1KVS OQU1S KVU1ZNH^@1JXO^g^KNS
ApKdWXGJRHI@1g^G1HI@WWXG1KE`3WX@1S > BYWRG G1BY` = JLH?O^S MFKNJL`RMFKNZVWRBYe^KN`O^U1SZVHIU?WXBYU @HI@1`S1KVS1BhZNOQWXBYHIUT]_H^J












WRGPO^U  O^kYkWRG1K M1JLH^]_KN`L`RHIJL`cO^U1S `LW O  ApKNA
=
KNJL` BYU & O^U1S #fiH^ACM1@WXKNJEZNBYKNU1ZVK




`pWXG1KVJRKT]_H^JpApK BYWXG ZNHIU`LW OQUnW `R@1M1MFHIJ3WX` OQU1S
BhU`RM1BYJXOQWRBhHIU DffiOQkh`RHpWXGPOQU iA
>














































qWXG1K gIH?OQkH^]dMPO^Z^K[W`BYWRZ G1KNS U1KVW HIJn`TGPO^`
=
KVKNU S1KNkYBYeIKVJRBYU1g"SPOQWXO"WRH
@1`LKNJR`VD HcS1HEWRG1Bh`VqKNO^Z GiU1KVW HIJ U1HSK
fi
` BYWXZ GiHIJ JRHI@WXKNJ flfiA OQBhU?W O^BYU1`$BhU]_HIJLA ObWXBhH^UCO
=
HI@W
G1KVJRK WXHf]_H^JfiO^JRS SPOQWXO MPO^ZQKVWR`NqACO ^KV`iOfJRHI@WXBhUgfS1KNZVBh`LBhHIU4]_HIJCK O^Z G MPO^ZQKVWNqO^U1S4l 
UPO^kYk
>
]_H^JfiO^JRS1`WXGK MPO^ZQKVWOQZNZNH^JRS1BYU1gpWRHCWRG1K S1KVZNBY`RBhH^U D%U-WRG1Bh`MPO^JRO^S1Bhg^ATq1K[eIKVJ
>
U1HSKdBY`





HIJROQWXBYHIUH^]FO^kYkU1H S1KV`9BhU WRG1K%U1K[WfiH^J K[eIKVUnWR@PO^kYk
>








G1BYZ G BYACMJRH eIKV`ACO^U
>
OQJRK OQ`ffiH^]'G @A O^UikYBY]_K^q`R@1Z GTO^`ffi`LZNBhKVU?WXBYl1ZJRKN`LK O^JLZ G qvACKVS1BhZNO^k ZVHIkhkhO
=

HIJROQWXBYHIU qPMFKNJR`LHIUPO^k'ZNH^ACAE@U1BhZNOQWXBYHIU qPO^US-KNS@1Z OQWRBhHIU DffiU-WXG1K
=
@1`LBhU1KV`R`JLK O^kYATqPZVHIApACKVJRZNBhO^k
`RH^kh@WRBhHIU1`]_H^JA O^J^K[WXBhUgTOQU1S `RO^khKV`<O^JRK ACO nBhU1g\U?WXKVJRU1K[W
=
O^`RKVS"O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU1`KVeIKVJ ApHIJRK


























q ACO nBhU1g ZN@1JLJRKNU?WU1K[WfiH^JT]_JRO^ApK HIJn`@1U`R@1BmW O
=
kYK ]_HIJ]_@WX@1JLKEU1K[WfiHIJ O^M 
M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U1`ND'U WXGBh`$S1Bh`L`RKNJ3W OQWRBhHIU q  KZVHIU1`RBYS1KNJ$ApHIJRKLK WRKNU1`LB
=
kYK UKVW HIJpKNU?e BhJLHIU1ApKNU?WX`Vq











khK<U1KVW HIJ `Vq `LH^] W%OQJRK<S1KVe^KNkhH^M*KVJR`Z O^UTBhU1`3W O^kYk MPO^ZQKVWMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g




































O^JLKC]_HIJ %OQJRS1KVS D 	H 6WRGPOQWdWXG1KVJRK BY` `LBhgIU1BmlPZ OQUnW
@1`LKHQ]*WRG1KffiU?WXKNJLU1KVW$]_HIJflACO^U
>



















S1B  KVJRKVUnWCO^MM1JRH?OQZ G1KN`CGPO eIK
=
KVKNU MJRHIMFHI`RKVS/]_H^J
WXGK U1K[WfiHIJ ]_JRO^ApK HIJ O^US WXGK U1H S1KpBhU]_JRO^`LWRJR@1Z[WX@1JLK^DiU WRG1Bh`<S1Bh`L`RKVJLW ObWXBhH^U q  K `3WX@1S
>
WXKVZ G1U1BYo @KN`]_HIJACO^UPOQgIBhU1gpJRKV`RHI@JRZNKV`WXH\KVU1`R@1JLKcZNHIU`RBh`3WXKVUnWMFKNJ3]_HIJRACO^U1ZVK H^]$OQM1M1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU`ND
ffiG1KV`RKWXKVZ G1U1Bhon@1KV`Z O^U
=




	 fiffffifl  "!#fl$ff%& '(
UpHIJRS1KVJ9WXH
=














kYK%U1KVW HIJ `BYU ApHIJRK S1KVWXO^Bhk D   H]_K OQWR@1JRKV`O^JRK KN`L`RKNU?WRBjO^k]_H^J+K WRKNU1`LB
=
kYK%U1KVW HIJ `VD
!+BYJR`LWNq'WRG1KpU1KVW HIJ AE@1`3W MJRH e BhS1KpM1JRH^gIJXO^ApACO
=
khKcZVHIApM*HIUKNU?WX`<HIU UKVW HIJ U1H S1KN`WXGPObW
tBhkYku] O^ZNBYkhBYWXOQWXKWXG1KES > U1O^ACBYZdBYU1`LWXO^khkhOQWXBYHIU\HIJWXG1Kd@1M*S1OQWXKdH^]flZN@`LWXH^ACBNKNS-M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g1DKNZ 
HIU1S q+WXG1KCU1KVW HIJ AE@`LWEACO^BYUnWXO^BhU BhU]_HIJRACOQWXBYHIU O = HI@W<WXG1K JRKN`LHI@1JLZNKN` JRKNon@1BYJRKVS ]_HIJ<`R@1Z G
O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU1`VqIO^U1S ZVHIUlPgI@JRKO^M1M1JLHIM1JLBjOQWRK%JRKV`RHI@1JLZNKV`$WRH<BYU1S1BmeBYS1@PO^kO^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU `LKN`L`RBhH^U1`fiOQ`
U1KVKNS1KVS D
&uK[W@1`flBhkYkh@1`3WXJXObWXKfiGH  O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU1` ACBYgIG?W9HIMFKNJROQWXK%BYUc`R@1Z GpU1K[WfiHIJn`ND #fiHIU1`LBhS1KVJO^U
O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU G1BYZ GdBYU?eIHIkmeIKN` O^U<KNU?WXKVJRM1JLBh`LK$UKVW HIJ BYWRGAE@1kYWRBhM1kYK9`RBmWXKV`;WRGPOQW;ZVHIACA @1U1BhZNOQWXK
H eIKVJWRG1KcU?WXKVJRU1K[W DE`dO ACOQWLWXKNJH^]fiZVHIJRMFHIJROQWXKEMFHIkYBhZ > q BmWBh`JLKNon@1BYJRKNS WXG1OQWO^kYk+ZNH^ACAE@U1B 
Z ObWXBhH^U = KVW KNKVU ZVHIJRMFHIJROQWXK `RBmWXKN` = K-KNUZNJ > MWRKNS D ffiG1BY`CMFHIkhBYZ > ZNO^U = KTBYACMkhKNApKNU?WRKNS =n>
BhU`LW OQkhkhBYU1g<KNU1ZVJ > MWXBYHIU\ApHS1@khKN`%O^U1S\S1KVZNJ > MWRBhHIU\ApH S1@1khKV`%BhU M1JRHIg^JXO^ApA O = khKZNH^ACMFHIU1KVUnWR`





K[]_HIJRKkYK O e BhU1gWXGKJLKNApH^WXKffiZVHIJRMFHIJXObWXKU1KVW HIJCOQU1S
S1KVZNJ
>













BYU1KNS BYWRG ZVHIApM1JRKV`R`RBYHIUTO^U1S S1KNZVHIACMJRKN`L`RBYHIUTApH S1@1khKV`ffiBY]'WXG1KSPObW O Bh`ffiBhU Oce BhS1KVH ]_H^JRACOQW D
ffiG1BY`K O^ACMkhKBh`ffi`LG1HUTBYU !+BhgI@JRK
A
D rq G1KVJRKK OQZ G-U1H S1K BYWRG OpM1JLHIgIJRO^ACACO
=
kYKZVHIApM*H	



















































 1OQACM1kYKH^] ZNHIApAE@1U1BYZ OQWRBhHIU
=
K[WfiKVKNU-W HCZVHIJRMFHIJROQWXKU1K[WfiH^Jn`
Z OQUCZVHIU?W O^BYUCAE@kYWXBYM1khKfiM1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g<ACH S1@1kYKN`Nq  KO^JRK`RGH BYU1gdO<`LBhApM1khBmlPKNScZNO^`RK G1KNJLKH^U1k
>
HIU1KMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g ACH S1@1kYKBh`%BYU1`LWXO^khkYKNS H^U KNO^Z G H^];WXG1KM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g KNU1O
=
khKVS\U1H S1KN`VDfiU1ZVK<O^khk
DWXGKdU1KVZNKV`R`XOQJ > M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1gpACH S1@1kYKN`O^JRKBYU1`LWXO^khkYKNS OQWU1KVW HIJ UHS1KV`NqPWXHp`RK[W@M O^UTO^M1M1kYB 
Z ObWXBhH^U-`RKV`R`LBhHIU q fiKEA @1`LWZNHIUl1gI@1JRKEO^M1M1JLHIM1JRBhOQWXKdJRKV`RHI@1JLZNKV`NDU HI@JKO^ApM1kYK^q MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
JRKV`RHI@JRZNKV`fiOQJRKffiJRKVon@1BhJLKNScWXHGPO^US1khK%WRG1KffiZNHIApM1JLKN`R`LBhHIU qIWXG1KKNUZNJ > MWRBhHIU qnWRG1KffiS1KVZNJ > MWRBhHIU qOQU1S
WXGKffiS1KNZVHIACMJRKN`L`RBYHIU M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g1q G1BYkhKffiO^kY`RH`ROQWXBY`L] > BhUgWXG1KffikYHZNOQWXBYHIUEJRKV`LWRJRBhZ[WXBYHIUEWXGPObWflA OQBhU 
W OQBhU1`%WRG1K`RKVZN@1JLKNU1KV`R`HQ] WRG1KZNHIApAE@1U1BYZ OQWRBhHIU D+kY`RH1qO^S1KVo @1OQWXK = O^US BhSWRGTBY`%JRKVon@1BhJLKNS HIU
WXGK\JRHI@WRK WXGPObW ZNHIU1UKNZVWR`pWRG1K\`RH^@1JRZVKTOQU1S"WXG1K\S1KV`LWRBhUPOQWRBhHIUfe BhO-WXG1Ki`RKVkhKVZVWXKVS MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
U1H S1KN`<BhU WXGK gIBmeIKNU HIJLS1KNJVD ffiG1K kYBhU n`<O^U1S WXG1KpM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gTU1H S1KN`d@1`RKVS =?> WXG1KpZNHIApAE@ 
U1BYZ OQWRBhHIU-O^JRKE`LG1HU @1`RBYU1g WXGBhZ khBhUKN`BYU!+BYgI@1JRK
A
D rDWXG1KVJO^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU KO^ApM1khKV`A O >














q$rqtq DBY`cHIU1Ki`R@1Z G4O^M1M1JLH?O^Z G D/U
WXGK
=







K KKVZN@WRKNS q JXOQWRG1KNJEWRGPO^UL@1`3WpO^`cSPOQWXO-WXH
=
K





UPO^ApBhZ K KNZN@WXBhH^U H^]flWXJL@1`LWRKNSM1JLHIgIJRO^AC`
HIU
=
KNGPO^km]$H^]$BhU1S1Bme BhS1@POQk+O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU `LKN`L`RBhH^U1` ECq
N
 quBYUJRKV`RMFHIU1`RKcWRH `LBhgIU1O^khBYU1g ApKN`L`XO^gIKV`
KZ GPOQU1gIKNS OQWWXG1Kd`LW OQJLWH^]$OC`RKN`L`RBYHIU	 
A
s



















Ke BYK KNS\O^`$K WRKNU1`LB
=
kYKU1K[WfiHIJn` G1KNJLKWXGK


























KcBhU1`3W O^kYkhKNSTH  khBYU1KBhU?WXH\MJRHIgIJRO^ApA O
=
khK




BYU1S1BYe BYS1@PO^k;O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU `RKV`R`RBYHIU1`VquO^`BYU-JLK O^kYBh`LWRBhZ
BeQO^JRBhO^U?WX`H^]9O^ZVWRBYeIKU1K[WfiH^Jn`HIJffiH eIKVJRkhO > U1K[WfiH^Jn`NDffiKNJLK^qvWXG1K@1`LK H^] M1JRH^gIJXO^ApACO = khKU1KVW 
 HIJCKNkhKVACKVU?WX`ffiZ OQU = KZVHIU?WXJLHIkhkYKNS\KNBmWXG1KVJ =?> O^SACBYU1Bh`3WXJXObWXBYe^KNk > S1KVWRKNJLACBYU1KNSpM*H^khBhZVBhKV` HIJ =n>
@1`LKNJ BhU1BmWXBhOQWXKVS\`RBhg^UPO^khBYU1gEApKN`L`XO^gIKV`ND
	H WRGPOQW  K GPO e^K = JRBYK > S1BY`RZN@`R`RKVS HI@1JCe BYK H^]K WRKNU1`LB = kYK U1KVW HIJ `VqkYKVWC@1`
khH H  OQWWRG1KcA OQBhU JLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN`WXH = KcZNHIU`RBhSKNJRKVS O^U1S G1H WRHiA O^U1O^gIKdWRG1KNA BhU K WRKNU1`LB = kYK
U1K[WfiHIJn`ND`flApKNU?WXBYHIU1KVS q?ZNHIU?e^KNU?WXBYHIUPO^kvO^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU1` O^JLKffiMPO^`R`LBYe^KBYUEWXG1KVBhJ9@`RKH^]FU1KVW HIJ
JRKV`RHI@JRZNKV`

ffiGK > ZVHIU]_HIJLA WRH l KNS M1JRHQWXH ZNHIkY` BhU WXG1K @U1S1KNJLk > BhUg"U1KVW HIJn`VqO^U1S2H^U1k >
WXGK khBYU  = OQU1S BhSWXGfBY`dZVHIU1`RBYS1KNJLKNS O `RGPO^JLKNSfJLKN`LHI@1JRZVK^D-HfiK[eIKVJNqflWXG1KCZN@1JLJRKVUnW WXJRKVU1SfBYU
O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU1`Vq+MPO^J3WXBYZN@1khO^JRk > BhUfK  WXKNU`RB = khK U1K[WfiH^Jn`Nq$`RG1H`cApHIJRKCZNHIApM1JLKNG1KVU1`RBmeIK\@1`LK H^]
U1K[WfiHIJ JLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN`Nq$JRKVon@1BhJLBhU1g `LHIApK U1K[WfiHIJ U1H S1KV`EWXH M1JLH eBYS1K M1JLHIgIJRO^A ACH S1@1kYKN`EOQU1S
O^`L`RH ZNBjObWXKNS M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg JLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN`ND   G1BYkhK kYBhU 
=
O^U1S BhSWRG ApKNS1BhOfBh`\`3WXBhkYkO^U KV`R`RKVU?WXBjOQk
JRKV`RHI@JRZNK BYUK WXKVU1`RB
=
khKcU1K[WfiH^Jn`Nq U1K JRKV`RHI@1JLZNKV` O^JLKcU1KNZVKN`L`XO^J
>
WXH\MFKNJL]_H^JRA ZV@1`LWRHIApB NKVS
M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g HIJ O^Se^OQU1ZNKVS2`RKNJ3e BhZNKV`\HIU4U1K[WfiH^J UHS1KV`ND7ffiGKNJRK O^JRK-W H
=
JLH?O^S WXO^`n`\BYU
`R@M1M*H^JLWXBYU1gcWXG1K<O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU1` JRKVo @BhJRBYU1g ZN@1`3WXHIApB VKNS M1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1gc]_JRH^A U1KVW HIJ `VD
 





)flJLH e BY`RBhH^U WXG1K U1K[WfiHIJ BYWRG `L@ 
pZNBYKNU?W UKVW HIJ JLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN`WXHi`XOQWRBh`3]
>
WXG1KpO^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU
JLKNon@1BYJRKNApKNU?WR`OQU1S-OQkh`RH OQZNZNH^ACApHS1OQWXKWRG1KA O BYAE@1A O^U?WXBhZVBhMPObWXKNS WRJXO	
pZ
ffiG1KV`RKW O^` `VqQZVHIUlPg^@1JRBYU1gO^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U`RKV`R`LBhHIU1` O^U1SM1JLH eBY`RBYHIU1BhUgfiWXG1KU1K[WfiH^Jvq^OQJRK`LWR@1S1BhKVS
K WRKNU1`LBYeIKVk
>
BhU WXGBh`$S1Bh`L`RKNJ3W OQWRBhHIU D+ffiG1KU1K WfiW H `LKNZ[WXBhH^U1`fiBYUnWRJRH S1@1ZVKWRG1KNA6BYUCApHIJRKS1K[W O^BYk D
   ffffi	fl 
 fl$ff	fl   
	  ffffifl (
&uKVW@1`l1JR`LW<ZVHIU1`RBYS1KNJWRG1KEW OQ`-HQ] ZVHIUlPg^@1JRBYU1giJRKN`LHI@1JLZNKN`]_HIJO^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U `RKV`R`RBYHIU1`BhUK  
WXKVU1`RB
=
khK U1KVW HIJn`VD"KVJRK^q O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU `LKN`L`RBhH^U1` O^JRK\BYU1`LWXO^U1ZVKN`cH^]U1K[WfiHIJ"O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU1`










ZNBYS1KN`G1KNJLK WXH JLHI@WRK K O^Z G"M1O^Z^K[W qA OQBhU1k
>=
O^`LKNS"HIU"BmWX`<S1KN`3WXBhU1OQWXBYHIU qflO^US ]_HIJfiO^JLS1`EBYW
MO^ZVZNHIJLS1BhU1giWXHiWXGKpSKNZNBY`RBYHIU DpffiG1KNJLKV]_HIJLK^q WRG1KNJLKCBY`U1HTUKNKNS WXH S1Bh`3WXBYU1gI@1BY`RG BhU1SBYe BhS1@1O^kflO^M 
M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^Uf`RKV`R`RBYHIU1`pBhU ZNH^Une^KNU?WXBYHIUPO^kffiUKVW HIJn`ND U K WXKVU1`RB = khKiU1K[WfiHIJn`NqffiG1H KVeIKVJNq%KNO^Z G
O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU `LKN`R`LBhHIU ACO > U1KNKVS WRH = KcM1JLHZVKN`L`RKNS S1B*KNJLKNU?WXk > O^ZVZNHIJLS1BhUgiWRHiBYWX`MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
JRKVon@1BhJLKNApKNU?W D WACO > KVe^KNU-UKNKNSTWXH = KJRH^@WXKVSTWXGJRHI@1g^G-O S1B*KNJLKNU?WMPOQWXG BhU HIJLS1KNJffiWXHpKNU 
`R@JRKWXGPObW%WXG1KM1O^Z^K[WX` = KVkhHIU1g^BhU1g<WXHcWXG1K`LKN`L`RBhH^UTOQJRKJRH^@WXKVSiWRG1JRH^@1gIG\M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g Z OQMPO = kYK
U1H S1KN`VD HpACKVKVWffiWRG1KN`LKdU1KVKNS1`VqFW HpJRKNon@1BYJRKVACKVUnWR`AE@1`LW = K`XOQWRBh`Ll1KNS D$!+BYJR`LWNqPOcJRHI@WXKAE@1`3W
= KcS1KVWRKNJRApBhUKNS]_HIJK OQZ G O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU `LKN`L`RBhH^U WRGPOQW`XObWXBh`3lPKN`WRG1KcM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g JRKVo @BhJRKVACKVU?W
fi
OQU1SiM*HI`L`RB = k > WXG1K = O^US BhSWRGTJLKNon@1BYJRKNApKNU?W	flffiHQ] WRG1K`RKN`L`RBYHIU D KNZVHIU1S q1WRH gI@PO^JRO^U?WXKNKWRG1KNBYJ
O eQO^BhkhO = BhkYBYW > q JLKN`LHI@1JRZVKN`AE@1`3W = K`RKVZN@1JLKNS-]_H^J%WXG1KS1@1JROQWXBYHIU\H^] WXG1K`RKV`R`LBhHIU D
ffiGK\Bh`R`L@1K HQ]S1KVWRKNJRApBhUBhU1gTJRHI@WRKN`dBh` UH^WEU1KD9eIKVU/BYU ZVHIU?eIKNU?WRBhHIUPOQk%U1KVW HIJ `Vq
WXGK JRHI@WXBhUg-S1KVZNBh`LBhHIU AE@1`LWE`LWXBYkhk
=
K A OQS1KC]_HIJ<K OQZ G/M1O^Z^K[W q$O^kYWRG1HI@1g^G U1HS1BY`LWRBhU1Z[WXBhH^U BY`
U1KVZNKN`L`XO^J
>




KNKVU OcgIH HSiS1KNO^k;H^]9JLKN`LK O^JLZ G-HIU ZNHIApM1@WRBhU1g HIMWXBhACO^k JLHI@WRKN`NDfi,THI`3W
O^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1Ap`'KNApM1khH
>








t  q;O^US )		  
A
D  D
ffiG1KZVHIApACHIUCgIH?O^kFH^] WRG1KJLHI@WXBYU1gEOQkhgIHIJLBYWRG1AC`BY`$WRH lPU1S WRG1KHIMWRBhACO^kPMPOQWRG1`fi]_HIJ M*HQWXKNU?WRBjO^k
MPO^BYJR`dH^]ffiU1H S1KN`dWXGPOQW A O
>
U1KVKNSfWXH-ZNHIApAE@1U1BYZ OQWRK^q gIBYe^KNU O-ApKVWRJRBhZ ]_HIJ<khBYU n` BhU WXG1K U1KVW 
 HIJvD$O^Z G\H^]uWXGKN`RKOQkhgIHIJLBYWRG1AC`flBY`
=
OQ`RKNSiHIU O `RG1H^JLWXKV`LWffiM1OQWXGiO^kYgIHIJLBYWXGATD'U WXGKJRHI@WXBhUg



































pZNBYKNU?W<WXHilPU1S O `LG1HIJLWRKN`3W MPObWXG WXH `XOQWRBh`L]
>
WXG1K M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gTJRKVo @BhJRKVACKVU?W DpffiG1K









kYK U1H S1K^D- eQO^khBYS JLHI@WXKQqflG1HfiK[eIKVJNq$AE@1`LW BhU1ZVkh@1SK OQW khK OQ`LWEH^U1K `RK[WcH^]U1H S1KV` WXGPObW
Bh` Z O^MPO
=
khK\H^]WRG1K\M1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g1D U HIMWRBhACO^k JLHI@WRK\AE@1`LW
=
K\HIUK HQ]WRG1HI`LK e^OQkhBhS JRHI@WRKN`Vq
G1KVJRK^q^BhUdO^S1S1BmWXBhH^UWRHWRG1K$BhApMPO^ZVW;HQ]1@1`LBhU1gkhBhU JRKV`RHI@JRZNKV`NqIWRG1K BYACM1O^ZVW;H^]@1`RBYU1gMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
JRKV`RHI@JRZNKV`flBh`flOQkh`RHZNHIU`RBhSKNJRKVS D!P@1JLWRG1KNJLACH^JRK^qQBhUcO`RBYWR@POQWRBhHIU GKNJRK WXG1KffiM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgZ GPO^U1gIKV`
QWXGK khBYU  = O^U1S BYSWXG qWRG1K JLHI@WXK-`RKNkYKNZ[WXBhH^U4A O > O^kh`LHfU1KVKNS4WXH"JLKPKVZVW\WRG1K K*KNZ[W\H^]WXGK
eQO^J > BYU1g = O^US BhSWRG D!+BYgI@1JRK
A
D t `RG1H`O^U K O^ACMkhKH^];`L@1Z Gi`RKV`R`RBYHIU1`Vq G1KNJLKZNHIApM1JRKV`R`LKNS
e BhS1KVH-SPObW OiBh`<`RKNU?Wd]_JRHIA O `RHI@JRZNKpWXHTOTJLKNZNKVBYe^KNJGBhZ G BY`BhU1ZNO^MPO = kYK H^]ffiMFKNJL]_H^JRApBhU1g\WXGK






JRKVZNKVBYeIKVJND:fiKNZNO^@1`RK S1KNZVHIACMJRKN`L`RBYHIU M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g KMPO^U1S`SPOQWXO = O^U1S BhSWRG q*BmWBY`MJRKV]_KVJRJLKNS
WXH MFKNJ3]_HIJRA WXG1BY`ffiM1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g ZNkYHI`RKWRH WRG1KS1KV`LWXBYUPOQWRBhHIU DflffiGK<Z GHI`RKVUTJLHI@WXKOQU1STMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
U1H S1KO^JRKffi`LG1HU =?> WRG1BhZEkYBhU1KV`flBhU !+BYgI@1JLK
A





stream sent from source
decompressed video















BhSKNHcWXJRO^U1`L]_KVJO^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U BYWRG SKNZNH^ACM1JLKN`L`RBhH^UTM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg
U1K[WfiHIJn`pA @1`LWEWXO ^K\BYU?WXHO^ZVZNHI@UnW WXG1K\BYACMPOQZVWdH^]@1`RBYU1g khBYU  JRKV`RHI@1JLZNKV`NqWXG1K BYACM1O^ZVWdH^]
@1`LBhU1g M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g JLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN`NqWRG1K
=
O^US BhSWRG2e^OQJRBjObWXBhH^U4S1@1KWXH M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg1qO^US HQWXG1KVJ




KO^M1M1kYBhKVSiWRH S1BYe^KNJR`LK OQM1M1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU`%O^U1S `RBmWX@PObWXBhH^U1`ND





D &;K[WE@1`dZNHIU`RBhSKNJEOT`RBYWR@POQWRBhHIU G1KNJLK WXGK JRKV`RHI@1JLZNKV`EJRK 









K ACO^BYUnWXO^BhUKNS OQWpK OQZ G H^]WXG1K JRKV`RHI@JRZNKV`p]_H^J WRG1KiS1@1JROQWXBYHIU H^]WRG1Ki`RKN`L`RBYHIU D2 BhgIUPOQkhkhBYU1g







C  K Bhkhk = JRBYK > S1Bh`LZN@1`L` M*HI`L`RB = khK fiO > ` WRH BhApM1khKVACKVUnWdWXG1K\`LBhgIU1O^khkYBhU1gTO^U1S"WXGK JLKN`LHI@1JRZVK
JRKV`RKVJLeQOQWXBYHIU\]_HIJffiK WRKNU1`LB = kYKdU1K[WfiH^Jn`ND
      ffi
  	 
fiffffifl (
U #fiGPO^MWRKNJ D H^]WXG1BY`\S1Bh`L`RKNJ3W OQWRBhHIU q  K ZVHIU1`LBhS1KVJiO SB*KNJRKVU?WTMFKNJL`RMFKNZ[WXBYe^K HIU JLKN`LHI@1JRZVK
ACO^UPO^gIKVACKVU?WBYUiK WXKVU1`RB = khK<U1KVW HIJ `Vq*WRG1KdUKVW HIJiS1KV`RBhg^U D% fiKVkhk;S1KV`RBhg^U1KNSTU1KVW HIJiBY`
ZNJL@1ZNBhO^k*WRHcS1KNkYBYe^KNJRBYU1gEMFKNJ3]_HIJRACO^U1ZVKgI@PO^JRO^U?WXKVKN`%]_HIJfiO^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U1`ND+: > ZNO^JRK[]_@1khk > SKVWXKVJRApBhU 
BhUg G1KVJRK WRH M1khO^ZNKdJRKN`LHI@1JLZNKN`O^U1S G1H0AE@1Z G-Z O^MPOQZNBYW > WRH O^`L`RBhg^U-WXHCK O^Z GJLKN`RH^@1JRZVK^q HIUK






ApKNU?W Dc(KVM*KVU1S1BYU1g\HIUWXG1K M1@JRMFHI`RK H^]WXGKpUKVW HIJvq;WXG1KcZ GPOQJXO^Z[WXKNJLBh` 
WXBYZN`<H^]O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU1`Vq'O^U1S WRG1KCWRJXO	







LKNZVWRBYe^KEBh`WRH S1KV`RBhg^U O^U1S ZVHIUlPgI@JRKcK WRKNU1`LB
=








DEDp`LG1H`O UKVW HIJ ZVHIApM*HI`LKNSiH^]'l1eIKkYHZNOQWXBYHIU1`fiBYU WXG1KUHIJLWRG1K O^`3WXKVJRU
Total incoming and





















Traffic required for link
(Philadelphia, Indianapolis)
To satisfy the traffic expectation at all
cities, 800Mb/s required





 O^ACMkhKH^] U1KVW HIJ\S1KN`LBhgIU






Q`fiOQW%(K[WXJLHIBYW O^U1S #fikhK[eIKNkhO^U1S qO^U1S r^sIsE,
=
Q`%ObW
NU1S1BhO^UPO^MFHIkYBh`ND  H O^ZNZVHIACApH SPOQWXKOQU > WRJXO	
pZdWRGPOQWH = K > `WRG1KN`LK ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnWR`NqFWXG1K<U1KVW HIJ
AE@1`3WGPO eIK = O^U1S BYSWXGi]_HIJK O^Z GTkhBYU  O^``RMFKNZVBYlPKVS-BYUiWRG1KlPgI@1JLK^qFO^`R`L@1ApBhU1gcWXG1OQWWXJXO 
CZBY`
JRH^@WXKVSTWXGJRHI@1g^G-`RGHIJLWRKN`LWMPOQWRG1`ND@1JO^M1MJRH?O^Z G-K WXKVU1S1`WRG1Bh`ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnW  = OQ`RKNSTU1KVW HIJ
S1KV`RBhg^UTApKVWRG1HSHIkhHIg >  
A
Q uWRH K WXKVU1`RB = khKU1K[WfiHIJn`ND
#fiH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnW  = OQ`RKNS S1KV`RBhg^UTH^] ZNH^Une^KNU?WXBYHIUPO^kuUKVW HIJn``3W O^J3WX` BYWRG O `LKVWH^] U1KVW HIJ
khH Z ObWXBhH^U1`Nq'HIJ `LBYWRKN`Nq9O^U1S O-`LKVWEHQ]ffiWXJXO 
CZCZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?WR`ND UfWRG1K `LBhApM1khKV`LWdZ O^`LK^q9WXGK WXJRO	
pZ








 q9O^`<KKNApM1kYBYlPKVS BhU !+BYgI@1JRK
A
DED1D U"OQS1S1BYWRBhHIU
WXH\`LBhApM1khK<BhUgIJRKV`R` bKNgIJLKN`R`ZVHIU1`LWRJXO^BYU?WX`Nq U1KVW HIJ-S1KN`LBhgIU1KVJR`ACO > `LM*KVZNBY] > ZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?WR`WXGPObW
=




































`RKVWR`H^]$`RBYWRKN`VDEBYe^KNU O `RK[WH^]$ZNHIU1`3WXJRO^BhU?WX`Vq WXGKcS1KN`LBhgIUM1JLH
=
kYKNA BY`WRH lPU1S O









  K`RGH  G1H WXG1BY`%HIJRBYgIBhU1O^kP]_JXO^ApK HIJpZ OQU
=
Kg^KNU1KVJXO^kYB NKVS WXHcGPOQU1S1khKWXG1KZVHIUlPg 
@1JROQWXBYHIUCHQ] M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g JRKN`LHI@1JLZNKN`fiO^U1S kYBhU 
=






BhkYkh@1`3WXJROQWXKEWRG1K S1KV`RBYgIUfH^]ffiK  WXKNU`RB
=
khK UKVW HIJn`NqflkYKVWd@1`dWXO ^K O^U K 1OQACM1kYK^DiU"!+BYgI@1JLK
A
D Bq




O^` BhU ! BhgI@1JLK
A





kYKU1K[WfiH^Jvq  KZVHIU1`LBhS1KVJfiOeBYS1KNHWXJRO^U1` 
ApBh`R`LBhHIU O^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U JRKVon@1BhJLBhU1gESKNZNH^ACM1JLKN`L`RBhH^U MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g BhU WRG1KU1KVW HIJ\O^`ffiBhU?WRJRH S1@1ZNKVS
BhU/!+BYgI@1JLK
A
D tD/(@1JRBYU1g WXG1Ki`LKN`R`LBhHIU`CZVHIUlPgI@JRKNS ]_HIJcWXGBh` O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU q9WRG1KiZNHIApM1JRKV`R`LKNS
e BhS1KVHc`LWRJRK OQA Bh`fi`RKNU?Wffi]_JLHIA OE`LHI@1JLZNKO^U1SiS1KVZNHIApM1JLKN`R`LKNS HIU WXGKJRHI@WRKWXH OEJLKNZVKNBYe^KNJVD (@K










Z GPO^UgIKN`S1@1JLBhU1gcWXGK<WRJXO^U1`LACBY`R`LBhHIU DflffiGKdkYBhU pZ O^M1O^ZNBmW
>






















data bandwidth by 10 times.
10 times more bandwidth is
needed on link used after
decompression.
Compressed video traffic must


















SKNMFKNU1S1KVU?WflHIU WRG1KfiZ GPOQJXO^Z 
WXKVJRBY`LWXBYZN` H^]1WXGKffiO^M1M1kYBhZNOQWXBYHIU1`Nq  K%BhU?WXJLHS@1ZNKfiOgIKNUKNJXOQkApKVWRG1HSd]_HIJ SKN`RZVJRB
=
BhU1gWXG1K%JLKN`LHI@1JRZVK
JRKVon@1BhJLKNApKNU?WX`H^] O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU-ZVkjO^`L`RKV`dOQU1S `RG1H GH 0WXGKN`RK ZNO^U
=
Kc@1`LKNS BhU WRG1KcU1KVW HIJ
S1KV`RBhg^UTM1JLHZVKN`L`ND   KGPO eIK<BhU1ZVHIJRMFHIJROQWXKVSiWRG1K<ACK[WXG1H S1`S1KVe^KNkYHIM*KVS ]_H^JK  WXKNU`RB
=
khKU1KVW HIJ
S1KV`RBhg^UTBYUnWRH O `RHQ] W%O^JLKdM1O^ZbO^gIK<Z O^kYkhKNS\WRG1K<  WRKNU1`LB
=







khBh`LG1KNSiWXH HIk ]_HIJffiSKN`RBYgIU1BYU1g ZNHIU?eIKVU?WXBhH^UPO^k;U1KVW HIJ `   r^r D 'H
S1KVACHIU`LWXJROQWXKEWRG1K @WXBYkhBmW
>
HQ] WRG1KN`LKpApKVWRG1H S1`Nq  KCBYU1ZNkY@1S1KEK O^ACMkhKN`HQ]fiG1H 8	) Z O^U
=
K
@1`LKNSTWRH S1KN`LBhgIU JRKNO^k U1K[WfiHIJn`ND


































M1JLH = khKVA ]_HIJgIKNUKNJXOQk ZNO^`RKV`EO^U1S S1KN`LZNJLB = K G1KV@1JRBY`LWXBYZ ACK[WXG1H S1` G1BhZ G M*KVJL]_HIJLA K*KNZVWRBYe^KNk >
BhUiApHI`LWMJXO^Z[WXBhZNO^k `LBYWX@1OQWXBYHIU1`ND
#fiG1O^MWXKVJ DcBhU?eIKV`LWXBYg?OQWRKN`%WXGKM1JRH = khKNA H^]'S1KN`LBhgIUBhU1gcK WRKNU1`LB = kYKU1KVW HIJ `WXHc`ROQWXBY`L] >
gIBmeIKNU OQM1M1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU`+O^USEWXJXO 
CZfiMPOQWRWRKNJLU1`ND9] WXKVJ9KKNApM1kYBY] > BhU1gWXG1KfiM1JRH = khKNA0BhU `RBhApM1kYK^qIOQU1S
> K[W9JLK O^kYBh`LWRBhZQq `RBYWR@POQWRBhHIU1`Vq  K$S1KN`LZNJRB = KfiO` > `LWXKVA ObWXBhZ O^U1SdM1JXOQgIA ObWXBhZ9O^M1M1JLH?O^Z G WRHS1KV`RBYgIU1BhUg
K WRKNU1`LB = kYK$UKVW HIJn`NqIO^U1S<BhkhkY@1`LWRJXOQWRK+WXGK OQkhgIHIJLBYWRG1ACBYZ ApKVWRG1H S1`;@1`RKVS BhUWRG1KS1KN`LBhgIU<M1JRH ZNKV`R`VD




   	  -WXH HIk q GBhZ G G1KNkYM1`\U1KVW HIJ
S1KV`RBhg^U1KNJL`-M1khO^U K  WXKNU`RB = khK U1KVW HIJn`-WRG1JRH^@1gIG7OQU BhU?WRKNJXOQZVWXBmeIK M1JRH ZNKV`R`VD ffiG1K ApKVWRG1HS`
S1KV`RZNJLB = KNSBYU#fiGPO^MWXKNJ D\O^JLKdBYACM1kYKNApKNU?WXKVS-BYUT8	) DFU #fiGPO^MWXKNJ
M
q  KES1KVACH^U1`LWRJXOQWRKdWXGK
M1JLHZVKN`R`H^]UKVW HIJ SKN`RBYgIU]_HIJ`LKVe^KNJXOQk$ApKNSBh@1A `RBNKcU1K[WfiH^Jn`ND #fiG1O^MWXKVJ$Q `R@1ApACO^JRBNKN`
WXGK<SBh`R`LKNJ3W OQWRBhHIU D
Ar












kYKNA H^]fiZNHIUlPgI@1JLBhU1giJRKV`RHI@JRZNKV` ]_HIJBhUS1BYe BhS@PO^kflO^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU
`RKV`R`LBhHIU1`VqgIBmeIKVU Z OQU1S1BhS1OQWXKJRKV`RHI@1JLZNKV`fiBhUCO^UCK WXKVU1`RB
=
khKU1KVW HIJFDM1M1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU `LKN`R`LBhHIU`%O^JLK
BhU`LW OQU1ZNKV` H^] U1KVW HIJpO^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU1` GBhZ G BYU1BYWRBjOQWRKffiO^U1SCA OQBhU?W O^BYUcZNHIUU1KNZ[WXBhH^U1`$]_H^J$`LM*KVZNBmlPZ
@1`LKNJR`VD2ffiG1K-g^H?O^kffiH^]WRG1K JRKN`LHI@1JLZNK-ZVHIUlPg^@1JXOQWRBhHIU/M1JLH
=


























MWXBhH^UCOQJRKffiMFKNJL]_H^JRApKNS HIUcWXG1KSPObW OD ffiG1KJRKNon@1BYJRK 














#fiH^U1`RBYS1KNJOQU1H^WXGKNJK 1OQACM1kYK^q*OCe BhS1KVH WXJRO^U1`RApBh`L`RBYHIU O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU q GHI`RKcgIHIO^k;Bh`WRH
WXJRO^U1`3]_HIJRA6WXGKe BhS1KVHESPOQWXOEOQWfiO^U BYUnWRKNJLACKVS1BjOQWRKJLHI@WRKNJfi`LH WXG1OQW%OQU BhU1ZVHIApMPOQWXB
=
khKffiJLKNZVKNBYe BYU1g
S1K[eBYZNKcZNO^U e BhK BYWNDffiG1KcZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU H^]WRG1Bh``LKN`L`RBhH^U `LG1HI@1kYSBhS1KVU?WXBY]
>
WXGKE`RK[WH^]$khBhU  `











(     
#
 $  (ffffi ffffifl &    	 
  ff%fl 
U gIKNUKNJXOQk qflWXG1K WXO^` H^]ZNHIUlPgI@1JLBhU1g O `RKV`R`LBhHIU Bh`cZVHIApM*HI`LKNS H^]BhSKNU?WXBm] > BYU1g-WRG1K\`RKV`R`RBYHIU
]_HIJLA OQWNqM1O^JLWRBhZN@kjO^JLk > WRG1KZNH^ACAE@U1BhZNOQWXBYHIU O^US WXG1KMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1gEWXGPObW%H ZNZN@J%BhU WRG1K`LKN`R`LBhHIU q
O^U1SWRG1KNU A OQM1M1BhUg WXG1Kc]_HIJLA OQWHIU?WXH\WXGKpJLKN`LHI@1JRZVKN`<BhUWXGKcU1KVW HIJ WRGPOQWZNO^U ]_@kYlPkYk WXGK
gIH?OQkh`%H^] WXG1K`LKN`R`LBhHIU D
(KVM*KVU1S1BYU1g\HIUWXG1K M1@1JRMFHI`LKN`<O^U1S WRG1KcgIH?O^kY`Nq*U1KVW HIJ O^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U1`ZNO^U W O QKcS1BY] 
]_KNJLKNU?W ]_HIJRAp`ND U/WRG1Bh`  HIJvqWXG1Ki`LKN`R`LBhHIU ]_HIJLA OQWR`cO^JLK @`RKNS WXH S1KV`RZVJRB = K\WXG1K\WRKNJRApBhU1O^kh`
WXG1OQWcO^JLKCBYU?eIHIkmeIKNS"BYU BYU1S1BYe BYS1@PO^kO^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU `RKV`R`LBhHIU1`Vq9WXG1KCSPOQWXOTWXGPObW PH`cOQACHIUgTWXGK
WXKVJRApBhUPOQkh`NqO^U1SiWXG1K<M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gCO^M1MkhBhKVS\WXH WXG1KSPOQWXO 1H `VD   K<O^S1HIMWO gIJXOQM1GTApH S1KNk WRH
KM1JLKN`L`$KNO^Z G `RKV`R`RBYHIUc]_HIJRACOQWNq G1KVJRKffiWXGK%U1H S1KN`fl`3W O^U1SE]_H^J WXGK%WXKNJLACBYUPO^kY` HIJ'WXG1KffiMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g





WXG1K ZVHIJRJLKN`RMFHIU1SBhU1giSPOQWXO PHD  BhApBhkjOQJRk
>
q*KNO^Z G




















si  : sources
di  : destinations

































SPOQWXO PH`OQJRK=<?>@A<AB qPO^U1SC<AD qvO^U1S\WRG1KM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1gpZ O^M1O^ZNBmWXBhKV`O^JRK-E+>%OQU1SFEGB D9  KJLKV]_KNJ%WRH
AD




KO^ApM1kYKH^]flO `RKV`R`RBYHIU-g^JXO^M1G\WRGPOQWBhU?eIH^kYeIKV`ApHIJLKWXKNJLACBYUPO^kY`NqMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g1qFO^U1S SPOQWXO PH`VD
U gIKVU1KNJRO^k qOd`LKN`L`RBhH^U gIJXOQM1G ]_HIJLAC`$O S1BYJRKVZVWXKVS gIJRO^M1G WRGPOQW BhU?eIH^kYeIKV`fiHIUKHIJ$ACH^JRKWXKNJLACBYUPO^k
U1H S1KN`VD   G1BYkhKOQJ = BmWXJXOQJ > WRHIMFHIkhHIg^BhKN`%O^JRKMFHI`R`LB = kYK^q  K<]_H ZN@1`HI@JObWRWXKVU?WXBhH^UTG1KVJRKHIU MPOQWRG1`
O^U1SiWXJLKNKV`ND
  K OQkh`RH S1KV`RZNJLB = KpWRG1KpU1KVW HIJ O^`dO g^JXO^M1G D   G1BhkYKEWXG1KC`RKN`L`RBYHIU gIJRO^M1G S1KN`LZNJRB = KV`
HIU1k > WXG1K M1JRH^M*KVJLWXBYKN` H^]vO`LKN`R`LBhHIU q^WXG1K U1KVW HIJdgIJRO^M1GESKN`RZVJRB = KV` WXGK%KNU?WXBYJRK$U1KVW HIJFq GBhZ G
Bh`ZNHIApMFHI`RKVS H^]flWXKVJRApBhUPOQkh`NqvJLHI@WXKVJR`VquO^U1SM1G > `RBYZ O^k khBYU n`WRGPOQWZVHIU1U1KVZVWWRG1KNA D!PHIJK WXKVU 











































`3WXKVA `RMFKNZVBYlPZNOQWXBYHIU1`fi]_HIJ$WXG1KJLHI@WRKNJR`VqBYU G1BhZ G\M1JLHIMFKNJLWRBhKV`





















K[]_HIJRK WXG1KTSPOQWXO khKNO e^KN` WRG1K-UKVW HIJ/JRKVgIBhHIU/WXGPObW
BhUZNkh@S1KN`ffiWXGKd`LKNU1S1KVJO^US WRH MFKNJL]_H^JRA WRG1KdSKNZNJ
>
MWXBYHIU OQ] WRKNJffiWXGKdSPObW O KNU?WXKVJR`WXG1K<U1KVW HIJ
JRKVgIBhH^U WRGPOQWdBhU1ZVkh@1SKN`WXG1K JLKNZNKVBYe^KNJND !+BhgI@JRKCrD ri`LG1H`<WRG1KpW H-JLKNgIBYHIU1`VD 'HTJLKPKVZVW<WXG1BY`
AB
khH Z ObWXBhH^U ZVHIU1`3WXJXOQBhU?W q fiKCkjO = KNk$O^kYkflM1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g-UHS1KV` BYU WXGK `RKVU1S1KVJ `EU1KVW HIJ JLKNgIBYHIU WRH
`RGH .WRG1KU1H S1KN` G1KNJLKdWRG1KdKVU1ZNJ > MWXBYHIU-ZNO^U = KS1HIU1KQDBhApBhkhO^JRk > q  K kjO = KVkuO^khkuMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
U1H S1KN`dBhU WXG1KCJRKVZNKNBmeIKVJ `EU1KVW HIJ JLKNgIBYHIU ]_H^JdS1KVZNJ > MWXBhH^U DiffiG1K M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg U1H S1KN`dH^]%WXGK




































! BhgI@1JLKrD t`RG1H` O^U KO^ApM1khKffiH^] OU1KVW HIJcgIJXO^MG q G1KNJLKffiWXKNJLACBYUPO^kY`flO^JRKffiSJXO U OQ`







: >@ffi:0B @ffi:0D	fl%WRGPOQWBmWZ O^U GPO^U1SkhK^D
	H WRGPOQW  KffiGPO eIKffiS1KV`RZVJRB
=
KNScWRG1K%`RKV`R`LBhHIU1`$O^USEWXG1K%UKVW HIJcOQ`9gIJXOQM1G1`NqQWXG1K%WXO^`<H^]








KVW KNKVUCW HU1HSKN`flWXGPObWO^JRKOQS RO^ZNKVU?W BYUEWXG1Kffi`LKN`L`RBhH^UCgIJRO^M1G O^JLKffiA OQM1M*KVS
WXH/MPOQWRG1`iWXGPOQW ZVHIU1U1KVZVW WXG1K ZNHIJLJRKV`RMFHIU1S1BYU1g UHS1KV`TBYU WRG1K U1KVW HIJ g^JXO^M1G D !PHIkhkYHBhU1g
WXGBh`MJRBhUZNBhMkhK^q  KEZ O^UZVHIU1`LBhS1KVJZNHIUlPgI@1JLBhU1gpWXG1KE`LKN`L`RBhH^UgIJXO^MG1`BhU !+BhgI@JRK rD
A
HIU?WXH WXGK
U1K[WfiHIJdg^JXO^M1G BhUE! BhgI@1JLK%r D tD+!+Bhg^@1JRK rDED`RGH ` WXG1K ZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U @1`LBhU1gWRG1BhZ<O^JLJRH` ]_H^J
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, K O^U G1BYkhK^qnBYUpUKVW HIJn` G1KNJLKJLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN`$`R@1Z G O^`flM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g<U1H S1KN`$O^U1S kYBhU n`O^JLK
ZNH^`LWXk
>





ZNH^U1`R@1ApK-JLKN`LHI@1JRZVKN` WRGPOQWCO^JLKTZVHIUlPgI@JRKNS4O^U1S4OQ`R`RBYgIU1KVS WXH WXG1KVATD
U4WXGBh`  HIJFq  K JRK[]_KNJ WRH WXG1K-KM*KVU1`RK H^]ZVHIU1`L@1ACBYU1g"O @U1BYW Z O^MPOQZNBYW
>
H^]<OfJLKN`LHI@1JRZVK












M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gpU1H S1KN`O^USTkYBhU n`ffiBhUi! BhgI@1JLK<rD tD






khKNA H^]$ZNH^UlPgI@1JLBhU1g `RKN` 






`LKN`L`RBhH^U1` G1BYZ G4S1KVl1U1K MPOQWRG1`	fl D &;OQWRKNJVq fiKOQkh`RH S1Bh`LZN@1`L`
G1KV@1JRBY`LWXBYZN`ffiW OQJRgIK[WXBhUgcH^WXG1KVJZ O^`LKN`NqFO^`  KNkYk;O^`Bh`L`R@1KV`JLKNkjObWXKNS\WRHpJLKN`LHI@1JRZVKdZNO^MPO^ZVBYWRBhKN`VD
(  ffffi	fl 
  fl    (ffffi





kYKNA D+  KGPO eIK<O^khJLK O^S
>
BYUnWRJRH S1@1ZVKNS\WXG1KZVHI`LWOQ`R`RH ZNBhOQWXKVS
BYWRG K OQZ G JLKN`LHI@1JRZVK O^`BmWBY`ZNH^UlPgI@1JLKNS]_HIJO `RKV`R`RBYHIU DdBYeIKVUO ACO^M1M1BYU1gCWRGPOQWBYS1KNU?WRBYlPKV`
WXGKJLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN` WRH
=
KZNHIUl1gI@1JRKVSC]_HIJ$O`RKV`R`RBYHIU q fiKZ OQU ZNH^ACM1@WXKWXG1KZNH^`LWfiOQW$K O^Z G JLKN`LHI@1JRZVK





`RKV`R`LBhHIU D ffiG1K<ZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^UTZVHI`LWH^]'WXG1K<`RKV`R`RBYHIU-BY`ffiWXG1KVU-S1K[lPU1KNS-O^`WXG1K`R@A HQ] WRG1KdZVHI`LWR`
AQ
H^]O^kYkJRKN`LHI@1JLZNKN`cSKN`RBYgIUPOQWRKNS =?> WXG1K A O^MM1BhU1gD   K U1H OQWLWXKNApMW<WXH-l1U1SfWXG1KCA OQM1M1BhUg





q  KE]_HIJLA O^kYk > `3W OQWRKEWXG1K HIMWXBYA OQk'`LKN`L`RBhH^U ZVHIUlPg^@1JXOQWRBhHIU-M1JRH = 
khKVATqgIBYe^KNUTOcU1KVW HIJigIJRO^M1G
fi
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@O fl    B*p:  







	  B; 	g*  B* ts
 D; 
























khKVA `3W OQWRKNApKNU?W O^`R`L@1ACKV`flWXGPOQWUKVW HIJEJLKN`LHI@1JRZVKN`$GPO eIK@1U1kYBhApBYWXKVS ZNO^MPO^Z 
BYWRBhKV`O^UST]_H ZN@1`LKN`HIU-HIMWXBYACBNBYU1gEWXG1KdZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU-ZVHI`LWNDU #fiG1O^MWXKVJtq  K BhkYkuJRKN`3W OQWRK
WXGKTM1JLH
=





khKNA BhUi`R@Z G-Z OQ`RKN`VD
ffiGK ACO^M1M1BYU1g"WXGPOQWTS1KV`RBhg^UPOQWXKV` WRG1K JRKN`LHI@1JLZNKN`T]_HIJ O/`LKN`R`LBhHIU Bh`iS1KVl1U1KNS
=?>
WXGK
khH Z ObWXBhH^Ui]_@U1ZVWRBhHIUMdO^U1STWRG1K<JRHI@WRBhU1g ]_@1U1Z[WXBYHIUnh q G1KNJLK WXG1K]_@1U1Z[WXBYHIU>d9ACO^M1`K O^Z G-U1HSK















KNU`R@1JLKN`WXGPOQW`LKNkYKNZVWRKNS U1H S1KN`Z OQUTMFKNJ3]_HIJRA WXG1KJLKNon@1BhJLKNS M1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1gpO^U1S-#fiHIU1SBYWXBYHIU
fi
rD r fl
KNU`R@1JLKN`\WXGPObWiO^S RO^ZVKNU?WiU1H S1KN`\BYU WXGK`RKN`L`RBYHIU gIJXO^MG O^JRK ZVHIU1U1KVZVWRKNS =n> OfMPOQWRG2BhU4WXGK
U1K[WfiHIJ gIJXO^MG D2#fiHIUS1BYWRBhHIU
fi
r D r flcO^kY`RH ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYU1`pWRG1KiMPOQWRG WXH = K `LBhApM1khK\BYU H^JRS1KVJ WRH
O eIHIBYS@1U1U1KVZNKV`R`XOQJ > kYBhU i@1`RO^gIK^D<KNJRKQq;O MPOQWRGBh``LBhApM1khK<BY]BmWJLKNMFK OQWR`U1H\U1H S1K^D:fiKVZ O^@`RK
khBYU \ZNH^`LWX`O^JRKdM*H^`RBYWRBYe^K<eQO^kY@1KN`Vq =?> JRKNApH e BhU1gCkhH HIM1`BhU WXG1KdMPOQWXG q OCUHIU `LBhApM1khKMPObWXG ZNO^U
O^k %O > ` = K JLKNS1@ZNKNSTWXH O `RBYACMkhKMPOQWRGTWXG1OQWZNHIU1UKNZVWR`WXGKd`RO^ACK<KNUS-MFHIBhU?WX`O^U1S WXGPObWGPOQ`
OckhH KNJZNHI`3W D$)flJRH = khKNA rD r D
A
HIU1k > ZVHIU1`RBYS1KNJL`ffiWXG1KV`RK<`RBhApM1kYKMPOQWRG1`ND
! BhUPO^kYk > q  KcS1KVl1U1KcWXG1KcZVHIUlPgI@JXOQWRBhHIU ZVHI`LWubw_x zWRH = KEWRG1K WRH^W O^k `R@1A H^]WXG1KcZVHI`LWR`











JRKVkjOQWRKNS WXHTWRG1K `LKN`L`RBhH^UfZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU MJRH
=







KVS1S1BhUg HQ]OgIJRO^M1G  H^UnWRH O^U1H^WRG1KNJcgIJRO^M1G 

Bh`ES1K[lPU1KVS4O^` O ACO^M1M1BYU1g ]_JRH^A WXGK
]_HIJLACKVJWXH WRG1KEkhOQWRWRKNJNq G1KNJLKcK O^Z G S1BY`LWRBhU1Z[WU1H S1KcBhU> Bh`A OQM1M*KVS WXHiO SBh`LWRBhU1Z[WU1H S1KEBYU
















A OQZ G1BhU1KV`ND KNJRKQq%WXG1K-O^khg^HIJRBmWXG1Ap`cO^JLKTJLKNM1JLKN`RKVU?WXKNS
=?>
gIJRO^M1G1`G1KNJLK KNO^Z G U1H S1K `LWXO^U1S1`E]_H^JcO M1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g`3WXKNM q OQU1S K O^Z G KNSgIK `LWXO^U1S1`E]_H^J





























kYKNA Bh`O `RMFKNZNBhO^k;Z O^`LK
H^];WXGK`RKV`R`RBYHIUiZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU M1JLH
=
khKVATq G1KVJRKWXG1K`RKN`L`RBYHIUigIJXO^MGiO^U1S WXGKU1KVW HIJ gIJXOQM1G
GPO eIKpO `LBhU1gIkYK M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgiW
>














ffiGKNJRK GPO^` = KNKVUfJRKV`RKNO^JRZ GfK H^JLW<]_HIJ<WRG1K  K O	 KVA = KNS1S1BYU1g-MJRH = kYKNA MPOQJLWXBYZN@1khO^JRk >
G1KVJRK WXG1Kc@1US1KNJLk > BhU1gigIJRO^M1Go

H^UnWRH G1BhZ G O^U1H^WRG1KNJgIJRO^M1Go BY`WXH = K ACO^M1MFKNS = K O^JL`
ZNKVJLWXO^BhU"JLKNgI@1khO^JEM1JLHIMFKNJLWRBhKV`cO^`cBhU gIJRBYS"U1KVW HIJn`   rLDqrOB  D H KVeIKVJNq$WXG1K\gIKVU1KNJRO^k  K O 
KNA = KVS1S1BhUgpMJRH = kYKNA BY` nU1HU-WXH = K  GPO^JLS   rQt
'O^U1SiWXGn@1``RHpBh`%WRG1K`RKN`L`RBYHIU-ZVHIUlPgI@ 
JXObWXBhH^U MJRH = kYKNA q = KNZ OQ@1`RKdBYWZNH^UnWXO^BhU`WRG1K fiKNO iKNA = KNS1SBhU1gpM1JRH = khKVATD$!PHIJffiWXG1H^`RK<gIKNU1KVJXO^k
Z OQ`RKN`VqvkhBYWLWXkYKBh` nU1HU-O = H^@WO^M1M1JLH BYA ObWXBhH^U\Bh`R`L@1KN`VD
	KVe^KNJLWRG1KNkYKN`L`NqnACH^`LW+O^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^Ud`LKN`R`LBhHIU` = KVkhHIUgWRHZ OQWRKNgIH^JRBhKV` HQ]v`RKN`L`RBYHIUEMPOQWLWXKVJRU1`Vq
BhU G1BhZ G2WXGK HIMWRBhACO^k`RKN`L`RBYHIU ZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U4Z O^U = K `RH^kYeIKVS2HIJ ZVkhHI`LKNk > O^M1MJRH BhACOQWXKVS
K
pZVBhKNU?WRk > Dfl  K Bhkhk*S1Bh`LZN@1`L`WRG1KN`LKdZNO^`RKV`UK W D
(    ffffi	fl 
      'ffffi
UBhZ OQ`LW%BY`$WRG1KApHI`3W%ZNH^ACApHIUp`RKN`L`RBYHIU ]_HIJRA D+ @1U1BYZ O^`3W%`RKV`R`LBhHIU WXO ^KV`fiWXGK]_HIJLA HQ];O MPOQWRG
BYWRGiO `RBYU1gIkYK`RH^@1JRZVKO^U1S\S1KV`LWXBYUPOQWRBhHIU Mkh@1` VKNJLHpH^JfiApHIJRKBhU?WXKVJRApKNS1BhOQWXKM1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1gc`LWRKNM1`VD





  GKNU UHTM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgTBY`BhU?eIHIkmeIKVS quWXG1K HIMWRBhACO^k+ZVHIUlPg^@1JXOQWRBhHIU BY`BhS1KVUnWRBhZNO^k+WXHiWXGK
khKNO^`LW ZNHI`3WcMPOQWRG
=














`LWRKNM1`+BhUdWRG1K%`LKN`R`LBhHIU gIJXO^MG WXHUHS1KV` BmWXG WRG1KfiZVHIJRJLKN`RMFHIU1SBhU1gMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1gW
>
M*KV`NDflKNJLK^qIWXGK










WXGK ZVHIUlPg^@1JRKVS MPOQWRG"]_JRHIA `LHI@1JLZNK 6iWXH S1KV`LWRBhUPOQWRBhHIU 8 MPO^`R`LKN`pWXG1JLHI@1gIG"W H S1KV`RBhg^UPOQWXKVS
M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gpU1H S1KN` BmWXGiA ObWXZ G1BYU1gcW
>
MFKN`VD
ffiGKHIMWXBYA OQkPZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U BhUpWXG1BY`fiZNO^`RK`LG1HI@1kYS\O^kY`RH G1O e^KWXG1KkhKNO^`LWfiZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U
ZNH^`LW q GBhZ G UH  BhU1ZVkh@1S1KV`\WXG1K ZNHI`3W H^]EKNO^Z G H^]dWXG1K ZNH^UlPgI@1JLKNS M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g UHS1KV`NqBYU
r^s
O^S1SBYWXBYHIU WXH WRG1K MPOQWRG4ZNH^`LW D :fiKNZNO^@1`LKH^]WXG1KTU1H S1K-`LKNkhKVZVWRBhHIU qffi`3W O^USPO^JRS2`LG1HIJ3WXKN`3W\MPOQWRG
O^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1Ap`pO^JRKUH^W\S1BYJRKNZ[WXk > OQM1M1khBYZ O = khKTWRH WXGKM1JRH = khKNA D	K[eIKVJLWXGKNkhKV`R`VqWXG1K`LG1HIJ3WXKN`3W
MPOQWRG\BhU]_H^JRACOQWXBYHIUCBY`%`LWRBhkYk*ZVJR@1ZVBjO^kFWXHc`RH^kYe BhU1gdWXG1KMJRH = kYKNA Dfl	K  W q  KBhkhkY@1`LWRJXOQWRKOEApKVWRG1H S
WXG1OQWpZNHIApM1@WRKN`cWXG1KikYK O^`3W ZNHI`3W ZVHIUlPgI@JXOQWRBhHIU"]_HIJc@1UBhZ OQ`LW `RKV`R`LBhHIU1` O^U1S S1BY`RZN@`R`pJRKNkhOQWXKVS
Bh`L`R@1KV`NDflU1BmWXBhO^khk > q  K]_H ZN@1`$HIUC@1U1BhZNO^`LW `RKV`R`LBhHIU1` BYWRG `RBYU1gIkYKffi`LWXKVM M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gqO^USCWXGKNU  K
KMPOQU1STWRG1KS1Bh`LZN@1`L`RBhH^U WRHpA @1kYWRBhM1kYK`LWRKNM1`VD
&uK[Wc@1`cO^`L`R@1ApKiO-@1UBhZ OQ`LWE`LKN`L`RBhH^U/BYU WXGK U1KVW HIJ gIJRO^M1G% 
fi?
@ fl[q BmWXGfWXGK
`RH^@1JRZVK=6Iq WRG1KS1KV`LWRBhUPOQWRBhHIU 8PqO^US HIU1KM1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1gE`3WXKNM H^] W > M*K#: >flWXH = KS1HIU1KH^UCWXGKSPOQWXO
PH]_JRHIA 6 WXH 8Pq G1KVJRK 6Bh`WXGKE`RK[WH^]flU1H S1KV` G1BhZ GZNO^U GPOQU1S1khK<WXG1K M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g1DffiG1K
`RKV`R`LBhHIU  `gIJRO^M1GTBh``RG1HUBhU-!+Bhg^@1JRKdrDPB BmWXG-BmWX`
=
















UBhZ OQ`LW BYWRGi`RBhUgIkhK`3WXKNM M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g
! BhJR`3W q%]_HIJCK O^Z G M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgfU1H S1K>h BhU EqZNH^ACM1@WXKTWRG1K `LG1HIJLWRKN`3WiMPOQWXG` ]_JRHIA 6
WXHNhOQU1S/]_JLHIA hTWXH 8Pq OQU1S ZVHIU1`3WXJR@ZVW WXG1KiZVHIUlPgI@JXOQWRBhHIU @1`LBhU1gWXGK\`RG1HIJ3WXKV`LWCMPOQWXG`COQ`





















: > fl Dfl	H^WRK%WXGPObW
WXGBh`ZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^UTgIBmeIKV`WXGK khKNO^`LWZNH^`LW qFgIBmeIKNUnh O^`WRG1K M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg U1H S1K^DffiG1KVU q OQACHIUg
O^kYk9U1H S1KN`<BhU Eq'`RKNkYKNZ[WdWRG1K U1HSKpWRGPOQW<JRKV`R@1kmWX`BhU WXG1K `LA O^kYkhKV`LWZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU ZNHI`3WGKNU









WXJLKNKE]_JLHIA WXG1Kc`LHI@1JRZVK 6pOQU1S O^U1H^WRG1KNJ`RG1HIJ3WXKV`LWMPOQWRGWXJRKVKEZNH^Une^KNJLgIBhU1g\WRH WXG1KcSKN`LWRBhUPObWXBhH^U
rA












fl D/  G1BYkhK WRG1Bh` BhApM1kYBhKN`dWXGPOQW WRG1KTSKN`RZVJRB = KVS ApKVWXGHS/Bh`ce BjO = khK\BhU WXGK `LM*KVZNBmlPZ
Z OQ`RK G1BhZ GfBYU?eIHIkmeIKN`<HIU1k > HIU1KpM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g `LWRKNM q WXG1KVJRKCO^JRK Bh`L`R@1KV`BmWXG gIKNU1KVJXO^kYB VBhU1g\WXGK
ApKVWXGHS"WXH GPOQU1S1khK\ApHIJLK M1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g `LWRKNM1`VD #fiH^U1`RBYS1KNJ O^UH^WXG1KVJ @1U1BhZNO^`LW `LKN`L`RBhH^U q GBhZ G
U1H JRKNon@1BYJRKV`%WfiHcM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgp`3WXKVM1`ND$&uKVW@1`fiS1KNU1HQWXKWXGK`RKVWR`ffiH^]'U1H S1KN`%]_HIJ$WXG1KMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
`LWRKNM1`O^`   >fiO^U1S  1B D: > O^M1M1k > BhU1gEWRG1K`XOQACKApKVWRG1HS q  KU1KNKVS WRH O^ZNZVHI@1U?Wffi]_HIJ%KNO^Z GiMPO^BhJ




/r `RG1H^JLWXKV`LWMPOQWRG\WXJRKVKN`%WRH = KZNH^ACM1@WXKNS\WRHcH = W OQBhUiO^kYkFWRG1K`RG1H^JLWXKV`LWMPOQWRG1`ffiJRKVon@1BhJLKNS









khKNO^`LWpZVHI`LWCZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU D ]WXG1KVJRKTO^JRK	"`LWXKVM1`Nq  K U1KNKVS WXH ZNH^ACM1@WXKTO^U1S/ZNHIApMPO^JLK
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kYKNA D ffiG1BY`ACK[WXG1H SEW O QKN`WXG1KffiMJRH
=
kYKNA gIBYe^KNU BhUcWXGKffiU1KVW HIJcg^JXO^M1G BYUnWRHO
S1B  KVJRKNU?Wfi`RMPO^ZVK^q GKNJRKWRG1KMJRH
=
kYKNA Bh` `RHIkmeIKVS\O^`ffiO ZVHIU?eIKVUnWRBhHIU1O^k `LG1HIJLWRKN`3WffiMPOQWRG M1JRH
=
khKVATD










]_H ZN@`RBhUgcHIU WRG1KWXJRO^U1`L]_H^JRACOQWXBYHIU WXG1OQWZNHIU?eIKVJLWR`WXGK
U1K[WfiHIJigIJXO^MGTBYUnWRHpOpU1K.gIJRO^M1G `RMPO^ZVK ZNO^khkYKNS O 3kjO
>
KVJRKNS U1K[WfiHIJ 1Dffi&uKVW@1`JRKVZNHIU1`LBhS1KVJ
WXGK @1UBhZ OQ`LW'`RKV`R`RBYHIU BmWXGdO`LBhU1gIkYKflM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g`LWXKVM q	GKNJRK   BY`;WRG1K$`RKVW+H^]1MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1gUHS1KV`
WXG1OQW O^JLK\Z O^MPO
=
khK HQ]WRG1K\M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gq$g^BYeIKVUfWXG1K\UKVW HIJfg^JXO^M1G  
fi?
@ fl D !PHIJ<WXG1BY`
`RKV`R`LBhHIU qvWXGK U1KACK[WXG1H S q G1BhZ G fiK BhkYkuZ O^kYk;WRG1K 	 
 
 



















D%kY`RH1qP]_HIJKNO^Z G-U1H S1KO\BhUMpq  K
S1KVU1H^WXK<WXG1KdZNHIM
>










H^] K O^Z G KNSgIK BhUkjO > KNJ<squ`XO >
fiDC
@ @OA@
fl[q;Bh``RKVWWRH = KcWXG1KcMJRH S1@1ZVW<H^]$WXGKc@1U1BYWZVHI`LW<H^]$WXGK
HIJLBhgIBYUPO^k1KVS1gIK
fi!C
@O fl9BhU WXG1KU1KVW HIJ gIJRO^M1G O^U1SCWRG1K = O^U1S BYSWXG JRKNon@1BYJRKVACKVUnW <
fi





6 @ffi: > fl[D BhApBhkjOQJRk > q^WXGKZNHI`3WffiH^];K OQZ G KVS1gIK
fiDC





ffiGKNU q  K%ZNH^ACM1kYKVWRK$WRG1KfikhO > KNJLKNScU1K[WfiHIJ[

=?> O^S1S1BYU1gOQUEBhU?WXKVJ kjO > KVJ KVS1gIK
fi
h @ @h > fl
]_HIJdK O^Z G"M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgU1HSK h BhU  ED-KNJLK^q9WRG1K ZNH^`LWcH^]
fi
h @ @h5>fl<BY` `RK[WEWXHTWXG1K MJRH S1@1ZVW H^]
WXGK @1U1BmW ZVHI`LW H^]%WRG1K U1H S1K h-O^US WXGK M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g-JRKNon@1BYJRKVACKVUnW#E
fi







`LG1H` O^U KO^ApM1khKiH^]`RKN`L`RBYHIU4gIJRO^M1G1` BYWRG M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g W > M*KC: > q <
fi















D!vH^J%WXG1BY`ffi`RKN`L`RBYHIUTg^JXO^M1G q fiKWRJXO^U1`3]_HIJRA WXG1KHIJLBhgIBYUPO^kFgIJXOQM1G










MPOQWRG ]_JLHIA WXG1KCU1H S1K 6 @ q'WXG1KCZNHIM
>
H^]%WRG1K `LHI@1JRZVK BYU kjO
>





































































!PHIJ<WXG1KplPUPO^k$`RH^kh@WRBhHIU WXH-WRG1K @U1BhZNO^`LW `RKN`L`RBYHIU"ZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU M1JLH
=





OQZ WXH WXG1K<U1KVW HIJ g^JXO^M1GM6O^`]_HIkhkYH`ND$!PHIJK O^Z GTJRKNg^@1kjO^J
r^t
KNSgIK BhU?e^HIkYe^KNS"BhU WXG1K MPOQWXG q fiK 3M1JRH LKVZVW  BYWdWXHTWRG1K HIJLBhgIBYUPO^kflKVS1gIK BYU%pD BhApBhkhO^JRk > ]_H^J
K OQZ G BhU?WXKVJ kjO > KVJ KVS1gIKBhU WXG1KMPOQWXG q  K LMJRH LKVZVW dBYWWXH<WXG1KHIJLBhgIBYUPO^k1M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgEU1H S1KBYU 
O^U1S A O^JEBYWfiO^`$WXG1KS1KN`LBhgIU1OQWXKVS U1H S1K]_HIJWXGKM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gdJRKVo @KN`LWRKNSiBhUpWXG1K`RKV`R`RBYHIU gIJRO^M1G D
ffiG1K M1JRHLKNZVWRBhHIU > BhKNkYS1`pO kYKNgIBmWXBYA OQWRK ZVHIUlPgI@JXOQWRBhHIU/ZNHIUU1KNZ[WXBhUg WRG1K W H WRKNJLACBYUPO^kh` OQU1S
ZNH^UnWXO^BhUBhU1g WRG1KM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gcUHS1KH^U WXG1KMPObWXG DflffiG1KM1JLH LKNZ[WXKVS ZVHIUlPg^@1JXOQWRBhHIU\HQ]'WRG1KkYK O^`3W
ZNH^`LWMPOQWRGTBYUi!+BhgI@JRK<rDPQ
fi
O flfiBh`ffiG1BYgIG1khBYgIG?WXKVS BhU !+BYgI@1JRK<r D Q
fi
= flfi@1`LBhU1gcWXGBhZ kYBhU1KV`ND+  KZNkjOQBhA
WXG1OQWffiWXG1BY`ZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U\gIBYe^KN`ffiWXG1KkYK O^`3WZNHI`3WO^USiWRG1KNJLKV]_HIJLKBh`%WXGK<H^MWXBYA O^k*`RHIkY@WXBYHIU D
'H M1JLH eIK H^@1J ZVkjO^BYATqukYKVWd@1`EO^`L`R@1ApKCWRGPOQW<WXG1KVJRKCBh`dO^U1H^WRG1KNJ<ZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU BYU WXGK







JRK[eIKVJR`RBYU1g WRG1K 3M1JRH LKVZVWRBhHIU pM1JLHZVKNS1@1JLK^Dffi	HqFWRG1Bh`MPOQWRG
GPO^`cWRG1K\`XO^ApK\KNUS MFHIBhU?WR` O^`EWXG1KikYK O^`3W ZNHI`3W MPOQWXG G1BYkhK GPO e BhUg WRG1K\`XOQACK\ZVHI`LWCO^`cWXGK
ZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU ]_JRH^A G1BYZ GTBmWffiBh`%ACO^M1MFKNS DHfiK[eIKVJNqFBYWffiGPOQ`O `LA OQkhkhKVJfiZVHI`LWWXG1O^U\WXG1KkYK O^`3W
ZNH^`LWMPOQWRG q G1BhZ G Bh`OckYHIgIBhZNO^k ZVHIU?WXJRO^S1BhZ[WXBYHIU DflKNU1ZVK^qvHI@1JZNkhO^BhA G1HIkYS1`ND
ffiGKCkhO
>





ZNH^ACM1@WXK WXGK\khK OQ`LW ZNH^`LW MPOQWRG BhUfWXGK khO
>
KNJLKNS U1K[WfiHIJvq%O^U1S M1JLH LKNZ[W WXG1K\MPObWXG
=
O^Z WRH





























fl@1`RBYU1g(B  `3WXJRO  `<`RGHIJLWRKN`LWEMPOQWXGfO^khgIH^JRBYWRG1A Di!+BhUPOQkhk
>
q
WXGK MJRH LKVZVWXBYHIU Z O^U
=
K S1H^U1K BhU2WXBYACK WRGPOQW Bh`\kYBhU1KNO^J WXH WXGK Un@1A
=
KVJ HQ] KVS1gIKN` BhU WXGK
















KVJRKVS UKVW HIJ ApKVWRG1H SBhU O JRKNO^k9BYACM1kYKNApKNU?W ObWXBhH^U D
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U WRG1Bh`d`RKNZ[WXBYHIU q  K\gIKNUKNJXOQkhB VKpWRG1K khO
>







H^]MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g `3WXKNM`ND #fiHIU1`RBYS1KNJ O @1UBhZ OQ`LWC`RKN`L`RBYHIU WXG1OQW BYU?eIHIkmeIKN`pWfiH WXKNJLACBYUPO^kY` 6 OQU1S
8 O^US-M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g BYWRG  ZVHIU1`LKNZN@WXBYe^K `3WXKNM`H^]9W
>






6 @ffi: > fl@ <
fi
: >@ffi:0B
fl4@ ! ! ! @A<
fi






fl@ ! ! !@%E
fi
: fl D !PHIJdK O^Z G/`LWRKNM RqkYKVWc@1`cSKNU1H^WRK WXG1K\`LKVWpH^]M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gUHS1KV`
Z OQMPO = kYKH^] WRG1K`LWRKNM OQ`  D
  K = @1BYkhS WRG1KkhO > KNJLKNSiU1KVW HIJ BhUiOd`RBhApBhkhO^J %O > O^`ffi`RBYU1gIkhK`LWRKNM\M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gD !PHIJ
`LWRKNM1`Vq fiKffiACO ^K
A
ZNH^M1BhKV`9H^]PWXGKffiHIJRBYgIBhUPOQk UKVW HIJvq G1KNJLK%WXG1KfiZNHIM1BYKN`O^JLK%S1KVU1H^WXKVS kjO > KVJ
sdWRG1JRHI@gIG kjO > KNJ *D!PHIJ$K OQZ G kYBhU 
fiDC
@O fl[q fiKOQM1M1k > WRG1K`RZNO^khKVS ZNH^`LW \
fi!C
@O fl  <
fi
: @:+>flWRH
BYWR`ffiZNHIM > BYU\kjO > KVJ Rq G1KVJRK;: @g 6dO^US: +> 8vD9  K<O^kh`LH O^S1SiBhU?WRKNJ kjO > KVJffiKNS1g^KN` = K[WfiKVKNU
KVe^KNJ > W H\ZNHIU1`LKNZV@WXBmeIKEkhO > KNJL`O^`]_H^khkhH`VD:fiK[WfiKVKNU kjO > KNJ	 

A
O^U1S-kjO > KVJ	 Rq fiKEO^S1S WXGK
KNSgIK
fi
hG>@hfl$]_HIJ K O^Z GiM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gcUHS1Kph
L
  qPO^U1S\OQM1M1k > WXGK`RZNO^khKVS\ZNHI`3W \
fi
h fl  E
fi
: fl[D















khK HQ]flWXG1K c`LWRKNM DffiGKNU q WRG1KEM1JLH LKNZ[WXBYHIU H^]fl`L@1Z G O MPOQWRG































































ffiGKNJRK[]_HIJRKQq?]_HIJ WRG1K%gIBmeIKNU @1U1BhZNO^`LW9`RKN`L`RBYHIU q  K%ZNHIApM1@WRKfiWXGK%khKNO^`LW+ZNHI`3WflMPOQWRG ]_JRHIA 6 @
WXH=8 bq G1KVJRK26O^U1S 8O^JRK WXG1Kffi`LHI@1JRZVKffiO^U1SEWRG1KffiS1KV`LWXBYUPOQWRBhHIU D'ffiG1KffiM1JLH LKNZ[WXBYHIUEH^]vWXGK%MPOQWRGcHIU
WXGKCU1K[WfiH^J gIJXOQM1G UH  ]_HIJRAp`O kYKNgIBmWXBYA OQWRK ZVHIUlPgI@JXOQWRBhHIU ]_HIJWXGKC`LKN`R`LBhHIU q+ZNH^U1U1KNZ[WXBYU1g
rOB
WXGKiW H WRKNJLACBYUPO^kh`EO^U1S/ZNHIU?W OQBhU1BYU1gWXG1K "M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g UHS1KV`ND !+Bhg^@1JRK rD C
fi
O fl `RG1H` O^U












q O^U1S MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g






:0B	fl  tDflffiG1KkYK O^`3W%ZNH^`LWMPOQWRG Bh`fiS1JXO U BYWRG
WXGBhZ kYBhU1KV`NDflffiG1KM1JLH LKNZ[WXKNSTZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIUiH^] WRG1KMPOQWRG BY`ffigIBYe^KNU BhU !+BYgI@1JRKrDPC
fi
= fl D
U ] O^Z[W qflWXG1KiM1JLH LKNZ[WXBYHIU H^]WRG1K\khKNO^`LW ZVHI`LWpMPObWXG Bh`EWRG1K\khKNO^`LW ZVHI`LWpZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU q
G1BYZ G ZNO^U = K M1JRH e^KNSf@1`LBhU1g OiO^JLgI@1ApKNU?W<`RBhApBhkhO^JWXHiWXG1K HIU1K gIBmeIKVU ]_HIJ`LBhU1g^khKc`LWRKNM M1JRH	
ZNKV`R`LBhU1gTBhU KNZ[WXBhH^U"rD tD
A
D ffiG1KVJRK[]_HIJRKQq WXGKCkhO > KNJLKNSfU1K[WfiH^J ACK[WXG1H S `RHIkmeIKN`<WXG1KpHIMWRBhACO^k































































O^U1SiWXH ZVHIUlPgI@JRKWXG1KgIBmeIKVUT`LKN`R`LBhHIU @1`LBhU1g WXG1KVATD
!P@1J3WXG1KVJRApHIJRKQq']_H^J O^U
>
gIBmeIKVU eQO^kh@1K H^]*q WRG1KpkjO
>
KVJRKNS U1KVW HIJ ApKVWXGHS W O QKN`dU1H
ApHIJRKWXG1O^U-O
=
HI@W WXBYACKV`ffiWXG1KWXBYACKBmWffiW O QKN`WRHCZVHIApM1@WXKWRG1KdJLKNgI@kjO^JffikYK O^`3WZVHI`LWMPOQWRG-BYU













(     	   ffffi   $ ff  ffffi  fl ff  










ffiG1KV`RKcHIMWRBhHIU1O^k;M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g `3WXKNM`ACBYgIG?WSKNZNJLK O^`LKEWXG1K<WXJRO^U1`RApBh`L`RBYHIU-ZVHI`LWWRH `RH^ACK<S1KN`3WXB 
UPOQWRBhHIU U1H S1KN`Vq = @WU1HQWU1KVZNKV`R`XOQJRBhk > WXH OQkhk D$  KdU1H.K WRKNU1SHI@JApKVWRG1HS WXHCGPO^U1S1kYK`R@1Z G
Z OQ`RKN`VD
!PHIJpZNH^U1ZNJLKVWXKVU1KN`L`Nq  K-@1`LK O `LBhApM1khK\K O^ACMkhK H^]O ZNHIApM1JRKV`R`LBhHIU bS1KNZVHIACMJRKN`L`RBYHIU
O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU DffiG1KiM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg ]_H^JEZNHIApM1JLKN`R`LBhHIU OQU1S S1KNZVHIACMJRKN`L`RBYHIU BhU1ZV@1JR` O ZVHI`LWNq = @W






6 @:  fl fl[q G1KVJRK : 
O^U1S :ffiJRKNMJRKN`LKNU?WffiWXGKM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gdW > MFKN` ]_HIJ ZVHIApM1JRKV`R`RBYHIU OQU1S S1KVZNHIApM1JRKV`R`LBhHIU DflffiGBh`fikYHfiKVJ
= O^US BhSWRG > BhKNkYS1`%kYH  KNJ WXJXOQU1`RApBh`L`RBhH^U ZNH^`LWX`VDffiG @`Nq1]_HIJ%kYHIU1g	S1Bh`3W O^UZNKWXJXOQU1`RApBh`L`RBhH^U1`fiWXGK












WXGK ApKVWRG1H S/HQ]WRG1KiM1JRK[eBYHI@1`c`LKNZVWRBhHIU D/'H A O	^K\WXG1KiZVHIACMJRKN`L`RBYHIU/O^U1S/S1KNZVHIACMJRKN`L`RBYHIU






















U1K[WfiHIJvD 	H^WRK WXGPObW G1KNU WXG1K
=
















































































KNJLKNSTU1KVW HIJn`]_HIJffiHIMWRBhHIU1O^k ZNH^ACM1JLKN`L`RBhH^U QS1KVZNHIApM1JRKV`R`LBhHIU



















O >4@OA@ fl9]_H^JO^khk1e^KNJLWRBhZVKN` O
L
 1B D+ffiG1KKVS1gIKV` BYWRG1BhU khO > KNJ
A
O^JRK`RZNO^khKVS S1HU =n>






WXGK<`LBhApM1khBmlPKNS\khO > KNJLKNS U1KVW HIJFD
ffiGKApKVWRG1HS ZNO^U = KK WRKNU1S1KVSCWRH<ZVHIUlPg^@1JRBYU1g`RKN`L`RBYHIU1` G1KNJLKSB*KNJRKVU?W MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
`LWXO^gIKV`O^JLKdH^MWXBYHIUPO^k DHfiK[eIKVJNq GKNU-WRG1KdK KVZVWR`HIUiWXG1K = O^US BhSWRGTHQ]+WXGKdSPObW O `LWXJLK O^A
O^JLK ACH^JRK ZVHIApM1khK  WRGPO^U"BhU WXG1K `LBhApM1khKpZNH^ACM1JLKN`L`RBhH^U QS1KVZNHIApM1JRKV`R`LBhHIU"K 1OQACM1kYK^qO ApHIJRK
ZNH^ACM1kYK/khO > KNJLKNS4gIJRO^M1G A O > = K-JRKVon@1BhJLKNS D ffiG1KV`RK ApHIJRK gIKVU1KNJRO^kZ O^`LKN` ZNO^U = KT`LHIkYe^KNS
@1`LBhU1g<kjO > KVJRKVSCgIJRO^M1G1`flWRGPOQW$GPO eIKWXG1KlPJL`LW$kjO > KVJZNHIU1UKNZVWRKNS WRHAE@1kYWRBhM1kYK%ZNH^kh@1ApU1`flH^]*kjO > KVJR`VD





KNkhH WXGK kjO^`3W khO
>
KNJ H^]K O^Z G ZVHIkh@1ApU DTffiG1K









(    ffffi
 $ ff%  ffffi(fl$ff% fl$ff  '

MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU `RMFKNZVBYlPZpZNHIUgIKN`3WXBhH^U"ZNHIU?WXJLHIk   r
M
fiBh`EHQ] WXKNU"ZVBYWRKNS O^` O-g^HH SfKO^ApM1kYK\O^M1M1kYB 
Z ObWXBhH^U ]_H^JdOQZVWXBmeIK U1K[WfiHIJnBhU1g1DpffiG1KpBhS1KNO BY`WXGPObW OQU O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU `RMFKNZVBYlPZEApH S1@1khK ZNHI@1kYS
ApHS1Bm]
>





































`RK[eIKVJXO^kZNHIU1g^KN`LWRKNSckYBhU n`NqbWXG1K ZNHIUgIKN`3WXBhH^UEZNHIU?WRJRHIk ACH S1@1kYK Bhkhk?UKNKNSEWRH
=
KfiBYU1`LWXO^khkYKNSdOQW+KNO^Z G
H^] WXG1KV`RKpkhBhU  `VD ]%BYW<BY`ZNHIUl1gI@1JRKVS WRHT@1`LKCH^U1k
>
@U1ZNHIUgIKN`3WXKNS khBYU n`NquWXG1KVU U1H ZNH^U1gIKN`3WXBYHIU
ZNH^UnWRJRHIkuApH S1@1khKV`%U1KVKNSTWRH
=
KBYU1`LWXO^khkYKNS D9]+OcMPOQWRGT@1`LBhU1g `LKVeIKVJXO^k;ZVHIU1gIKV`LWXKVS-kYBhU n`%BY`ffiAE@1Z G
`RGHIJLWRKNJ WRGPO^U2O M1OQWXG4WRGPOQW @`RKN`\UHfZNHIUgIKN`3WXKNS kYBhU n`NqffiBmW ACO
>/=















'JXOQU1`L]_HIJLACKVS-	KVW HIJ ]_H^JMWXBhH^UPO^ku)flJRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g
WXH ]_HIJRAE@kjOQWRK WRG1K M1JLH
=
khKVA `RHfWXG1OQW  K Z OQU2A O QK-WXGK
=
KN`LW H e^KNJRO^khkZ G1HIBhZVK H^]<O M1OQWXG q
ZNH^U1`RBYS1KNJLBhU1g
=







H^WRG2O M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg"ZNHI`3W ZNH^ACMFHIU1KVUnW O^U1S2O LZNHI`3W  ]_H^JCWXGK





WXGK<ZVHI`LWR`H^]9OQkhk ZVHIU1gIKV`LWRKNS-kYBhU n`fiWRH JRK1KNZVWWRG1K<O^S1S1KVSTZVHI`LWH^] ZNHIMBhU1g BmWXGiZNHIUgIKN`3WXBhH^UTObW










@ fldO^US  K khK[W   SKNU1H^WRKCWRG1KC`LKVW H^]ffiZNH^U1gIKN`3WXKVS"khBhU  `VDiO^Z GfKNSgIK
fi!C
@O flBhUfWXGK\gIJXO^MG"GPO^` O^U/O^`L`RH ZNBjObWXKNS"ZVHI`LWK\
fi!C








O\khKNO^`LW ZNH^`LWMPObWXG]_JRHIA 6 WRH8PD ffiG1K ZNH^`LWH^]fiO MPOQWRG BYU1ZNkY@1S1KV`WXG1KcZVHI`LWH^]$BmWX`khBYU n`NquOQU1S
]_HIJffiZVHIU1gIKV`LWXKVS-kYBhU n`  K<BYU1ZNkY@1S1K = H^WXGM\O^USn\

BhU\WXG1K`L@1ATD
(    ffffi	fl 
 
%  ff	fl  &  $      ff%
U WXG1BY`c`RKNZ[WXBYHIU q  KiS1Bh`LZN@1`L`pWRG1KiZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU H^]A @1kYWRBhZ OQ`LWc`LKN`R`LBhHIU`Nq G1BYZ G BYU?eIHIkmeIK O
`RBYU1gIkYK `RHI@JRZNK OQU1S AE@1kYWRBhM1kYK-JLKNZNKVBYe^KNJR`VD ffiG1K ZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU4]_HIJ `L@1Z G O `LKN`L`RBhH^U `LG1HI@1kYS
M1JLH e BYS1KfiO`RK[W+HQ]1khBYU JLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN` WRGPOQW ZNHIUU1KNZ[W WRG1K `LHI@1JLZNK BmWXG<K O^Z G JRKNZVKNBmeIKNJ'BhUWXGK `LKN`R`LBhHIU D
U WXGKcMPO^JLWRBhZV@1kjO^J]_HIJLA H^]$O A @1kYWRBhZ OQ`LW qvWXGKEkhBYU iJRKN`LHI@1JLZNKN`ACO >-= KE`RG1O^JRKVS OQACHIUg SPOQWXO






ZVHIU1`LBhS1KVJRBhUg WXG1KBhU?WXKVJRApKNS1BhOQWXKM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g O^MM1khBYKNSCWRH WXGKSPOQWXO PH`
H^] `R@1Z G AE@1kmWXBYZ O^`3W%`RKV`R`LBhHIU1`VD `O^UiKO^ApM1khKQqZNH^U1`RBYS1KNJO e BhS1KVHcWXJXOQU1`L]_KVJOQM1M1khBYZ OQWRBhHIUpWXGPObW
M1JLH e BYS1KN` O`LBhU1g^khK`RHI@JRZNKflA @1kYWRBhZ OQ`LW;`RKV`R`LBhHIU G1KNJLK$WRG1KfleBYS1KNHSPOQWXOZVHIApBhU1gffi]_JRH^A WXGK `LHI@1JRZVK
Bh`<ZNH^ACM1JLKN`L`RKNS"WRH-JRKVS1@1ZVK WXJXOQU1`RApBh`L`RBhH^U ZVHI`LW OQU1S WXGKNUfS1KVZNHIApM1JLKN`R`LKNS
=
KV]_HIJLK BYWdgIK[WX`dWRH













, @1kYWRBhZ OQ`LW`RKV`R`LBhHIU gIJXOQM1G ]_H^JOce BYS1KNH WXJRO^U1`L]_KVJO^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U
ffiGKgIJRO^M1G JLKN`LKNA
=
kYKN`WXG1K`RKV`R`LBhHIU g^JXO^M1GpH^]*WXG1K@1U1BYZ O^`3Wfi`LKN`R`LBhHIU BYWXG W H M1JLHZVKN`R` 
BhUgc`LWXKVM1`BhU?WXJLHS1@ZNKNSiKNO^JRkYBhKNJVq BmWXG\WXG1KS1KV`LWRBhUPOQWRBhHIU\UHS1KUH  JRKVM1JRKV`RKNU?WRBhU1gCO^khk*JRKVZNKNBmeIKVJR`














r BmWXG WXG1BYZ khBYU1KN`VquK O^Z G H^] G1BhZ G ]_HIJRAp`O WXJRKVK BYWXG S1B  KVJRKNU?W
=
JRO^U1Z G1BYU1g
MFHIBhU?WX`EO^U1S S1B*KNJLKNU?WcZ G1H^BhZNKV` H^]M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1gU1H S1KN`VD ffiG1K\H^MWXBYA O^k$ZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU"H^]WXGK






































for a and b









K OQZ GpJLKNZVKNBYe^KNJVDflH KVeIKVJNq BhUcS1H^BhU1g`LH1q  KffikhHI`LKfiWXGKffiHIM1MFHIJLWR@1U1BYW
>
WRH`RGPO^JLKffiJRKV`RHI@1JLZNKV`$JRO^Bh`LBhU1g
WXGKH eIKVJXO^kYkvZNHI`3W DflU1`3WXK OQS q  KZNO^U S1BYJRKVZVWXk
>
lPU1S OdAE@1kmWXBYZ O^`3WZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U BhU WXGKkhO
>
KNJLKNS
U1K[WfiHIJvq G1BhZ G Bh`ZNH^U1`LWRJR@1Z[WXKNS BhU WXG1K `XOQACK %O
>





KNJRKVS U1K[WfiHIJvDffi HCZNHIUl1gI@1JRK<WXG1K<`RKV`R`LBhHIU q  K<lPUSOpA @1kYWRBhZ OQ`LWffiWXJLKNK<JRH H^WXKVS
OQW 6 @%O^U1S WRKNJRApBhU1OQWXBYU1g<OQW B q <4B q \4BffiO^U1S 8 B%BYU WXGKkjO
>
KNJRKVS U1K[WfiHIJvD ffiG1KVU q  KM1JLH LKNZ[WffiBYW
WXH<WXG1KHIJLBhgIBYUPO^k1U1K[WfiH^JpgIJXO^MG BhU WXGK`XOQACK %O
>
O^`$]_HIJ@1U1BhZNO^`LW `RKV`R`LBhHIU1`VDffiG1KM1JLH LKNZ[WXBYHIU
ZNH^JRJRKV`RMFHIU1S1`<WXH-OTM1JLHIM*KVJdZVHIUlPg^@1JXOQWRBhHIU ]_HIJWXGK AE@1kmWXBYZ O^`3W`RKN`L`RBYHIU BYWRG WRG1K MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g













KVJRKVSU1KVW HIJvq  KEZNHIUlPgI@1JLK O^U
KNon@1BmeQO^khKVUnWAE@1kmWXBhZNO^`LW`LKN`R`LBhHIU BYWXG-M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g BYUTWXGK U1K[WfiHIJTg^JXO^M1G DffiG1K kjO
>
KVJRKNS-U1KVW 




! BhU1S1BYU1gdWRG1KkYK O^`3WffiZNHI`3WffiZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU BY`fiApHIJRKZNHIApM1khK p]_HIJfiAE@kYWXBYZ O^`3Wfi`LKN`L`RBhH^U1`ND$U
] O^Z[W qQWRG1K%AE@kYWXBYZ O^`3W'JRHI@WRBhU1gM1JRH
=
khKVA0BY`+KVo @BYeQO^khKVU?W+WXHWXG1K    GPOQJRS  WXKVBhU1KVJ+WXJLKNKfiMJRH
=
kYKNA




KNKVU `3WX@1SBhKNS K WRKNU1`LBYe^KNk
>
]_HIJ @1U1SBhJRKVZVWRKNS
gIJRO^M1G1`VqO^U1S WRG1KNJLK\O^JRKC`RK[eIKNJRO^kO^M1MJRH BhACOQWXBYHIU ApKVWRG1H S1`d]_HIJdBYWNq BYWRG WXGK
=
KV`LWcApKVWRG1H S
nU1HU G1O e BYU1g O  HIJL`LWZ O^`LK M*KVJL]_HIJLA O^UZNKcJXObWXBhH H^]
A















































&;O > KNJLKNSTU1KVW HIJ\]_HIJffiA @1kYWRBhZ OQ`LW
Z OQU1U1H^W
=









KNKVUd`3WX@1S1BYKNS qbO^US<]_KfO^MM1JRH BhACOQWXBYHIUApKVWRG1HS`uKBh`3W D'ffiG1K ApKVWRG1H S




















































G1KV@1JRBY`LWXBYZiACK[WXG1H S1` G1BhZ G OQWLWXKNApMW WXH lPU1S O gIHH S ZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU D BmeIKNU O AE@1kYWRBhZNO^`LW







ffiG1K2I-??ffi  TI 	  -Lffibffi 9 ffiR	'58 l1JR`LWdlPU1S1`dWXG1K `LG1HIJ3WXKN`3WcMPOQWRG WXJLKNKCBhU WRG1K khO
>
KNJLKNS














9 ffiR	I 8 BYU1ZNJLKNApKNU?W O^kYk
>
ZVHIU1`3WXJR@ZVWX`OdAE@1kYWRBhZNO^`LW










 WXGPOQW<BY`U1K O^JLKN`3WdWRH]U<D ffiG1KpS1Bh`3W O^UZNKc]_JRHIA U WXHC8 Bh`ACKNO^`R@JRKNS O^`WXGKp`LG1HIJ3WXKN`3W
t?r
MPOQWRG = KVW KNKVU O^U > U1H S1K<BhUZU7WXH 8PD ffiGKNU q*O^@1gIApKNU?WWXGKWRJRKVKU7WRHCBYU1ZNkY@1S1KWRG1Kd`LG1HIJ3WXKN`3W
MPOQWRG ]_JLHIA U WXHcWXGK<`LKNkYKNZVWRKNSTJRKNZVKNBmeIKNJ#8PqPO^U1S JRKVACH e^K 8 ]_JRHIA  D
  K ZNO^U e BhK WRG1KN`LK-W H"G1KN@1JLBh`3WXBhZV` O^`CK WXJLKNApK Z OQ`RKN` H^]<O ApHIJRKTgIKNUKNJXOQkO^kYgIH	
JRBmWXG1A D<ffiG1K gIKNU1KVJXO^k9O^khgIH^JRBYWRG1A Bh`O\ApHSBYlPZNOQWXBYHIU-H^]fi(B n`3WXJXO  ` OQkhgIHIJLBYWRG1ATD] WXKNJ`3WXKVM1`
+@ r(+@ t +@H! ! ! HQ](B n`LWRJXO  `EO^kYgIHIJLBYWXGATq  K\JRKN`LKVWEWRG1K S1BY`LWXO^U1ZNKCe^OQJRBjO = khK 8
fi
O flWRH NKVJRH1q+]_H^J
KVe^KNJ > eIKNJ3WXK  WXGPOQWBY`HIU O^U > H^]$WXGKcMPOQWXG`WRGPOQWZVHIU1U1KVZVWWXG1K `LHI@1JRZVKcWXH WXGKpJLKNZVKNBYe^KNJL`dBYU
WXGK M1O^JLWRBjO^kfiWRJRKVKTZVHIU1`LWRJR@1Z[WXKVS `RH ] O^JND/!PHIJcKNO^Z G H^]WXGK  = HI@1USPO^J > eIKNJ3WXBYZNKN`  O WRGPOQW BY`
ZNH^U1U1KNZ[WXKVS WXH\O^U > eIKVJLWRK-BhUTWRG1K ZVHIU1`3WXJR@ZVWXKVS MPOQWXG WXJLKNK^q fiKEO^kh`LH khK[W 8
fi
Ofl = K<WRG1K kYKNU1g^WRG




























ZNHIApMPO^JLBhU1gAE@kYWXBYZ O^`3W WRJRKNK\ZVHI`LWR`cWXH WXGK @M1M*KVJ
=

















tree cost = 5
 (  






tree cost = 4
 ffi.!  %fl & $%fl fl "






WXGKpJLKN`L@1kYW<H^] WXG1K `RGHIJLWRKN`LWdMPOQWRG WRJRKVKCApKVWRG1HS ZVHI`LWR`dkYKN`R`WRGPO^U WRG1K AE@1kmWXB `LWRKNM WXJLKNKCO^@1g	
ApKNU?W OQWRBhHIU
  GBhkhK WRG1K W H G1KV@1JRBY`LWRBhZ\ApKVWXGHS1`cWXO ^K O^SeQO^U?WXO^gIK\H^]JRKV`RHI@1JLZNKV`C`LGPO^JRKVS OQACHIUg













tree cost = 8
 (  





tree cost = 9
  .! fffl& $%fl fl 5"






WXGK JRKV`R@1kmWH^]flWRG1KEAE@kYWXB `3WXKNMiWXJLKNKcOQ@1gIApKNU?W OQWRBhHIU ZNH^`LWX`khKN`L`WXG1O^U-WXGK `RGHIJLWRKN`LWMPOQWXGTWXJRKVK
ApKVWXGHS







WRG1K K O^ACMkhKN`BhU-!+BhgI@JRK rD
A





































'H KVeQO^kY@POQWXKWXG1KG1KV@1JRBY`LWRBhZApKVWRG1HS`Nq  KM*KVJL]_HIJLACKVSiOE`RBYAE@1kjObWXBhH^U `LWR@1S
>
HIU OEU1KVW 
 HIJ `RM1O^U1U1BYU1g WRG1K2BQs khO^JRgIKV`LW<ApKVWXJLHIMFHIkhBmW O^U O^JLK O^`<BhU WXGK U1BYWRKNS"nW OQWRKN`NDi! BhgI@1JLKCrD
A M
`RGH `WXGKcU1KVW HIJ BmWXG M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g U1H S1KN`GBhgIG1kYBhgIG?WRKNS
=?>
WXJLBjO^UgIkhKV`ND UWRG1Bh`U1K[WfiH^Jvq




















KEZVHIUlPgI@JRKNS HIU O WXJLKNKEWRGPOQWBY`JRH H^WXKVS
OQW$WXG1K`RHI@JRZNKO^U1S JLK O^Z G1KV`ffiO^kYkFJLKNZVKNBYe^KNJL`Nq1OQU1S\O^kY`RH ZVHIU?W O^BYU1` OQW%kYK O^`3WfiHIUKM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g U1HSK
]_HIJ S1KNZVHIACMJRKN`L`RBYHIU HIU KNO^Z G\H^]uWRG1K`LHI@1JRZVK WXH	JRKNZVKNBmeIKNJfiMPOQWXG`%BhUpWXG1KWRJRKVK^D$@1Jfi`LBhAE@kjOQWRBhHIU
JRKV`R@1kmWX`9BYU1ZNkY@1S1KffiOQM1M1JRH BhACOQWRKNk
>





















































,TKVWRJRH B^s 	KVW HIJ
U KNO^Z GOQWLWXKNApMWNq  K JRO^U1S1HIApk
>
`RKNkYKNZ[WXKNS Op`RHI@JRZNKdU1H S1KEO^US JRKVZNKNBmeIKVJU1H S1KN`BhU WXG1KdU1KVW 
 HIJvq'O^U1S O^M1M1kYBhKVS WXG1KcG1KV@1JRBY`LWRBhZcApKVWXGHS1`WRH\WXG1K kjO
>













ZNH^`LWO^`R`LHZVBjOQWRKNS BYWXG M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gD ffiG1BY` fiO^`S1HIU1K
=?>











M1khO^ZNKEWRG1K M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g U1HSKN`ZNkYHI`RKVJWXH\WXG1K JLKNZNKVBYe^KNJR`WXHiApBhU1BYACBNKWXG1K
=
OQU1S BhSWXG @1`XOQgIK
G1BYkhK ACO BhApB VBhU1g\WRG1K
=






O fl `LG1H`-WXG1K ZNH^`LWX` ]_HIJ
=
O^U1S BhSWRG @1`RO^gIK BhU WXG1K AE@1kYWRBhZNO^`LW\WRJRKNKV`
ZNH^U1`LWRJR@1Z[WXKNS
=?>
WRG1K\`RG1H^JLWXKV`LW MPObWXGfWXJLKNK\ApKVWRG1HS OQU1SfWXG1JLKNK eQO^JLBjO^U?WX` H^]WXG1K\AE@kYWXB `3WXKNM
WXJLKNK<O^@1g^ACKVUnWXOQWXBYHIU\ApKVWXGHS qK O^Z GTH^] GBhZ G BhU1ZVkh@1S1KV`
A
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Multi-step tree augmentation method
Each step includes 1 receiver
Shortest path tree method
2 receivers
4 receivers
 fi*+ ? fi 0 Afl   !' (5     '5%4"fl
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Multi-step tree augmentation method
Each step includes 1, 2, 4 receivers.
Negligible differences among different step 
sizes.
Shortest path tree 
method





























O^U1S B^sq?WXGKAE@kYWXB `3WXKNMcWRJRKNKO^@1g^ACKVUnWXOQWXBYHIUpACK[WXG1H SC`LG1H`%O^MM1JRH BhACOQWXKVk
>
B  ACH^JRKZNHI`3W
`XO e BhUgiWRGPO^U WXG1K `LG1HIJLWRKN`3WdM1OQWXG WXJLKNK ACK[WXG1H S Dc	H^WXKcWRGPOQW`RH^@1JRZVKWRH	JLKNZVKNBYe^KNJL`dMPObWXG1`<O^JLK
JRKVon@1BhJLKNSiWXHpBhU1ZVkh@1S1KObWkYK O^`3WHIU1KH^] WXG1KM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gpJRKV`RHI@JRZNKV`Nq G1BhZ GTO^JLK<kYBhApBYWRKNS WRHCHIUK
WXGBhJRS H^] WXG1KCKNU?WXBYJRK U1H S1KN`dBhU WXG1KpgIBYe^KNU U1KVW HIJvD :fiKVZ O^@1`LK H^] WXG1BY`dJLKN`3WXJRBYZVWRBhHIU quWRG1KNJLKCBY`











S1B  KVJRKNUZNKpH^])B  H
=



















= fl BhUCJRKVkjOQWRBhHIU WXH<WXG1KWXH^WXO^k*MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
ZNH^`LWX`H^]flBYU1S1BYe BYS1@PO^ku@1UBhZ OQ`LWMPOQWXG`ND	H^WRK<WRGPOQW = KVZ O^@`RKEKNO^Z G @1U1BYZ O^`3WZVHIUlPg^@1JXOQWRBhHIU @1`LKN`
HIU1KM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg<UHS1K
fi
]_HIJ9S1KVZNHIApM1JRKV`R`LBhHIU fl qffhM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1gU1H S1KN`$O^JLKU1KNKVS1KNSCBhUEWXHQW O^k GKNU
h Bh`dWRG1K Un@1A = KNJ H^]JRKVZNKNBmeIKVJR`NDkhk$ACK[WXG1H S1`dM1JRKV`RKNU?W `LBhgIU1BmlPZ OQUnW `XO e BhU1g^`EBhUfMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
@1`RO^gIKZVHIACM1O^JRKVS WXH WRG1K@1UBhZ OQ`LW%ZVHIUlPg^@1JXOQWRBhHIU HIMWXBYHIU `LG1HBhU1gEO^M1M1JLHBYA OQWRKNk > Dnr  ZNHI`3W
JRKVS1@1Z[WXBhH^U BYWRGrIrcJRKVZNKVBYeIKVJR`VDffiGK ZNH^`LWJLKNS1@ZVWXBYHIU-BYU1ZNJLK O^`LKN`O^`WRG1K<U @A = KVJH^]+JRKVZNKNBmeIKVJR`
gIJLH `C]_HIJCApHIJLK-M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g U1HSKN` ZNO^U = K `RGPOQJRKNS OQACHIUg S1B  KVJRKNU?W `RHI@1JLZNK WXH JRKVZNKVBYeIKVJ
MPOQWRG1`ND
 HIACK-O^M1M1kYBhZNOQWXBYHIU1` ACBYgIG?W G1O e^KJRKV`LWXJLBhZ[WXBhH^U1` HIU MPOQWXG khKNUg^WXG1`Vqffi]_HIJCK O^ACMkhK^q%WRH
O eIHIBYS K WRJRKVACKpWXJXOQU1`RApBh`L`RBhH^U S1KVkjO
>
`ND   K ZVHIU1`RBYS1KNJLKNS WRG1KpS1BjO^ApKVWRKNJL`dH^]fiAE@1kmWXBhZNO^`LWWRJRKNKV`
]_HIJc`L@1Z G4O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU1`VD U/HI@1Jc`LBhAE@kjOQWRBhHIU q WXG1KiS1BhO^ACK[WXKVJcH^]O WRJRKNK fiO^` WXG1KikYKNU1g^WRG"H^]
WXGKkhHIU1g^KN`LW%`RHI@1JLZNK WXH JRKVZNKVBYeIKVJffiMPOQWRGTOQ`R`R@ACBYU1gEWXG1KgIKNHIApKVWRJRBYZS1Bh`3W O^UZNK]_HIJfiWRG1KkYKNU1g^WRG\H^]
K OQZ G/kYBhU vD :fiKVZ O^@1`LK\WXG1K\AE@kYWXB `3WXKNM WXJRKVKiO^@1gIApKNU?WXOQWXBYHIUfApKVWXGHS"ApBhgIG?WdZ G1H HI`RK O MPOQWRG
WXG1OQWW O	^KN`kYKN`R`ZVHI`LWWRH\JRK OQZ G WRG1KcZN@1JLJRKVUnWRk
>
ZNHIU1`3WXJL@1ZVWRKNS WXJRKVKcWXGPO^U WRG1K `RHI@JRZNKQqu`RHI@JRZNK 
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s Multi-step tree augmentation method







O^@1g^ACKVUnWXOQWXBYHIUcApKVWXGHSEWRHWRG1KS1BjOQACK[WXKNJL`flH^]vWXG1K`LG1HIJLWRKN`3W M1OQWXG WXJLKNKN`VD9ffiG1KHIJRBYgIBhU1O^kA @1kYWRB 
`LWRKNMWXJLKNK$O^@1gIApKNU?WXOQWXBYHIU G1BhZ G<BhUZNkh@S1KN`
A
JRKVZNKVBYeIKVJ+ObW;K O^Z G<`LWRKNM `LG1H` @MWRHtIt   BYU1ZNJLK O^`LK
BhUiS1BhO^ApKVWXKVJR`VD	OQWR@1JXO^kYk
>
q1O^`ApHIJRKJLKNZNKVBYe^KNJR`O^JLK<ZVHIU1`LBhS1KVJRKNS-OQWK OQZ GT`3WXKNM qvWRG1KS1B*KNJLKNU1ZVK
Bh` JLKNS1@1ZVKNS q BmWXG
A
C   BYU1ZNJLK O^`LK-ObWCACO BhA @1A G1KVU D JRKNZVKNBmeIKNJL` O^JLKiBhU1ZVkh@1S1KVS ObWCKNO^Z G
tRQ
`LWRKNM D 'H JRKV`LWRJRBhZ[WCWRG1K-SBjO^ApKVWRKNJR`pH^]A @1kYWRBhZ OQ`LWcWXJLKNKV` G1BhkYKiACBYU1BhApB VBhU1g-WRG1KNBYJCJLKN`LHI@1JRZVK
fi
= O^U1S BYSWXGTO^U1STM1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g fl%@1`RO^gIK^qPWRG1KdA @1kYWRB `3WXKVMiWRJRKVK O^@gIACKVU?W OQWRBhHIU\ApKVWRG1HS Z OQU = K




'  ;  ffffifl 
  WXKNU`RB = khK UKVW HIJn`K M1O^U1S-WRG1K `LZNHIMFK H^]9U1KVW HIJiJLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN` =?> O^khkYHBhU1gpO^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU1`
WXH<@1`LKM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgdJLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN`%ObW JLHI@WRKNJR`$BhUpO^SS1BYWRBhHIUcWXHWRG1K = O^U1S BYSWXGpJRKV`RHI@1JLZNKV`fiBhUpkhBYU n`ND












UK O^J flHIMWXBhACO^k+]_H^Jd`LKNJLe BYZNK JLKNon@1KV`LWX`d]_JRHIA O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU1`VD\U1ZVKCWXGK JRKV`RHI@JRZNKV`cO^JLKCBYS1KNU 
WXBmlPKNS q9OT`LBhgIU1O^khBYU1giACKVZ GPO^U1BY`RA Z OQkhkhKVS : K O^gIkYKCZVHIU?eIK
>
`c`LBhgIU1O^khBYU1giACKV`R`XOQgIKN`<]_HIJdJLKN`LHI@1JRZVK
JRKV`RKVJLeQOQWXBYHIU D+(O^JBYUcO^kh`LHZNH^UnWXO^BhU`flOACKVZ GPO^U1BY`RAWXGPObW9ACO^UPO^gIKV`flO^U1S OQSPO^MWR`+WXG1KffiJLKN`LHI@1JRZVK
@1`RO^gIK<OQWK OQZ G-JRKV`RHI@JRZNKQq G1BhZ G Bh`
=
OQ`RKNSTHIU OpaIO eQO ZNH S1KACH S1@1kYKZ OQkhkhKVSiOpSKNkhKVg?OQWRK^D
ACH^U1g WXGKEACKVZ GPO^U1BY`RAp`BhU (O^JBYU qF8KNUPO BYACMkhKNApKNU?WR`WXGKcO^khg^HIJRBmWXG1A WRH\S1KVWRKNJ 
ApBhU1K<WXG1KcJLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN`WXH
=
KcZNHIUlPgI@1JLKNS]_HIJKNO^Z G `RKNJ3e BhZNK JLKNon@1KN`3W<H^] O^U O^M1M1kYBhZNOQWXBYHIU-HIJO^U



















WRG1KNJ JRKNkYKVeQO^U?W  HIJ<BYU1ZNkY@1S1KV`+JRH^@WXBYU1g]_JRO^ApK HIJn`9OQU1SEM1JLH^WXH ZNHIkY`ND;  G1BhkYK fiK%G1O e^K






 HIJn` WRGPOQWdS1KNkYBYeIKVJ JLKN`RH^@1JRZVK ZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU `LKNJ3eBYZNKV` WXHOQM1M1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU `LKN`R`LBhHIU` ]_HIkhkYH WXGK
khBYU -`3W OQWRKCJLHI@WRBhU1giM1JLBhU1ZVBhM1kYK^Dp&uBhU  `3W OQWRKCJLHI@WRBhU1g  
AOA
$JRKVon@1BhJLKN`<K O^Z G U1HSK WRHTACO^BYUnWXO^BhU
OQW khK OQ`LW O-MPO^J3WXBjOQke BYK H^]%WRG1K U1K[WfiH^J `LW ObWXK^q GBhZ GfBY` ZNH^ACMFHI`RKVSfH^]%WRG1K `3W OQWRKN`EH^]ffiO^khk




&' flBh` PHH S1KVS WRG1JRH^@1gIG1HI@WWXG1K U1KVW HIJ-`RH\WXGPObWKVe^KNJ > U1HSKcZ O^U@1M 
SPOQWRKCBmWX`e BhK6H^]%WRG1KCZV@1JRJLKNU?WEUKVW HIJ `LWXOQWX@1`dO^U1S ZNHIApM1@WRKCBmWX`JRH^@WXKV`dWXH H^WRG1KNJ<U1H S1KN`VD
U H^WRG1KNJ fiH^JRS1`Vq`R@Z G\JRHI@WRBhU1g<]_JXO^ApK HIJ ` M1JRH e BhSKO S1BY`LWRJRB = @WXKVS JRKV`RHI@JRZNKZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U
`RKVJLe BhZVKWXG1OQWffiO^kYkhH`$ZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U S1KNZVBh`LBhHIU1`$WXH = KACO^S1K =?> AE@kYWXBYM1khKU1H S1KV`fiBhU O ZNH HIMFKNJ 
OQWRBYeIK<] O^`RGBhHIU D  G1BYkhKWXG1KE`RO^ApKdZNO^U = KdS1HIU1KdBhUOpZNKVUnWRJXO^kYB VKNS-] O^`LG1BhH^U =?> O^`L`RBYgIU1BhUgCWXGK
W OQ` WRHO `RBYU1gIkYK `RKVJLe^KNJNqflWRG1K\S1Bh`3WXJLB = @WRKNSf` > `LWXKVA Bh` ACHIJLK `L@1BYWXO = khKp]_HIJ khO^JRg^KNJ UKVW HIJn`
O^U1S Bh` ApHIJLKCJLKNkhBhO = kYKCOQU1SfJRH = @1`LW BhU gIKNU1KVJXO^k D  @1Z G S1Bh`3WXJRB = @WRKNS ` > `LWXKVAC` AE@1`LWEBhU1ZVkh@1S1K
O ZVHIACMFHIU1KVU?WWXGPObWS1BY`LWXJLB = @WXKN`BhU]_HIJLA ObWXBhH^UTO = HI@WU1K[WfiHIJ-JLKN`RH^@1JRZVK O eQO^BYkjO = BhkhBmW > O^USO
ZNH^ACMFHIU1KVUnWWRGPOQW@1`LKN`WXGPObWBhU]_HIJLA ObWXBhH^U-WXH\ACO ^K ZVHIUlPgI@JXOQWRBhHIUS1KVZNBY`RBhH^U1` BYWXG JLKN`RMFKNZ[W
WXH `LM*KVZNBYl1Z<`LKN`L`RBhH^U1`ND
ffiGK%fl, 






DBh` O^UEK O^A 
M1kYK H^] O S1BY`LWRJRB
=

















WXBYHIU\WXH ACO ^Ke BhJ3WX@PO^k ZNBhJLZN@1BmWffiJRH^@WXBYU1g S1KNZVBh`RBYHIU1`VD$UiWXGK<ZNO^`RKH^]+)		 qvWRG1KJRHI@WXK]_JRHIA O
`RH^@1JRZVKWXHdOS1KN`3WXBhU1OQWXBYHIUCBY``RKNkYKNZ[WXKNS
=n>










MPO^`L`RKV`WRG1K`RKVkhKVZVWXKVSTJLHI@WRKWXHcH^WRG1KNJffi` BYWXZ GKN`O^khH^U1g WXGKMPOQWXG DflffiG1K
>
qFBYU WX@JRU q1ACO QKkhH Z O^k
JRKV`RHI@JRZNKdJRKV`RKNJ3eQOQWXBYHIU1`O^U1S-MJRHIMPOQg?OQWXK`LBhgIUPOQkhkhBYU1gEApKN`L`XO^gIKV`OQkhHIU1gcWRG1K MPObWXG Dfi(@1JRBYU1gcWXG1BY`





WRG1Kd` BYWRZ GOQWWXG1KdM*HIBYU?W GKNJRKdWXG1K<JRKV`RKNJ3eQOQWXBYHIUT] O^BYkhKVS qvO^khkYHBhU1gcWXGK MPOQWRG








`BmWXZ G1KV`dWRH-GPO eIKCZNHIApM1kYKVWXK nU1HkhKVS1gIKpH^]%WRG1KCMFHIJ3WXBhH^U HQ]fiWXGKCU1K[WfiH^J WXGPOQW<BY`dZVkhHI`LK WRH
WXGKNA O^USTApHIJRK`L@1ApA O^J
>
nU1HkhKVS1gIKH^] S1Bh`3W O^U?WMFHIJLWRBhHIU1`fiH^]+WRG1KU1KVW HIJvD
ffiGKdgIKVU1KNJRO^k;O^M1MJRH?O^Z GiW O	^KNU
=?>
WXG1K<)		fiM1JLH^WXH ZNHIk Z O^U
=
KK WRKNU1SKNS-WRHpG1O^U1S1kYK











M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g JRKV`RHI@JRZNKV` O eQO^BYkjO = kYKEOQWeQO^JLBhHI@`khH Z OQWRBhHIU`BhU WRG1K U1KVW HIJvDC`LBhU1g\WXGBh`BhU]_HIJ 
ACOQWXBYHIU qFO MPOQWRG Z OQU = KdZNHIApM1@WRKNS =?> WXG1KdJRHI@WRKNJZNHIU1UKNZVWRKNSWXHCWXG1Kd`RHI@1JLZNKcH^]flO @1U1BYZ O^`3W
`RKV`R`LBhHIU q1O^U1S WXGKNU\]_HIJfiO^JLS1KNSiBhU OE`RBhg^UPO^khkYBhU1gApKN`L`XO^gIKWRHE`R@ZNZNKV`R`LBYeIK<JRH^@WXKVJR`ffiHIU WRG1KMPOQWRG
WXH\WRG1KcS1KN`3WXBYUPOQWXBYHIU quOQkhkhHBYU1g kYHZNO^k+JLKN`RH^@1JRZVKpJLKN`LKNJLeQOQWRBhHIU`WXH = KcACO^S1KEO^`WXG1Kc`LBhgIU1O^khkYBhU1g
ApKN`R`RO^gIK%MJRH ZNKNKVS1`9WXHWXG1K%SKN`LWRBhUPObWXBhH^U D9]vZVHI@1JR`LK^qnO^` BYWRG WXG1K = O^`RBYZ%)		 MJRH^WRHZVHIkh`VqQWXGK
`RKVkhKVZVWXKVS MPObWXG1`ACO > U1H^W = KgIkhH = O^khk > H^MWXBYA O^k q^`LBhU1ZVKBYU1BYWRBjO^k MPOQWRG `RKNkYKNZ[WXBhH^U1`A O >E= K = O^`LKNS
HIU\`L@1ACACO^J > BYU]_HIJRACOQWRBhHIUCO = HI@WffiS1BY`LWXO^U?WffiM*H^JLWXBYHIU1` H^];WXG1KU1K[WfiH^JvDffiG1Bh`ffiBY`%U1H^WRG1BhU1g U1K
BhU U1KVW HIJ JLHI@WXBYU1g1q G1KNJLK HIMWRBhACO^khBmW > HQ]MPOQWXG `RKVkhKNZ[WXBYHIU AE@`LWEg^KNU1KVJXO^kYk > = KC`RO^ZNJLBYlPZVKNS
]_HIJ%WRG1K`XO QKdH^] `RZNO^kjO = BhkYBYW > D
WRG1KNJcOQM1M1JRHIO^Z G1KN` OQJRK MFHI`L`RB
=
khK OQ` KNkhk D-U"MPOQJLWXBYZN@1khO^JNq'H^WRG1KNJEkYBhU  `3W OQWRK M1JLH^WXH	



























    

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UfWXGBh` Z G1O^MWXKVJNq  K `LWR@1S
>












khK\H^U WXG1K-khBhU  `




]_HIJ BmWX` BYUnWRKNJRO^ZVWRBYeIK-`RKN`L`RBYHIU1`Nq G1BYkhK-`LHIApK
khBYU /JRKN`LHI@1JLZNKN` ACO
>
U1H^WiGPO e^K KVU1HI@1g^G ZNO^MPO^ZVBYW
>





`RG1H`+O^UdK O^ACMkhK`RKV`R`RBYHIU HQ]1Offie BhS1KVHWRJXO^U1`3]_KNJ O^M1M1kYBhZNOQWXBYHIUBhU G1BYZ GdWXGK$`LKNU1SKNJ
`RKVU1S1`$B ,
=









S1KVZNHIApM1JRKV`R`LBhU1gcWXGKe BYS1KNH1D!PHIJfi`R@1Z GTOcJRKNZVKNBmeIKNJVq1WXG1KU1K[WfiH^J M1JLH eBYS1KN`M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgpUHS1KV`
WXG1OQW Z O^U/GPO^US1khK WRG1KiS1KNZVHIACMJRKN`L`RBYHIU q O^` `RG1HU BYUfWXG1K\lPg^@1JRKQD/BmeIKNU O@1U1Bm]_HIJRA ZNHI`3W
]_HIJC@1`RBYU1g"O^U
>
khBhU /BYU WRG1K U1K[WfiHIJvq!+BYgI@1JRKTtD
A





KNJLKNS g^JXO^M1G/ApKVWXGHS D  eQO^khBYS"ZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U
AE@1`3WpZNHIU?W OQBhU/OQW khKNO^`LW7B ,
=
b`pH^U/WRG1KikhBhU  `EWRGPOQWpO^JLKi@1`RKVS WXH ZVHIU1U1KVZVWpWXG1Ki`RH^@1JRZVKiWRH
WXGKEM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g\U1H S1K BYWAE@1`LWZNHIU?W OQBhU B^s ,
=
Q`H^U WXG1KEkYBhU n`WXGPOQWO^JRK @1`RKVS WRH ZNH^U1U1KNZ[W
WXGK M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg U1H S1KWXH WXGK JLKNZNKVBYe^KNJ
=





s WXBYACKV`NDU2WXG1K l1gI@1JRKQq  K `RG1H WXG1K
=





Q`VD 	H^WRK^qGH  KVe^KNJVqWXGPOQW\WRG1K khKNO^`LW ZNH^`LWiMPOQWRG SHKV`\U1H^W M1JRH e BhSK
KNUHI@1gIG Z O^M1O^ZNBmW
>






































BYS1KNHcWRJXO^U1`3]_KNJO^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU BmWXG = O^U1S BYSWXGiJLKNon@1BhJLKNApKNU?WX`
WXGK
=





K<JLKNon@1BYJRKNSiWXH GPO e^K OcZNKVJLWXO^BhUiO^ApHI@1U?WH^] M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gpZ OQMPO^ZNBmW
>
BYU H^JRS1KVJ
WXH GPOQU1S1khKWRG1KW O^JLgIKVWM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg1q G1BhkYK`RH^ACKU1H S1KN`khO^Z WXGK<JLKNon@1BYJRKNS Z OQMPO^ZNBmW
>
D
















kYKNA r D rD
A
q'G1HfiK[eIKVJNq  K S1BYS UH^W<BhU1ZVkh@1S1K ZNO^MPO^ZVBYW
>
khBYACBmWX`BhU WXG1KpU1KVW HIJ
gIJRO^M1G q'O^U1S ZNH^U1`RBYS1KNJLKNS KVeIKVJ
>












kYKNA BYUpWRG1Bh`$Z GPO^M 
WXKVJND
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   fl    ;

 ff fl   ffffi	fl  $ ff%  fl$ffffi&
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OQWKNO^Z G-JLKN`RH^@1JRZVK `RMFKNZVBYlPKVS-BYUiWRG1K<U1KVW HIJigIJRO^M1G D
ffiG1K<M1JRH
=
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fl 	 K:  Q9










A 	  )J     
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X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@O fl    B*p:  



















































	  B; 	g*  B* ts
 D; 





































JRKV`RHI@JRZNK-BhU WXG1KTU1KVW HIJ/gIJRO^M1G q GBhkhK ^KVKNM1BYU1g WRG1K-H
=
LKNZVWRBYe^K-H^]l1U1S1BhUg WXGK-HIMWRBhACO^k
















JRKV`RHI@JRZNKQD ,THIJRK`RMFKNZNBmlPZ OQkhk > q1#fiH^U1S1BYWRBhHIU
fi
tD t fl$`3W OQWRKN`fiWRGPOQW%WRG1KO eQO^BhkhO = kYKZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > OQW%KNO^Z G
M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g U1H S1K A @1`LW = K gIJLK OQWRKNJiWXGPO^U HIJiKNon@PO^kWXH WXGK WXHQW O^kZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > JRKVon@1BhJLKNS7ObW
WXGK\U1HSK =n> WXG1K\gIBmeIKVU/`LKN`L`RBhH^U D BYACBYkjO^JLk > q+#fiHIU1SBYWXBYHIU
fi
tD D fl<`LW ObWXKN`cWRGPOQWEWRG1KiO e^OQBhkjO = khK
= O^US BhSWRGpOQWflK OQZ GpkYBhU AE@`LW = KffigIJRKNOQWXKVJ+WXGPOQUpH^J9KNon@PO^kWXHWXGK%WXH^WXO^k = OQU1S BhSWXGcJRKVon@1BhJLKNS
OQWffiWRG1KkhBhU  =?> WXGK<`LKN`L`RBhH^U D
KNZNO^khkWRGPOQWTO U1K eQO^JLBjO = khK GPOQ` = KNKVU7O^SS1KNS WXH"WXG1K U1K[WfiHIJ gIJXO^MG ]_HIJ\KNO^Z G
JRKV`RHI@JRZNKWXHK MJRKN`L`'WRG1K$O e^OQBhkjO = khK Z O^MPOQZNBYW > q  ]_HIJ;OffiM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1gU1H S1K$O^U1S  ]_H^J;OkYBhU vDu  K
JRK[]_KNJ;WXHWXG1BY` UKVW HIJApHS1KVknO^` OZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > ZVHIU1`LWRJXO^BYU1KNSdU1KVW HIJFDflBmeIKNU<WXG1K$U1K"U1KVW HIJ
ApHS1KVkffiO^U1S WXGKTZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > JLKNon@1BhJLKNApKNU?W q fiK U1H JLKNZNH^U1`RBYS1KNJcWXGKTHIMWXBhACO^k ZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U
M1JLH
=
khKVATq ]_HZV@1`RBYU1g HIU @1U1BhZNO^`LW`LKN`L`RBhH^U1`ND





KNkYBhApBhUPObWXBhUg WXGK khBYU n`\WXGPOQW khO^Z4WXG1K JRKVon@1BhJLKNS
=
OQU1S BhSWXG ]_JLHIA WXGK
U1K[WfiHIJfgIJRO^M1G O^U1Sfl1U1S1BhUg WXG1K kYK O^`3WcZNH^`LW MPOQWRG"BhUfWRG1K LJLKNS1@1ZVKNS  U1K[WfiH^JvDf:fiKVZ O^@`RK
WXGK 3JRKNS@1ZNKVS -U1K[WfiH^J ZNHIU?WXO^BhU1`H^U1k
>





JRKVon@1BhJLKNApKNU?W qffiOQU1S UH kYBhU  Bh` @1`RKVS4ApHIJRK\WXG1O^U H^U1ZNK
fi



















`  HIJ ]_HIJ`LKN`R`LBhHIU`dWXG1OQW<S1H



















	KVW HIJ\gIJRO^M1G BYWRG-OcZVHI`LWO^U1S Z OQMPO^ZNBmW
>
`LM*KVZNBYl1KNST]_H^JffiK O^Z G JRKV`RHI@1JLZNK
]_JRH^A 6pWXHC8-BY`WXH
=
K ZVHIUlPgI@JRKNS BYWRG HIUKpMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g-`3WXKNM D KNJRKQq WRG1K `RGPO^SKNS UHS1K BY`
DOD
WXGKpH^U1k > MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1gTUHS1K ZNO^MPO = kYKcH^]fiWRG1K M1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g1q O^U1S K OQZ G JLKN`RH^@1JRZVK Bh`OQ`R`RH ZNBhOQWXKVS
BYWRGTW H eQO^kh@1KV`NqvWXG1K<lPJR`3W = KNBhUg BYWR`ZVHI`LWO^U1S-WRG1K `LKNZVHIU1S = KNBhUgCWXGKcO e^OQBhkjO = khKZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > D
  G1KVU WRG1KJRKNon@1BYJRKVSTZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > BY`
A
@U1BYWNq fiKZNO^UTApH S1BY] > WXG1KU1K[WfiH^J =?> KNkYBhApBhUPObWXBhUgdWXGK
khBYU n` BmWXGCkhKN`L`$WRGPO^U
A
@1U1BmW HQ];O e^OQBhkjO = khKffiZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > D! BhgI@1JLKtD t
fi
O fl9`RGH ` = H^WRGCWRG1KkhO > KNJLKNS































this link is used twice, and therefore
must accomodate both uses
the least-cost path for















khKNO^`LW ZVHI`LW MPOQWRG Bh`$M1JLH LKNZ[WXKNS WRH O<ZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU BYUpWRG1KHIJLBhgIBYUPO^k1UKVW HIJvq G1BYZ G H eIKVJR@1`LKN`
O JLKN`RH^@1JRZVK^D! BhgI@1JLK tD t
fi
=













@U1BYWND   G1BYkhKpWXG1K\`LKN`R`LBhHIU/Z OQU
=
K\ZVHIUlPgI@JRKNS/HIUfWRG1Bh`EM1OQWXG BY]BmWcJRKVon@1BhJLKN`  s !PB
DbB
@1U1BmWX` H^] = O^U1S BhSWRG qWRG1KNJLKBh` U1HEMFHI`R`LB = kYKMPOQWRG H^WRG1KNJ Bh`RKQq = KNZ OQ@1`RKWRG1KWRH^W O^k = O^US BhSWRG
JRKVon@1BhJLKNApKNU?W K ZVKNKVS1` WXG1K-O e^OQBhkjO = khK = OQU1S BhSWXG4H^]O^U > M1OQWXG ]_JLHIA 6TWXH 8vD 'H lPUS2O
eQO^khBYS ZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU qF]_HIJK OQZ G JLKN`RH^@1JRZVK O S1KNZVBh`RBYHIUGPO^`WRH = KcACO^S1KG1KVWRG1KNJWXH\K ZNkh@S1K
WXGKEJRKV`RHI@1JLZNKE]_JLHIA ZVHIU1`LBhS1KVJXOQWRBhHIUOQZNZNH^JRS1BYU1g WXH BYWX`O e^OQBhkjO = khK<Z O^M1O^ZNBmW > O^US WXG1KEZNO^MPO^ZVBYW >
JRKVon@1BhJLKNApKNU?W DH  KVe^KNJVq1BYW Bh`$@1U1ZVkhK OQJ G1H WXH<]_HIJRKV`RKVKWXGKU1HIU @1U1Bm]_HIJRA6JLKN`LHI@1JRZVK@1`RO^gIKOQ`
S1KV`RZNJLB = KNS K O^JLkhBYKNJ BmWXG1HI@WK O^ACBYU1BhUgcO^khk M*HI`L`RB = khKMPObWXG1`VD
ffiGKN`RK S1B 
pZN@1kmWXBhKV` OQJRBh`LKN` = KVZ O^@1`LK WXG1KTgIKNUKNJXOQkM1JLH = khKVA H^]ZNHIUlPgI@1JLBhU1gf`LKN`L`RBhH^U1`
BYWRG ZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > ZVHIU1`LWRJXO^BYU?WX` O^U1S M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g/JRKNon@1BYJRKVACKVUnWR`-BY` BYU?WXJXOQZVW O = khKQD #fiH^U1`RBYS1KNJTO
ZNH^ACM1kYKVWRKCU1K[WfiH^Jvq 
fi?
@ fl q G1KVJRK K[eIKNJ > UHS1KCKZNKVMW 6 O^US 8 Bh`<Z O^M1O = khKpH^]OQU >
W
>







]_JRH^A 6 WXH 8 GBhZ G"JRKVon@1BhJLKN`
 








kYKNA AE@1`3WEMPOQ`R` WRG1JRHI@gIG"O^kYkWRG1K BYUnWRKNJLACKVS1BjOQWRKCUHS1KV`NqO^US WXGn@1`EBmW MJRH e BhS1KV`cO














kYKNA q  KCWR@1JRU U1K WdWXH O `LWR@1S
>
H^]








O M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg-JRKVon@1BhJLKNApKNU?Wd]_H^J<KNO^Z G `3WXKVM"O^U1S O
=
O^US BhSWRGJRKVo @BhJRKVACKVU?W]_HIJK O^Z G MPOQWRG `RKVgIApKNU?W
=






KMPO^U1S HIJJRKNS@1ZNKWXG1KO^ApHI@1U?WH^] SPOQW OD9`S1BY`RZN@`R`RKVS BhU #fiGPO^MWXKNJfirqIWRG1KZVHI`LWR`
BhU WXG1KCS1B*KNJLKNU?WEkhO
>













     fl  $    (  $ !% fl$ff	fl   ffffi  fl  ffffi
ffiG1KElPJL`LWG1KV@1JRBY`LWRBhZ BY`JRKNO^khk
>
O ZNHIkYkhKVZVWXBYHIU-HQ] `LBhApBhkhO^JO^khgIH^JRBYWRG1Ap`WRGPOQW  KcJRK[]_KNJWRH\O^`WXGK




= KNBhUg<H e^KNJ @1`RKVS O^US WRG1KNU lPU1S`fiO`RGHIJLWRKN`LW MPOQWRG BhUcWXG1KffiApH S1BYlPKVS gIJXO^MG D+ffiG1KO^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1Ap`
S1B  KVJffiBhU\WXG1K fiO > WXG1K > ACH S1Bm] > WRG1KkjO > KVJRKNS gIJRO^M1G D
 
ffiG1K  ?-L
1   4I1 fi+fl @ 4 9ffib I58 BhUZNkh@S1KN`OQUKNS1gIKcBYU-WXGKEkjO > KVJRKVS g^JXO^M1G-HIU1k > BY]BmWGPOQ`
KNUHI@1gIG"ZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > `RH WXG1OQWcBYW Z O^UU1H^W = K H eIKVJ @`RKNS q K[eIKNU Bm]BYWEBY` `LKNkhKVZVWRKNS"]_HIJ @`RK\BhUfO^khk
kjO > KNJR`VDcffiG1Bh`MFHIkhBYZ > O^M1MkhBhKV`WXH = H^WXG BhU?WRJXO kjO > KVJO^U1S BhU?WRKNJ kjO > KVJKNS1g^KN`NDp BhU1ZVKpSB*KNJRKVU?W
M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g `LWRKNM1`<ACO > JRKVo @BhJRKcSB*KNJRKVU?W OQACHI@UnWR`H^] M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g Z O^MPOQZNBYW > q fiK BhUZNkh@S1K O
gIBmeIKNU KVS1gIK O^` O^U BhU?WRKNJ kjO > KVJcKNS1g^K H^U1k > BY]WXGK `L@1A H^]WXGK\Z O^MPOQZNBYWRBhKV`cJRKNon@1BYJRKVS ]_H^J O^khk
WXGKCM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgT`3WXKNM` Bh`U1H kjOQJRgIKVJWXGPO^U WXGK O eQO^BhkhO = kYK Z OQMPO^ZNBmW > H^]fiWRG1K M1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1gTU1HSK






`RKVgIApKNU?WX`VD U1ZNK WRG1K ApH S1BYlPKVS khO
>
KNJLKNS"U1K[WfiHIJ BY` ZVHIU1`LWRJR@1Z[WXKVS qO-`RGHIJLWRKN`LWEMPOQWXG ]_JRHIA
WXGKC`LHI@1JRZVKpWRH WRG1KpS1KN`3WXBhU1OQWXBYHIU Bh`ZNHIApM1@WRKNS DC]%U1H^U1K KBh`3WX`Nq'WXG1Kp`RKV`R`LBhHIU ZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U
OQWLWXKNApMWBY`ffiJRK LKVZVWRKNS D
 
































WXHpM1JLH e BYS1K OpU1HIApBhUPOQk
=
H^@1U1S-H^UTWXGKdMFKNJ3]_HIJRACO^U1ZVK
H^]*WXG1KH^WRG1KNJ O^khg^HIJRBmWXG1Ap`ND;W fiH^Jn`fikYB ^K%WRG1KkhH HI`RKffiBYU1ZNkY@1`RBYHIU ACK[WXG1H S q?KZVKNMW WXGPOQW$BmWU1KVe^KNJ
JRK LKNZ[WX`WXG1KpMPOQWRG WRGPOQW<Bh`]_HI@1US q K[eIKVUfBY]$WXG1K MPObWXG H e^KNJ @1`RKV`EO^U KNSgIK^DCU WXGBh` %O
>
q WXGK










H^]$`RKV`R`LBhHIU ZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU OQWRWRKNApMWX`g^BYeIKVU O^U
>







































Bh` ZVHIU1`LWRJR@1Z[WXKVS qffiWXG1K `RG1H^JLWXKV`LW MPOQWXG/`RKNO^JRZ G2BY` M*KVJL]_HIJLACKVS D4]`L@1ZNZVKN`L`L]_@1k qWRG1K `RKN`L`RBYHIU BY`
ZNH^UlPgI@1JLKNS @1`RBYU1g WXGPOQWM1OQWXG D
 
ffiG1K J# 4 Hffi 1 +5.@&,ffi  4I1 fi+I @ 4 9 ffiR	'58 lPJR`3W`LKNkYKNZVWR`O kjO > KNJOQWJXO^US1HIA O^U1SiWXGKNU-g^HKV`
WXGJRHI@1g^G WRG1KcJRKVA OQBhU1BYU1g kjO > KNJR`BYUZNHIU`RKNZV@WXBmeIKpHIJRSKNJNq;OQS1S1BhUg WXG1K KNSgIKEWXHiK OQZ G khO > KNJBYU
G1BYZ G WRG1K<O^S1S1BmWXBhH^U\Z O^U1UH^WeBYHIkjObWXKWRG1KZ O^MPOQZNBYW > ZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?WND
ffiG1Kd`RKNkYKNZ[WXBYe^K BYU1ZNkY@1`RBYHIUiACK[WXG1H S1`O^JRKeIKVJ > `RBhApM1kYKWXH BYACMkhKNApKNU?WO^US q OQZNZNH^JRS1BYU1gpWRH HI@J
`RBYAE@1khOQWXBYHIUiJRKN`L@1kYWR`gIBmeIKNU-kjOQWRKNJBhU-WRG1Bh`Z GPO^MWRKNJVq Z O^UMFKNJ3]_HIJRA JLK O^`LHIUPO = k > fiKVkhk G1KNUWXGK
`RKV`R`LBhHIU JRKV`RHI@1JLZNK JRKVon@1BhJLKNApKNU?WX`<O^JLKEAE@1Z G `RACO^khkYKNJWXGPO^UWRG1KcZ O^M1O^ZNBmWXBhKV`H^]WXGKpkYBhU n`OQU1S
M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g U1HSKN`ffi	H^WXKWXGPOQWfiJRKV`RHI@1JLZNKH eIKVJ @1`RKV`O^JRKACHI`3WfikYB QKNk
>
WRHEH ZNZN@J G1KVU JLKN`LHI@1JRZVK





ffiG1BY`l1U1S1BhUgdBYACM1kYBhKV` WXG1OQWWXG1K`RKVkhKVZVWXBmeIKBhU1ZVkh@1`LBhHIUcApKVWRG1H S1`S1HdUH^WGPO^U1SkhKJRKV`RHI@1JLZNKH eIKNJ 
@1`LK  KNkYk D
       fl  $    7    fl   (

@1Jc`RKVZNHIUS G1KV@1JRBY`LWRBhZ BY`c`RHIApKGPObW ACHIJLK ZNH^ACM1kYK
=
@W ZNO^U M*KVJL]_HIJLA  KNkhk qflKVe^KNU GKNU
`RKV`R`LBhHIU JRKV`RHI@1JLZNK JRKVon@1BhJLKNApKNU?WX`<O^JLKcJRKNkhOQWXBmeIKVk
>
kjO^JLgIK^D<ffiG1KpO^khg^HIJRBmWXG1A Bh`OQUK WXKVU1`RBYHIU WRH









  K<`3W O^J3W BYWXG O
=
JLBhKV] JRK[e BhK H^]+(B n`LWRJXO  `ffi`RG1H^JLWXKV`LWMPOQWRG-O^kYgIHIJLBYWXGATD
BYe^KNUTOcgIJXO^MG qPO^U1STOc`RHI@JRZNKU1H S1K 6IqP(B n`3WXJXO  `O^kYgIHIJLBYWXGA ZVHIApM1@WXKV`O `LG1HIJ3WXKN`3W
MPOQWRG WXJLKNK%JLHHQWXKNS OQW 6ID U1BYWRBjO^kYk
>












O^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1A q  ZNH^UnWXO^BhU`%WXG1KU1H S1KN` Ovq]_HIJ GBhZ GiWXG1KVJRKBh`O^UiKVS1gIKH^]'WXG1K]_HIJLA
fi
6 @O fl DflffiG1K
O^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1A O^kh`LHTACO^BYUnWXO^BhU`Nqu]_HIJ<K O^Z G e^KNJ3WXK Ovq9OiWXKNU?WXOQWXBmeIKpS1Bh`3W O^U1ZVK 8
fi
O fl q G1BYZ GfBh`WXGK
khKVU1g^WRG HQ] WRG1K`RG1HIJ3WXKV`LWMPOQWXGi]_JRH^A 6<WRHKOCWXGPOQWG1O^`
=
KVKNUi]_HI@1U1S `RH ] O^JNDflWO^kY`RH ACO^BhU?W OQBhU1`
OdWRKNU?W OQWRBYe^KMPO^JRKVU?W E
fi







O flO^JRKpU1H^WdS1K[lPU1KNS ]_HIJdUHS1KV`dWRGPOQWdO^JRKCU1KNBmWXG1KVJdBYU WRG1K WXJRKVK
U1HIJffiBYU ffiD
DRC
%W KNO^Z G `3WXKNM q(B n`LWRJXO  `iO^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1A `RKVkhKVZVWX` O"U1H S1KNO BYU   ]_HIJ G1BhZ G 8
fi
O flCBY`
ApBhU1BYAE@1A q;O^U1SfOQS1S1` BmWWXHTWRG1K WXJRKVK^DiW<WXG1KVUfKO^ApBhU1KV`dKNO^Z GfH^]fiWXG1KCHI@WXg^HIBhU1giKVS1gIKN`dH^]









WXH  %q `LKVWRWRBhU1g WRG1K WRKNU?W OQWRBYe^KcMPO^JRKVU?WH^]

























fl D!PHIJKNO^Z GU1H S1K























fl[D ]WRG1Ki`RK[W H^] = HI@1USPO^J > eIKVJLWXBYZNKV`CBY`EBhApM1khKVACKVU?WXKNS"@`RBhUg O! B = HIUPO^ZVZNB%G1KNO^M   tIr  q














  GKNU (B n`LWRJXO  `cO^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1A BY`cO^M1MkhBhKVSfWXH O khO
>
KNJLKNS gIJXOQM1G q`RHIApK H^]WRG1K\MPOQWRG1`
BhUfWRG1K\`RGHIJLWRKN`LWpMPObWXG"WXJLKNKiA O
>
ZNHIU?WXO^BhU KNSgIKN` HIU"S1B  KVJRKVUnW khO
>
KNJL`cWXGPOQW ZVHIJRJLKN`LM*HIUS WRH
WXGK `XOQACKpkhBYU  HIJ<U1HSK BhU WXG1KCHIJRBYgIBhU1O^k9U1K[WfiHIJ ]_JLHIA G1BYZ G WXG1KCkjO
>
KVJRKVS"U1KVW HIJ fiO^`


























KNJ  Rq  KKO^ApBhUKWRG1KM1OQWXGCBhU WXG1KWXJRKVK]_JLHIA 6WXHrO  O^U1S O^S1SC@1M WXGK
Z OQMPO^ZNBmWXBYKN`+JLKNon@1BYJRKNS
=?>






















H^]9WRG1K kYBhU vqPWXGKNU U1H O^ZVWRBhHIUTBh`W O QKNU BmWXG-JLKN`LM*KVZVWWRHCWXG1OQWKVS1gIKQD































WRG1KHIJLBhgIBYUPO^kv(B  `3WXJRO  `fiO^khg^HIJRBmWXG1A q G1BhZ G\BY`fiU1HQW
@1`LKNS
=?>



















Both (v0,w0) and (v1,w1) are
used on the path from s to d
within the shortest path tree,
requiring 2 units in total.
s
d
The shortest path tree
rooted at the source s is




G1HIJ3WXKV`LWMPOQWRG WRJRKNKBYUTOckhO > KNJLKNS-g^JXO^M1G
Z OQMPO^ZNBmW > H^]1WXGKfiM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gU1HSKN`9OQ`R`RH ZNBhOQWXKVS BYWRGdWRG1KN`LK%KNS1g^KN`ND   K JRKV]_KVJ WRHWXGBh`+ZNO^MPO^ZVBYW >
Z G1KVZ BYU1g MJRH ZNKNS@1JRK<O^`Z OQMPO^ZNBmW
>
WXJRO^ZnBhU1gD















































]_HIJ9KNO^Z G eIKNJ3WXK  BhUEWRG1KffiMPO^J3WXBjOQk WRJRKNKZVHIU1`LWRJR@1Z[WXKVSC`LH] OQJND+]
C







O  flS1KVU1H^WXKV`WXG1K `R@1A H^]flWXG1K Z O^MPOQZNBYWRBhKV`JRKVon@1BhJLKNS ]_JRH^A OQkhk'KNS1gIKV`
HIU WRG1KWXJLKNKMPObWXG ]_JRH^A 6WXH.O  WXG1OQWO^JLKZNHIMBhKN`ffiHQ]uWXG1KkYBhU 
fi!C





O  fl[q WXG1KVU 
fi
O  fl$BY`$WRG1K`L@1A H^] WXGKZ O^M1O^ZNBmWXBhKV` JLKNon@1BYJRKNSC]_JRHIA
O^kYk+KNSgIKN`HIUWXGK WRJRKVKcMPOQWXG]_JLHIA 6cWXH]O flWRGPOQWZVHIJRJLKN`RMFHIU1S WXH\WRG1KcM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g U1H S1K.O-BYU
WXGKCHIJLBhgIBYUPO^k U1KVW HIJ gIJRO^M1G DC`LBhU1giWXGKN`RK O^S1S1BmWXBYHIUPO^k'e^OQJRBjO
=
khKV`Nq fiKpZ OQU WRKNJRApBhU1OQWXKcWXGK
Z OQMPO^ZNBmW
>





















KNZNO^@1`LKEU1KVW HIJ `O^JRKS1KV`RBhg^U1KNS-WRHCG1O e^KE`RACO^kYk S1BjOQA 














 fl[D+fle^KNUpWXG1BY`flJRKN`L@1kYWH e^KNJ `LWXOQWXKV`$WRG1KffiWXBhApK%JLKNon@1BhJLKNS =?> Z O^M1O^ZNBmW > WXJRO^Z 
BhUg BYU M1JXO^Z[WXBYZNK^Dp` BhkYk = K `RKNKVUfkjObWXKNJVquJR@1UU1BhU1giWXBYACK ACKNO^`R@1JLKNApKNU?WX`<BhU ApHIJRKcJLK O^kYBh`LWRBhZ
`RBmWX@PObWXBhH^U1`fi`LG1H WXG1OQWffiZ OQMPO^ZNBmW > WRJXO^ZnBhUgEW O QKN`ffikhKV`R`%WRGPO^U\WBhZVKWXG1KWRBhApKJLKNon@1BhJLKNS =?> WXGK
`RBYACMkhKNJfiG1KN@1JLBh`3WXBhZV`ND
#%OQMPO^ZNBmW > WXJRO^ZnBhU1g/KNU`R@1JLKN`TWRGPOQWiMPObWXG1`\]_HI@1US =?> WXGK OQkhgIHIJLBYWRG1A S1H UH^WiH eIKNJ 
@1`LKCOQU > JRKN`LHI@1JLZNKN`VDpHfiK[eIKVJNq'`RBhUZNKcWXG1KcMJRH = kYKNA Bh`   GPO^JRS q  KCZNO^U1U1H^WK M*KVZVW<BYWWRH
O^k %O > `<l1U1SfO\eQO^khBYSMPOQWXG q K[eIKNU G1KNU"OiMPOQWRG K Bh`LWR`NDi#fiH^U1`RBYS1KNJWXGKCK 1OQACM1kYK `RG1HUfBYU
!+BYgI@1JRKtDPB
fi
















Each link and processing node has
1 unit of available capacity
Cannot proceed to w2 because the capacity
of (u,w) has already been used up
    .  fl#&54'1( 1 &5  -%$% ?"



























HIUiK O^Z GiKNSgIKH^];WXG1K`RKNkYKNZ[WXKNS MPOQWRG qBmWffiZ OQU ] O^Bhk





]_HIJLA WXG1K<`RG1H^JLWXKV`LWMPOQWXG WXJLKNKEObWWRG1K<WRBhApKWXG1K<MPOQWRG `RKNO^JRZ G-WRKNJLACBYUPOQWXKV`NDffi	H^WXKWXG1OQWWRG1KNJLK
Bh`U1H fiO
>
WRHdK  WXKNUS WXG1KWXJLKNK]_@1JLWRG1KNJVqn`RBhUZNKWXG1KHIU1k
>







KVJNq O^U1S G1KVU1ZNKZ O^UU1H^W
=








     &   $ ff%

  
  KEM*KVJL]_HIJLACKVS O `LKVWHQ]`RBhA @1kjOQWRBhHIU`%]_HIJWRG1KE`RKV`R`LBhHIU ZVHIUlPg^@1JXOQWRBhHIU-M1JRH = khKNA WRH KVeQO^kY@POQWRK





ffiG1BY` U1K[WfiHIJ4Bh` = O^`LKNS HIU OfgIJLBhS4H^]
M
D U1HSKN`\BhU G1BhZ G KVe^KNJ > U1H S1KGPO^` O^U
HI@WRgIHIBYU1gKNS1g^K WRH KNO^Z G H^]BYWR`c]_HI@1JcU1KVBhgIG = HIJR` fU1HIJLWRG q$`RHI@WRG q%KNO^`LWCO^U1S  KN`LW fO^khHIUg
WXGK-gIJLBhS kYBhU1KV`ND ffiG1K UHS1KV` OQW KNS1g^KN` HQ]WXG1KT`Ron@PO^JLK gIJRBYS OQkh`RH GPO eIK kYBhU n` WXGPObW  JRO^M














ffiG1BY` U1K[WfiH^J Bh`dO-JXO^US1HIA JRKVgI@1khO^JdUKVW HIJ BYWRG
M
D-UHS1KV`Nq9KNO^Z G"GPO e BhU1g\D
BhUZNBhSKNU?W KVS1gIKV`ND\  K
=



































ffiG1BY` U1K[WfiH^J Bh`EO ACH^JRKpJRK OQkhBh`3WXBYZpUKVW HIJ ZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU q+`LMPO^U1UBhU1g WXG1K r^s




!+BYgI@1JRKdtDPQD	H S1KN`WXGPObWO^JLKdZNO^MPO = kYK H^]9M*KVJL]_HIJLACBYU1gCMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g\O^JLKd`LG1HU O^`WRJRBjOQU1gIkhKV`ND





















, KVWXJLHCr^s 	KVW HIJ





S1BYACKVU1`RBYHIU1BhUg MJRH ZNKNS@1JRKC@1`RKVS ]_HIJWXG1BY`dM@1JRMFHI`RKCBh`W O	^KNU ]_JRHIA  
A





OQ`RKNS\UKVW HIJCS1KN`LBhgIU ApKVWRG1H S1HIkhH^g
>









KEM1JRH^M*HIJ3WXBYHIUPO^kuWXH WRG1KEMFHIM1@1khOQWXBYHIU-HQ]flWXG1KcApKVWRJRHIMFHIkhBmW O^UTO^JLK O JLKNM1JLKN`RKVU?WXKNS
=?>









U1H S1KN`VD  M*KVZNBYl1Z O^kYk
>
qffiBm] +TBh` WRG1K-]_JRO^ZVWRBhHIU4HQ]<WRG1KMFHIM1@1khOQWXBYHIU HI@WX`RBYS1K U1H S1K
C
WXG1OQW BY`










! t TWXBhApKN`ffiWRG1KdWRH^W O^k WRJXO	


















DH )(  : 	B; LHIBhUBhU1gCK O^Z GMPOQBhJH^]eIKNJ3WXBYZNKN`Vq khBYU 
S1BYACKVU1`RBYHIU1`Z O^U = KZNH^ACM1@WXKNS @1`RBYU1gdkYBhU1KNO^JM1JRH^gIJXO^ApApBhU1g1D;ffiG1KJRKV`R@1kmWXBhUgdkYBhU EZNO^MPO^ZVBYWRBhKN`
gI@POQJXO^U?WXKVK$WRGPOQW+O^U > WXJRO	
pZ MPObWRWXKVJRUd`XOQWRBh`L] > BYU1gWRG1KWXJXO 
CZ$ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnWR`+ZNO^U = K ZNO^JRJLBhKVSdBm]WXGK
WXJRO	
pZBh`JRHI@WXKNSTO^kYHIU1gEWXGKdS1K[] O^@1kmWMPOQWXG`ND$ffiG1KdSKV] O^@1kmWMPOQWRG = KVW KNKVUOcMPO^BhJffiHQ]+eIKVJLWRBhZNKV`
Bh`O `RG1H^JLWXKV`LWMPOQWRG-ZNH^UnWXO^BhUBhU1g OQWkYK O^`3WH^U1KdMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g U1H S1KQqvO^U1S-ZNO^U = K]_HI@1U1S @1`LBhU1gCO
W HpkhO > KNJfiU1KVW HIJvD$ffiG1KM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gcUHS1KV`O^khH^U1g KNO^Z GiS1KV] O^@kYWffiMPObWXGiO^JLKS1BhApKNU`RBhH^U1KNS WRH
GPO^US1khKfiWRG1K  HIJR`3WZNO^`RKffiWRJXO	
pZffikhHIO^ScO^kYkhHfiKVS =?> WXGK%WXJXO 
CZffiZVHIU1`3WXJXOQBhU?WX`VD+  G1KNU MFKNJ3]_HIJRApBhU1g
WXGK`RBhA @1kjOQWRBhHIU`Nq fiKSHpUH^WffiZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYU WXG1KWRJXO	
pZWRHc@1`RK L@1`3W%WXG1KSKV] O^@1kmWffiMPOQWRG1`Nq = @WffiWXGK




ffiG1BY`9U1K[WfiHIJvqOkhO^JRgIKVJ e^KNJR`LBhHIU H^]vWRG1K,TKVWRJRHdr^sU1K[WfiH^JvqnGPO^`OU1H S1K%]_HIJ9KNO^Z G
H^]%WRG1K l1] W
>
khO^JRgIKV`LWdACK[WXJLHIM*H^khBYWXO^U O^JRKNO^` BYUf*D ffiGK WXHIMFHIkYHIg
>
BY`d`LG1HU"BhU"!+BYgI@1JLKCtDPCD





















































, KVWXJLH7B^s 	KVW HIJ
  GBhkhKWXG1K'HIJL@1`O^U1S O^U1S1HIA O^JLKU1H^WffiM1O^JLWRBhZN@kjO^JLk
>
JRKNO^khBY`LWRBhZU1KVW HIJ ZNHIUl1gI@1JXO 
WXBYHIU1`VqWXG1K
>
M1JLH e BYS1K<O ApHIJLK LU1KV@WXJRO^k cZVHIU?WXK W]_HIJffiKVeQO^kY@POQWRBhU1g WRG1K`RKV`R`RBYHIU ZNHIUl1gI@1JXObWXBhH^U
B D
O^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1Ap`WXGPO^U WRG1Kc`RH^ACKGPOQWBYS1BhHI` > U1ZNJROQWXBYZ U1K[WfiHIJ-WXH^M*HIkYHIgIBYKN`WXGPOQWO^JRBY`RK ]_JLHIA JLK O^k
 HIJRkYS ZVHIU1`LBhS1KVJXOQWRBhHIU1`VD6: > ZNHIU1`LBhS1KVJRBYU1g/O"eQO^JLBhK[W > H^]<S1B  KVJRKNU?W U1K[WfiHIJn`Nq  K GHIM*K WRH
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ffiG1K S1KVU1`RBmW > H^]9M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg U1H S1KN`Bh` L@1`3WWRG1K<JXOQWRBhH H^]
WXGKU @A = KVJ%H^]'U1H S1KN`%WRGPOQWffiZNO^UiM*KVJL]_HIJLA MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1gEWXHEWRG1KWXH^WXO^k Un@1A = KVJNDflU\WXG1KJLKN`L@1kYWR`
JRKVM*H^JLWXKVS G1KVJRKQq  
>
D
D ffiG1KCM1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g U1H S1KV`  KNJLK JXO^US1HIApk > `LKNkYKNZVWRKNS ]_H^J<WRG1KC'HIJL@1`
O^U1SpO^U1S1H^A0WRHIM*H^khHIgIBYKN`VqIO^U1S  KNJLKZVHIUlPg^@1JRKVS ]_H^J+WXG1K, KVWXJLHdr^sO^U1SC,TK[WXJRH#B^sOQ`fl`RG1HU
BhU !+BYgI@1JLKtDPQpO^UST! BhgI@1JLKtD Cq G1KVJRK<M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1gpU1HSKN`O^JRKSJXO U O^`ffiWRJRBjOQU1gIkhKV`ND
 
" 
   o9+: 
9   













































khBYU O^USEU1H S1K^qbWXG1KVUcOQWRWRKNApMWXBYU1gWXHZVHIU1U1KVZVWflJRO^U1S1H^A0M1O^BhJL`'HQ]PU1H S1KN`VD9ffiG1Bh` M1JRH ZNKVS1@1JLK fiO^`
JRKVM*KNOQWXKVS AE@kYWXBYM1khK WXBhApKN`uWRHM1JLHS@1ZNKWXG1K$JRKVM*H^JLWXKVS JLKN`R@kYWX`VD9O^Z Gd`RBhA @1kjOQWRBhHIUJL@1U<BhU1ZVkh@1S1KVS
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K OQZ GCM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg<UHS1KQDfl!PHIJ+WRG1KffiJRKV`R@1kmWX`JRKVM*HIJ3WXKVSpGKNJRKQq?WXG1KffiH *KNJLKNSpkhH?OQS OQW9WXGKMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g
U1H S1KN`BY`%WXG1K`XOQACK<O^`ffiWXGK<H	 KVJRKNS khHIO^S\HIU\WXG1KkYBhU n`ND










]_HI@1J G1HIM` O^MPOQJLW D !PHIJcWXG1K-,TKVWRJRHfr^s OQU1S2,TK[WXJLH B^sq$WXG1K `RKVkhKVZVWXBYHIU/H^]WXGK
BOB
KNUS U1H S1KN` %O^` fiKVBhgIG?WRKNS =?> WXG1K<MFHIM1@1khOQWXBYHIU1`H^]9WRG1KdZVBYWRBhKN`VqvJRK1KNZVWRBhU1gpWXG1KdG1Bhg^G1KNJWXJRO	
pZ
eIH^kh@1ApKN`ffiK MFKNZ[WXKVS BhUikjOQJRgIKVJ%ZNBmWXBhKV`ND
@1JM1JLBhACO^J > MFKNJ3]_HIJRACO^U1ZVKACK[WXJRBYZBh`%WRG1K = khH ZnBhU1gcMJRH = O = BhkYBYW > q G1BYZ GTBY`%WXG1KMFKNJ 





















































































































) KVJL]_HIJLA OQU1ZNK HQ]G1KN@1JLBh`3WXBhZV`C]_HIJC`RKV`R`RBYHIU2ZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU q%WRG1K ApKVWXJLHIMFHIkhBmW O^U



















WXH @1`LKWXG1KS1K[] O^@1kYW%MPOQWXG D KNZNO^khkFWXGPObWffiWXG1KS1K[] O^@1kYW%MPOQWXG`  KNJLKd@`RKNS BhU\WRG1KS1BhApKNU`RBhH^U1BhU1g
M1JLHZVKN`R`Vqv`RHcWXG1BY`ffiJRKV`LWXJLBhZ[WXBhH^U\Bh`  HIJLWRGTZVHIU1`RBYS1KNJLBhU1gpO^`OcMFHIBhU?WH^] ZNH^ACMPOQJRBh`LHIU D9UigIKVU1KNJRO^k q
BM
G1H KVeIKVJNq?WXGK%kjO^Z<H^]vJLHI@WXBYU1g PK B = BYkhBYW > BhApM1khBYKNS =n> WXG1BY`+MFHIkhBYZ > JLKN`R@kYWX`+BhUEG1BYgIG1KVJ = kYHZnBhUg
M1JLH = O = BYkhBmWXBhKV` WRGPO^U BYWRG WRG1KH^WXG1KVJO^khg^HIJRBmWXG1Ap`ND
!PHIJOQkhk ]_H^@1JU1K[WfiHIJn`Nq'Z O^MPOQZNBYW > WXJXOQZ BYU1g\HI@WRM*KVJL]_HIJLACKVSWXG1KcG1KV@1JRBY`LWRBhZN`WRGPOQW@1`LK
`RKVkhKVZVWXBmeIK$BhU1ZVkh@1`LBhHIU D'kh`LH1qQUH^WXKWXGPObW ZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > WRJXO^ZnBhUggIKVU1KNJRO^khk > MFKNJL]_H^JRAp` OQkhApHI`LW'O^`  KNkhk
O^`fiWRG1KMFKNJLACBY`R`RBmeIKkYHH^`RKBYU1ZNkY@1`RBYHIU ApKVWRG1H S q G1BYZ GiBh`fiBYU1ZNkY@1S1KVSiO^`ffiO^U\BYS1K O^kYB VKNS = HI@1US\HIU
O^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1A MFKNJ3]_HIJRACO^U1ZVK^D
!PHIJpWXG1KT H^JR@1`pWXHIMFHIkhH^g > `RBYAE@1kjObWXBhH^U q K[eIKVJ > GKN@1JLBh`LWRBhZ ACK[WXG1H S4K ZVKNMW khH HI`RK BhU 
ZNkY@1`RBYHIU"JRKV`R@1kmWX`EBYU = khH ZnBhU1g-M1JRH = O = BhkYBYW > khKV`R` WRGPO^U
A






O fl D flE	H^WXKWRGPOQWffi'HIJL@1`ffiGPO^`%ACO^U > MPOQWXG` = K[WfiKVKNU `RKNkYKNZ[WXKNSiKVU1SiU1HSKN`Nq1O^U1S\WXG1KVJRK 
]_HIJLK^qWRG1K G1KN@1JLBh`3WXBhZV` WRGPOQW O eIH^BhS H e^KNJL@1`RBYU1g JLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN`
=?>
BYgIU1HIJLBhU1g"`LHIACK KVS1gIKN` BhU WXGK
kjO
>
KNJRKVS gIJRO^M1G `LWXBYkhk9G1O e^K OigIH HS Z GPO^U1ZVK H^] lPU1S1BYU1gie^OQkhBhS MPObWXG1`<BhU WXG1KpJRKVS1@1ZVKNSfgIJRO^M1G D


































K[WfiKVKNU KNUS1M*H^BhU?W'MPO^BhJL` BYU<WRG1K$ HIJL@1`9OQU1SdWRG1K kYBhApBYWRKNS`RKVMPO^JROQWXBYHIU
=












WXGKd]_HI@1JG1HIM1`WXGPObWZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYU1KNS-WRG1K Z GHIBhZVK H^]flKVU1S1MFHIBhU?WMPO^BhJL`BYUTWRG1K 'HIJR@``RBYAE@1kjObWXBhH^U D
UiO^U1S1HIA `RBYAE@1khOQWXBYHIU q?WXG1KVJRKO^kY`RH WRKNU1S WRH
=













G1BYgIG1KNJVD !PHIJWXGK\,TK[WXJRH r^sq  K U1H^WRKpWRGPOQWdA OQU
>
`RKN`L`RBYHIU1` A @1`LW<W O QK














WXH^@1JR`VD$  BmWXG\WXG1K'HIJR@`NqvHIUiWXG1KH^WRG1KNJGPO^US q1WXG1K`LKNZNH^U1SO^U1S\WRG1BhJLSTZ G1H^BhZNKV`O^JRKH^] WRKNU U1H









KVW KNKNU KVU1S1MFHIBhU?WX` WXKNUS1`
BOQ
WXH = KckjOQJRgIKVJ  ]_HIJKO^ApM1khKQq WXG1KVJRK O^JLK
AOA
G1HIM`BhU-WRG1Kc`RG1H^JLWXKV`LW<MPOQWRG ]_JRHIA 	K ff$HIJ WRH
&uHI`%U1gIKNkYKN`VD	H^WRKWXG1OQW BYWRG Z OQMPO^ZNBmW > WXJXOQZ BYU1g = khH ZnBhU1gdM1JRH = O = BYkhBYWRBhKV`$HQ];khKN`L` WRGPO^U
A
 


























































































































rq fiK`RG1H2WXGKZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIUpZNHI`3Wfi]_JRH^A O^khkPG1KV@1JRBY`LWRBhZN`$JRKVkjOQWRBYe^KWRH<WRG1KZVHI`LWfiH^] WXGK
S1K[] O^@1kYW`RGHIJLWRKN`LWMPOQWXG q G1BYZ G Bh`O khH KNJ
=































1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8


















Capacity Tracking Permissive Loose






1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



























U OQU1H^WXGKNJ`LKVWH^]`RBYAE@1kjObWXBhH^U1`Nq  K eQO^JRBYKNS WXG1KEUn@1A
=
KVJH^]flMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g\`LWRKNM1` GBhkhK





























1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8



























1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8













































































































B `RGH `WRG1KcJRKV`R@1kmWX`]_HIJWRG1Kc'HIJR@1`OQU1S ,TKVWRJRH\B^sD


















ZNHIApMFKVWXBmWXBmeIK^q BYWRG O ZVHIApM1@W ObWXBhH^UPO^kZNHI`3WTkYKN`L`
WXG1O^U WBYZNKCWRGPOQWdH^]fiWRG1K
=
KN`3WE`LKNkhKVZVWRBYeIKCBhU1ZVkh@1`LBhHIU O^kYgIHIJLBYWXGA G1KVUfWXKNU M1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g `3WXKVM1`
O^JLKpMFKNJ3]_HIJRApKNS D\#fiHIU1`LBhS1KVJRBYU1g WRGPOQW<`RKV`R`LBhHIU1` O^JRK kYB ^KVk
>
WXH GPO eIKC] OQJ]_KfiKVJ<WRGPO^U
A
s `3WXKVM1`













WXJRO^ZnBhU1g ApHIJRKWRGPO^U ZNHIApMFKNU1`ROQWXKV`]_H^J%WXG1KK WRJXO ZNHIApM1@WXOQWXBYHIUPO^kFWXBhApK^D
Ms











 fl     

 	
 fiKVkhk;S1KN`LBhgIUKNS U1K[WfiH^JiBh`ZNJL@1ZNBhO^kuWXHpS1KNkYBYeIKVJRBYU1gCMFKNJ3]_HIJRACO^U1ZVKdg^@PO^JXOQUnWRKNKV`NDffiG1Bh`Z GPO^M 
WXKVJS1Bh`LZN@1`L`RKN`<WXG1K M1JLH
=
kYKNA HQ]fiS1KV`RBYgIU1BhUg K  WXKNU`RB
=
khK U1KVW HIJ `Vq BYWRGWXG1K gIH?OQk9H^]$lPU1S1BYU1g
















`LWXKVAC`VD   WXKVU1`RB
=
khK U1K[WfiHIJn`NqffiO^` S1BY`RZV@1`R`LKNS4BYU #fiG1O^MWXKVJR`Cr O^U1S tqfiOQS1S
ApHIJRKS
>
U1O^ACBYZN`fiWRH HIM*KVJXOQWRBhU1g U1KVW HIJn`
=?>







@WpO^kh`LH OQW BhU?WRKNJRApKNSBjOQWRK U1KVW HIJfU1H S1KN`VD





WXH MJRH e BhS1KcOQSeQO^U1ZNKVS`RKVJLe BhZVKN`WRH BhU1SBYe BhS1@1O^k'O^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U1`ND'JXO	
pZE`3WXJRKNO^Ap`




OQW WRG1KiU1KVW HIJ U1H S1KV`NqffiO^` `LM*KVZNBYl1KNS
=?>
WXGK O^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U D(KN`LBhgIU1BYU1g `L@1Z G K  WXKNU`RB
=
khK U1KVW HIJ `BY`NquG1H KVeIKVJNq'ZNHIApM1kYBhZ ObWXKNS
=n>
WXGBh`$ZN@1`3WXHIApB VKNS MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g1Dfl!+BYJR`3W q O^S1KVo @1OQWXKM1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1gEJLKN`RH^@1JRZVKN`fiA @1`LW
=
KM1JRH e BhSKNS ObW
U1K[WfiHIJ U1H S1KN`WXH `R@M1M*H^JLWdO^M1M1kYBhZNOQWXBYHIU1`WRGPOQW<JRKVon@1BhJLKcZN@1`3WXHIApB VKNS M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g1DCKVZNHIU1S q
khBYU -JLKN`LHI@1JRZVKN`EA @1`LW
=
KpM1JLH e BYS1KNS BhU ZNHIU1`LBhS1KVJXOQWRBhHIU H^]fiZN@1`3WXHIApB VKNS M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1g1q
=
KVZ O^@1`LK








O^M1M1kYBhZNOQWXBYHIU1`ND @1J fiHIJ K WRKNU1S`O^U1SEgIKVU1KNJRO^khBNKV`
ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnW 
=






    ffffi $fl  "   ; 
 fiffffifl    ffi
6gIH HS S1KNO^kflH^]$JRKV`RKNO^JRZ GfK H^JLWGPO^` = KNKVU M1@WBhU?WXHiS1KV`RBhg^U1BhU1giU1K[WfiH^Jn`dBYU HIJRS1KVJWXH O^Z 
ZNH^ACApHS1OQWXKdO^U?WXBYZNBhM1OQWXKVS-WXJRO	
pZEK
pZNBYKNU?WXk > OQU1SK*KNZ[WXBYe^KNk > D(KN`LBhgIUBhU1g O U1KVW HIJ-`LWXO^JLWR`
BYWRGTSKN`RZVJRB = BhU1g WXGK<WRJXO	
pZdO^U?WXBhZVBhMPObWXKNS BhUiWXGKdU1K[WfiH^JvDffiU-OQU-K OQJRkhBYKNJ%]_HIJLA H^] WXKNkYKNZVHIA 
AE@1UBhZ ObWXBhH^U UKVW HIJiS1KV`RBhg^U qPWXJXO 
CZ fiO^`S1KV`RZVJRB = KNS-KZNkY@1`RBmeIKNk >i=?> OcWXJRO	
pZdACOQWRJRB    t^t
 q
G1BYZ G WRBhgIG?WXk > `LM*KVZNBmlPKNS WXJXO 
CZ = KVW KNKVU7KVe^KNJ > MPO^BhJ\HQ] U1H S1KV` BYU2WXG1K U1K[WfiHIJvD 'JXOQ] 
lPZcACOQWXJLBhZVKN`  KNJLKp@`RKNS BhUSKN`RBYgIU1BYU1g ZNH^U1U1KNZ[WXBYHIU H^JRBhKVU?WXKNS U1K[WfiH^Jn`Nq'`R@1Z G O^`WRKNkhKVM1G1HIUK
U1K[WfiHIJn`Nq9BYU G1BYZ GfO^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU`LKN`R`LBhHIU` KNJRKpM1JLKNS1BYZVW O = khKpO^U1S @1U1Bm]_HIJRA KVU1HI@1g^G WXH = K




















]_HIJMPO^Z^K[WWXJRO^U1`RApBh`L`RBYHIU1`H^JO^Z G1BYKVe BhUg K
pZNBYKNU?WJLKN`RH^@1JRZVKE@1`XOQgIK






OQWcKNO^Z G WXKNJLACBYUPO^k$U1H S1K^q`R@Z G O^`dWXG1K WRH^W O^k$WXJRO	
pZ\khH?O^S WXGPOQWEZ O^U"WXKVJRApBhUPObWXK ObWpO U1HSK
fi
BYU1gIJLKN`R`ZVHIU1`3WXJXOQBhU?W
fl q'H^JWXG1KEWRH^W O^k WXJXO 

















pZNBhKVU?W%O^ZVZNKV`R`$U1KVW HIJG1BhZ GpZNHIUU1KNZ[WX` O^khk WXKNJLACBYUPO^kY`+WXHWXGK
ZNH^JRKcU1K[WfiHIJ G1BYkhKE`ROQWXBY`L]
>
BhU1g WRG1K  HIJR`LKZNO^`RKcWRJXO	
pZcKMFKNZ[W OQWRBhHIU DEBhApBhkhO^JZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?WR`





pKNkhS q K[W%OQk D+BYU S1KN`LBhgIU1BYU1g<K
pZNBYKNU?W






ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnWR` JXOQWRG1KNJ WXGPOQU O WXJRO	
pZTACOQWRJRB *qflWXGKTG1H^`RKiACH S1KVkffiKM1JRKV`R`LKNS2ZNH^JRJRKVkjOQWRBhHIU OQU1S
O^gIg^JRKNgIOQWXBYHIU"O^ApHIU1g-WRJXO	












 BhU?WRJRH S1@1ZNKVS O2ApHIJRK"g^KNU1KVJXO^k ZNH^U1ZNKVMW HQ]CWRJXO	
pZ ZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?WR` BYU
ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnW  = OQ`RKNS U1KVW HIJ S1KV`RBYgIU D\ffiG1BY` ZNH^U1ZNKVMWEBYU1ZNkY@1S1KN`<U1H^WdHIU1k > WXG1KpKBY`LWXBYU1g-ZNO^`RKV`
`R@Z G OQ`BhU1g^JRKN`L` QKVgIJRKV`R`ZVHIU1`3WXJXOQBhU?WX`H^JMPO^BYJBY`RK ZVHIU1`3WXJXOQBhU?WX`OQ`KM1JLKN`R`LKNS BhU-WRJXO	
pZdA O 
WXJLBhZVKN`Nq = @WO^kh`LHpApHIJLKgIKNU1KVJXO^k;ZNO^`RKV` G1KVJRKWXJRO	
pZ<ZNO^U = K<ZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhUKNS = K[WfiKVKNUO^U > W H
`RK[WX`H^] U1H S1KN`VD$U HI@1JffiK  WXKNU`RB = khKU1KVW HIJ\S1KN`LBhgIU q fiKdO^S1HIMWO^U1SigIKNUKNJXOQkhB VK!+BhUgIKNJLG @W  `
ApKVWXGHS1`%]_H^JffiZNHIU1`3WXJRO^BhU?W = O^`LKNS U1KVW HIJiS1KV`RBYgIU D
ffiGKZNHIU1`3WXJRO^BhU?W = O^`LKNS\S1KV`RBhg^U\H^];U1KVW HIJ ``3W O^J3WX` BmWXG\OE`LKVWffiH^];UKVW HIJ kYHZNOQWXBYHIU1`
O^U1S O `RKVWTH^]<WXJRO	
pZ ZVHIU1`LWRJXO^BYU?WX`ND  WXJRO	
pZ ZVHIU1`3WXJXOQBhU?W Bh`igIBYe^KNU O^` O^U @1M1MFKNJ = HI@U1S
]_HIJWXGKCWXJRO	





khKNA Bh` WXHElPU1S OEkYK O^`3WZVHI`LW%U1KVW HIJCZNHIUlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU\BhU GBhZ G








KCG1O^U1S1kYKNS DpKVJRKQq WXGKpZVHI`LWdH^]fiO UKVW HIJ ZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU Bh`S1K[lPU1KVS"O^`WXG1K `L@1A H^]

















KVW KNKVU\O^S ROQZNKNU?W JRHI@WXKNJL`
ACO
> =




O^U1S BYSWXG DTW BY` kYKN`R` O^M1M1JLHIM1JLBjOQWRKCBYU













D WXG1KVJUKVW HIJiS1KV`RBhg^U-O^MM1JRH?OQZ G1KN`S1H
ZNH^U1`RBYS1KNJU1H^U kYBhU1KNO^JZVHI`LW]_@1UZVWXBYHIU1`   t Dq tRBq t
M
 DdffiG1K ZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?W 
=
O^`LKNS S1KV`RBhg^U ApKVWRG1H S
Z OQU
=
K\gIKVU1KNJRO^khBNKNSfWRHBhU1ZVkh@1SK U1HIU khBYU1K O^J<ZNH^`LW ApHS1KVkh`VqOQWEWXGK\ZNHI`3W H^]ApHIJLK ZNH^ACM1kYK
O^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1Ap`ND'U WXGBh`  HIJFq fiKkYBhApBYWHI@JR`RKVkYe^KN`%WXH khBhUK O^JZNH^`LW%]_@1UZVWXBYHIU1`fi]_H^J
=
H^WXG kYBhU  OQU1S
M1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1gpJRKV`RHI@JRZNKV`ND







q WRG1K-MJRBhUZNBhMkhK\WXGPObW S1K[WXKNJLACBYU1KN`pG1H WXH JRHI@WRKTWRJXO	
pZ^D




BhU1g G1H WXH ZNHIApM1@WRK
KNUS WRH	KVU1STM1OQWXG1`ffiWRH
=
K<O^`R`LBhgIU1KVS WRHpO^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U WXJXO 
CZQD$!+BhU1g^KNJRGn@W   r^s ;`LG1HfiKVS G1H WRH




O^U1S O SKVWXKVJRApBhU1BY`LWRBhZiJRHI@WXBhUg MFHIkYBhZ
>









pZ\khH?OQSfBhU WRG1K\U1K[WfiHIJvD U M1JXOQZVWXBYZNKQqflACHIJLK PK B = khK JRHI@WRBhU1g-M*HIkYBhZVBhKN`dZ O^U = K\@1`LKNS
BhU/O^U/OQWLWXKVACMW WXH O^SPO^MWpWRH Z GPO^U1gIBYU1g`RBmWX@PObWXBhH^U1` O^U1S"WXH O^Z GBhKVe^K = KVWLWXKVJcM*KVJL]_HIJLA O^UZNK^D
!PHIJ<KO^ApM1khKQq G1KVU WXG1KCS1KV] OQ@1kYWdMPOQWRG kjOQZ `<WXG1K = O^U1S BhSWRGfJRKVo @BhJRKVS =?> O-gIBYe^KNU PHq
WXGKEJRHI@WXBhUg MFHIkhBYZ > ApBhgIG?WM1JRH e BhS1KEO^UO^kmWXKNJLUPOQWRK MPOQWRG-WXH JRHI@WRK WXGK PH BYWXGHI@W = khH Z 
BhUg1DflffiG1K<S1KVWRKNJRApBhUBh`LWRBhZJLHI@WRKN`ZNHIU1`LBhS1KVJRKVSTBYU SKN`RBYgIU1BYU1g U1KVW HIJn`Z O^U = Ke BhKfiKVS O^`WXGK
M1JLKV]_KNJLJRKVS-JRH^@WXKV`@`RKNS =?> WXG1KU1K[WfiH^J\BhU\WRG1K<O = `RKVU1ZNK<H^] ZNHIApMFKVWXBYU1gcWXJRO	
pZ^D
UWRG1KEZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnW  = OQ`RKNSSKN`RBYgIUH^]$ZNH^Une^KNU?WXBYHIUPO^k+U1KVW HIJn`Vq'g^BYeIKVU O `RK[WH^]WXJRO	
pZ
ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnWR`fiOQU1S OJRH^@WXBYU1gM*HIkYBhZ > q  KA @1`LW$lPJR`3W$S1KVWRKNJRApBhUKWRG1KU1KVW HIJEWRHIMFHIkhHIg > D+ffiGKNU
 KcS1KVWRKNJRApBhUKG1BYZ G kYBhU n`H^]flWXG1KEWRHIMFHIkhHIg > WXH @1`LKE]_HIJKNO^Z G WXJRO	
pZ PH OQU1SG1H0AE@1Z G
Z OQMPO^ZNBmW
>




















CZpACOQWXJLB *q'WRG1K ZVHIApM1khK[WXK gIJXOQM1G BY`
WXGK HIMWRBhACO^kffiWXHIMFHIkhH^g
>
























U1K[WfiHIJ S1KV`RBYgIU1KNJL` M1JLKV]_KVJEACH^JRKpJRKN`3WXJLBhZVWRKNS WRHIMFHIkhHIg^BhKN`H eIKVJ WXGK HIMWRBhACO^k9WXH^M*HIkYHIg
>
DT!PHIJ
KO^ApM1kYK^q WXHACO ^KflWXGK$JLHI@WRBhU1gM1JLHZVKN`R`'OQW'U1K[WfiH^JU1H S1KN`;`LBhApM1khKVJuO^U1S<ACH^JRKfl`RZNO^kjO
=
khKQq WXJRKVK
WXH^M*HIkYHIgIBYKN`ffiO^JLKdHQ] WXKNU JRKVon@1BhJLKNS-BYUiS1KN`LBhgIU1BYU1g eBYJLWR@PO^k M1JLBYeQOQWRK<UKVW HIJn`   tRQ  Dffi@1MWXOpK[WO^k D
`LWR@1S1BYKNS WRG1K UKVW HIJ S1KV`RBhg^U M1JLH
=













 G1KVU WRG1KZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnWR`OQWK OQZ GTU1H S1KO^JLK`
>
ApACK[WXJRBYZ 
BhU H^WRG1KNJ  HIJRS1`Vq WRG1K fiHIJL`LW Z OQ`RKWXJXO 








Z OQ`RKN`VD-!PHIJWRG1HI`RKCGPO^JLS Z OQ`RKN`Vq$@MW O KVW O^k D MJRKN`LKNU?WXKVS/O^M1M1JLHBYA OQWRBhHIU O^kYgIHIJLBYWXGAC`   r
A

















pZ ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnWR`   r^s
 G1BhZ G"ZNO^U
MD
ZNH^U1`RBY`LW H^]  HIJR`3WZ O^`LK WXJRO	
pZ kYBhApBYWR` = KVW KNKNU OQU > W H`LKVWR`+H^]U1KVW HIJ<U1H S1KN`VD9!PHIJ3WX@1UPObWXKNk > q
!+BYU1gIKNJLGn@WfiMJRHIMFHI`RKVS\O ApKVWRG1HSpWXHdZNHIApM1@WRKOdkYHfiKVJ = HI@1U1SCHIU WXGKZNH^`LW%HQ];O^U > WRHIMFHIkhHIg > q
gIBmeIKNU/O`RK[W H^]ZNHIU1`3WXJRO^BhU?WX` OQU1S/O JLHI@WRBhU1gMFHIkhBYZ >   r^s
 DfU"WXG1KiO = `RKNUZNK H^]O^U K
pZNBYKNU?W
O^kYgIHIJRBmWXG1A WRGPOQWffi`LHIkYe^KN`%WRG1KgIKNUKNJXOQk M1JRH = khKVATqnWXG1BY`%ApKVWXGHS\ACO ^KV`ffiBYWfiM*HI`L`RB = khKWRHEKVeQO^kY@POQWRK
O^U > WXHIMFHIkhH^g > q =?> ZNH^ACM1@WXBhUgTkYBhU  ZNO^MPO^ZVBYWXBYKN`VqflO^U1Sfon@1BYZnk > ZNHIApMPO^JLBhU1giWXG1K ZNHI`3WcH^]ffiWXGK
S1KV`RBhg^U WXH WRG1KkYH  KNJ = H^@1U1S WRHES1KVWRKNJLACBYU1KG1H gIH HSCBYW Bh`VDflU WXG1BY`fiZ GPOQMWXKVJNq  K`RGH  G1H
WXH-K WXKVU1S/!+BhU1g^KNJRGn@W ` ACK[WXG1H S1` WRH K WXKVU1`RB = khK U1KVW HIJn`VD :fiK[]_HIJRK `LW ObWXBhUgTWXGK U1KVW HIJ
S1KV`RBhg^UTM1JLH = kYKNA ]_HIJLA O^kYk > qBYU WRG1KdUK W`LKNZ[WXBhH^U  KdgIBmeIKdO^U BhU]_HIJLA OQk BhU?WRJRH S1@1ZVWRBhHIU\WRHCWXGK
ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnW  = OQ`RKNS S1KV`RBhg^UTH^] K WRKNU1`LB = kYK<UKVW HIJn`ND
    "fl ff   $ ff% ff   %
 	 
  fiffffifl (
@1MM*HI`LK
>
HI@ G1O e^K L@`LW
=
KVKNU O^`R`LBhgIU1KVS/WRG1K\W O^`"H^]S1KN`LBhgIU1BYU1g O UK U1K[WfiH^Jf]_HIJcWXGK
ZVACKd#fiHIJLM*H^JXOQWRBhHIU DflZNApKGPO^`H 
pZNKV`BYUT	K ff$H^Jvqv)flG1BhkhO^S1KNkYM1G1BhOq1#fikYKVe^KNkjOQU1S qv(KVWRJRHIBmW q
O^U1S U1S1BhO^UPO^MFHIkYBh`ffiO^US fiO^U?WX`OpUKVW HIJ WRGPOQW BhkYk khBYU CWRG1KN`LKdkYHZNOQWXBYHIU1`ffiOQU1ST`L@1M1MFHIJLWWXGK
KMFKNZ[WXKNS WRJXO	









eQO^JRBYHI@1` LK MFKNJ3WX` OQW ZNApK^qQO^kYk
>






pZKVU?WXKNJLBhU1gEO^U1S kYK O e BhU1g<WXG1K	K2ff$HIJpO^U1S\)flG1BYkjO^S1KVkhM1GBjOkhH Z OQWRBhHIU1`VqntIsIsc,
=
Q`%ObW










pZM1OQWRWRKNJRUpWXGPObWfiS1H KN`$U1H^We BhH^kjOQWRKWRG1KN`LKZVHIU1`LWRJXO^BYU?WX`$HIUCWRG1KWRH^W OQk1WXJXO 
CZKNU?WRKNJRBYU1gEOQU1S



















H^@ `3W O^J3WT@M WRG1K `RH^] WfiO^JRK O^US `LM*KVZNBY]
>
WXG1K khH Z ObWXBhH^U1` H^]
>
HI@JileIK `RBYWRKN` O^U1S WXGK
ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnWR`HIUpWRG1KWXH^WXO^kWXJRO	





BhUfWRG1Ki`RZVJRKNKVU `LG1H^W BYU !+BhgI@JRK D1D
A
O^U1S/O^` 8	)0WXH S1K[WXKVJRApBhU1K GH  AE@1Z G Z OQMPO^ZNBmW
>
BY`









O^kY`RH`RGH `VqfiBYU"S1H^WRWRKNS khBYU1KN`Vq$O^khkWXG1KikYBhU n` G1BYZ G
>














8	) WXG1KVU\KKNZV@WXKV`H^U1KH^];BmWX`      B* 
   	    D;
*  OQU1SiO^`R`LBhgIU` WXGKJRK 
`R@kYWXBYU1gZNO^MPO^ZVBYWRBhKN`'WXHKNO^Z G H^]PWXGK%gIBYe^KNUEkYBhU n`VD+'HS1KVWRKNJLACBYU1K WRG1K%JRKVon@1BhJLKNSckhBYU Z OQMPO^ZNBmWXBYKN`Nq











`E@1`RKV`EWXG1K khK OQ`LWZNHI`3WEMPObWXG"BhU WXG1K g^BYeIKVU
U1K[WfiHIJ WRHIM*H^khHIg
>



















b`WXH O^ZNZVHIACApH SPOQWXKWXGK HIJR`3WZNO^`RKdWXJXO 





pZ]_JRH^A (K[WXJLHIBYW WXHc	K ff$HIJvq1t^sIsc, = b`fi]_JRHIA #fikhK[eIKVkjO^U1S WRHc)flG1BhkhO^S1KVkhM1G1BhOq O^U1S r^s^s
, = b`]_JLHIA U1SBjO^UPOQM*HIkYBh`$WXHp)flG1BhkhO^S1KNkYM1G1BhOD




&uBYU  #%O^M1O^ZNBmW >
fi
#fikhK[eIKNkhO^U1S q1	K ff$HIJ fl CIs^sC, = Q`
fi
	K ff$HIJFqF#fikYKVe^KNkjOQU1S fl CIs^sC, = Q`
fi
)flG1BYkjO^SKNkhMG1BjOq	K ff$HIJfl B^s^sC, = Q`
fi
	K ff$HIJvqv)flG1BhkhO^S1KVkhM1G1BhO fl B^s^sC, = Q`
fi
(K[WXJLHIBYWNqP#fikhK[eIKVkjO^U1S fl tIs^sC, = Q`
fi
#fikYKVe^KNkjOQU1S qv(KVWRJRHIBmW
fl tIs^sC, = Q`
fi
U1S1BjOQUPO^MFHIkhBY`Nq#fikhKVe^KNkhO^U1S fl r^s^sC, = Q`
fi

















8	) JRKVkjOQWRBYe^K WXHiH^WRG1KNJL`NDE8	)7O^kY`RHiZ O^kYZN@1khOQWXKV`WXGK WRH^W OQk9ZNHI`3WH^]$WXG1K ZNH^UlPgI@1JROQWXBYHIU D











OiS1B  KVJRKNU?WdZNHI`3W MFKNJ<@1U1BmW
=
O^U1S BYSWXG ]_HIJ<O kYBhU vq


















HI@1U1S/Bh` ZNH^ACM1@WXKNS JLKNkjObWXBYe^K WXH WXG1Ki`LKVWpH^]




















HI@1U1S D+ff$HI@iZ O^UiJRK[lPU1KWXGKZN@1JLJRKNU?WU1K[WfiHIJ S1KV`RBhg^U
=?>
O^S1S1BYU1gcHIJffiJRKVACH e BhUgckhBhU  `
]_JRH^A WXG1K WXH^M*HIkYHIg
>





















8	) OQkh`RHTBhU1ZVkh@1SKN` ]_KNOQWX@1JLKN` WRH `R@M1M*H^JLWcK WRKNU1`LB
=






8	) `RUPO^M`RG1H^W BYWRG O kYHfiKVJZVHI`LWS1KV`RBYgIU
WXGK U1H S1KN`\ObW\)flG1BhkhO^S1KVkhM1G1BhO OQU1S #fikhK[eIKNkhO^U1S O^`CK WXKVU1`RB
=
khKQqZNO^@1`LBhU1g 8	)6WXHfGBhgIG1kYBhgIG?W





K@1`RKVS WRH"`R@1M1MFHIJ3W O eBYS1KNH HIU S1KNACO^U1S OQM1M1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU/]_HIJ KVACM1kYH
>
KNKKVS1@1ZNOQWXBYHIU
O^U1S ZNH^JRMFHIJXOQWRK O^U1U1H^@1U1ZNKVACKVU?WX`ND ffiG1K e BhS1KVH/S1OQW O Bh` QKNMW BhU ZVHIACMJRKN`L`RKVS ]_HIJLA HIU O














`LKNK BYU1gWXHMFKNJ3]_HIJRA WXG1K S1KNZVHIACMJRKN`L`RBYHIU/O^`EZNkYHI`RKCWXH WXGK
S1KV`LWXBYUPOQWRBhHIU O^` MFHI`R`LB
=







sqIO^USEWXG1K%SKNZNH^ACM1JLKN`L`RBhH^UcM1kh@1g^BhU K KNZN@WXKN`$O^U O e^KNJXOQgIK
H^]'rQsIs<BYU1`LWRJR@1Z[WXBYHIU1`]_HIJ K[eIKVJ
>C=n>




MPOQWLWXKVJRU WRGPOQWd`XOQWRBh`Ll1KN` WRG1K `RO^ACK WXJRO	








pZ^qfiO^U1S OQW ApHI`3W BQs   H^]WRG1KiWXJXO 
CZ JRKNO^Z G1BYU1g OQU
>







WXH-S1KVWRKNJRApBhUK G1H AE@1Z GfMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1gZ O^M1O^ZNBmW
>




8	) `LUPO^M1`LG1H^W]_HIJ%e BhS1KVH	HIU S1KVA O^USiO^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U
G1H AE@1Z G
=

















Z ObWXBhH^U Z GPO^JRO^ZVWRKNJRBY`LWRBhZN`WXH 8	) Dvff$HI@S1KVl1U1KpO^U +: :  ?9	  .H T* 	 qG1BhZ G`LM*KVZNBmlPKN`WXGK
O^ApHI@1U?WHQ] MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1g\JRKVo @BhJRKVS
=n>
WXG1KcBYU?WXKNJLACKVS1BjObWXK<M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1gi`LWRKNM O^U1S WRG1KEK*KNZ[WH^]
WXGKM1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1gpHIU WXG1K
=



































= KEO = kYK<WRH M1JLHZVKN`L`
A
D rOB = BYkhkYBhHIU\BYU1`LWRJR@1Z[WXBhH^U1`MFKNJ`RKNZVHIU1S D8	) OQkh`RHCZNHIApM1@WRKN`WXG1KdU1K
khBYU -ZNO^MPO^ZVBYWRBhKN``LG1HUfBhU  O = kYKC! BhgI@1JLK D1D rD 	H^WXKcWRGPOQW = KVZ O^@`RK WXG1K e BhS1KVH-O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU
Bh` O^` > ApACK[WXJLBhZ^q;WXGK ZNHIApM1@WRKNSfkYBhU  ZNO^MPO^ZVBYWRBhKN`<ACO > O^kY`RH = K O^` > ApACK[WXJRBYZ^q KVeIKVU"WXG1HI@gIG
BhUiApHI`LWM1JRO^ZVWRBhZNO^k `RBmWX@PObWXBhH^U1`Nq1kYBhU n`O^JLK<ZVHIU1`3WXJXOQBhU1KVS WRHCGPO e^K<WRG1Kd`RO^ApK<ZNO^MPO^ZVBYW > BYU = H^WRG
S1BYJRKNZ[WXBYHIU1`ND





&;BYU  H^J)JLHZVKN`L`RBhUgCU1H S1K fl #%O^MPOQZNBYW >
fi
#fikYKVeIKVkjO^US qv	K ff$H^J fl CIsIsp, = Q`
fi

















































JLKNon@1BYJRKNS-OQWK O^Z GBYU1S1BYe BYS1@PO^k JLKN`LHI@1JRZVK^D8	) fiO^`OQkh`RHpG1KVkhM]_@1k
BhU Z G1H HI`LBhU1g<OS1KN`LBhJXO
=
khKffiS1KV`RBYgIU q O^`BYWflZVHIApM1@WXKVSpWRG1KkhH KNJ
=
H^@1U1SpHIUpWRG1KU1KVW HIJcZNHI`3WfiBYU
K OQZ G `RBmWX@POQWRBhHIUCO^U1S M1JRH e BhS1KVS\OdApK OQ`R@1JLKWXHdZNHIApMPO^JLKWRG1KZVHI`LW H^]uKNO^Z G\U1K[WfiHIJCSKN`RBYgIUCWRH
WXGK%khH KNJ
=











      ffi
  	 
  ff%fl (
ffiG1BY` `RKVZVWRBhHIU"`LG1H`cG1H6WXH gIKVU1KNJRO^khBNKCZNHIU1`3WXJRO^BhU?W = O^`LKNSfS1KV`RBYgIU"ACK[WXG1H S1`Vq G1BhZ G  KNJLK
HIJLBhgIBYUPO^khk > S1K[eIKVkhHIMFKNSE]_HIJ ZNHIU?e^KNU?WXBYHIUPO^kU1KVW HIJn`Vqn]_H^J+K WRKNU1`LB = kYK%U1KVW HIJ `VD$KVe^KNJRO^k1Bh`L`R@1KV`
AE@1`3W = K O^S1S1JLKN`R`LKNS BhUfWXGBh`EgIKVU1KNJRO^khB OQWRBhHIU D !+BhJL`LW qOQU1S ACHI`3WE]_@1U1S1O^ACKVU?W O^kYk > q fiKiU1KVKNS
OACK[WXG1H S"]_HIJcS1KV`RZNJLB = BYU1g WXG1KiJRKV`RHI@JRZNK @1`RO^gIKiH^]S1B*KNJLKNU?WCO^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U1` HIJpO^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU
ZNkhO^`R`LKN`Vq = KNZNO^@1`RKK WRKNU1`LB = kYKU1KVW HIJn`Vq@1U1kYB QKffiZNHIU?eIKVU?WXBhH^UPO^kPU1K[WfiHIJn`Nq1OQkhkhH O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU1`
WXHBYUne^HIkYe^KZN@1`3WXHIApB VKNSM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1gOQW;BhU?WRKNJRApKNSBjOQWRK9U1H S1KN`;BhUWRG1KNBYJu`RKN`L`RBYHIU1`Nq^O^U1S`RHJRKVon@1BhJLK
eQO^J > BYU1gJRKN`LHI@1JLZNK$Z O^MPOQZNBYWRBhKV`;O^khHIUgWRG1K`RKV`R`RBYHIU JLHI@WRKN`ND;  K S1HffiWRG1Bh` =?> S1K[lPU1BhUg +: :  ?9		 
H T* 	  WXGPOQW KM1JLKN`L` = O^U1S BYSWXGEO^U1S MJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1gJRKVon@1BhJLKNApKNU?WX`+O^`R`LHZVBjOQWRKNS BmWXG SB*KNJRKVU?W
ZNH^ACMFHIU1KVUnWR`fiH^]uO^U\O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU `RKV`R`RBYHIU D KVZNHIU1S qBhU O^S1S1BmWXBYHIUpWRH `LKNkhKVZVWRBhU1gcOWXHIMFHIkYHIg
>
q  K
U1KVKNS WRH `RKVkhKVZVW%UKVW HIJp`RBmWXKN` G1BhZ G BhkYkPGPO^U1S1kYKWRG1KBYU?WXKNJLACKVS1BjObWXKM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g1DflffiGBhJRS q  K
U1KVKNSfWXH-S1BhApKNU1`LBhHIU U1H^W HIU1k
>


















pZZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnWR`O^`R`LHZVBjOQWRKNS BYWRG WXG1K<O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU ]_HIJLA ObWX`ND+ffiG1K
H
=
LKVZVWRBYeIKBh`flWRH<lPUS OkhKNO^`LW ZNH^`LW$U1KVW HIJpZVHIUlPg^@1JXOQWRBhHIU G1KVJRKJRKV`RHI@1JLZNKV`NqBYU1ZNkY@1S1BYU1gkhBhU  `

















MJRH e BhS1BYU1gdWRHHIkY`flWXGPOQW%O^khkYH OdU1K[WfiH^J MkjO^U1UKNJWXHEon@1BYZ k
>
gIKNU1KVJXOQWRKO^U1S KVeQO^kh@1OQWXKS1BY] 
]_KNJLKNU?WUKVW HIJ WXHIMFHIkhH^gIBhKV`O^U1S M1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg `RBmWXKN`VDffiGKN`RKdWXH HIkh`O^@WRHIACOQWXBYZ O^kYk
>
S1KVWRKNJRApBhUK
WXGKCkYBhU  ZNO^MPO^ZVBYWRBhKN`<O^USfM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1gTJRKN`LHI@1JLZNKN` U1KNKVS1KNS q9O^`  KNkYk$O^`<WRG1K H e^KNJXOQkhkZNHI`3W D\'H










KiWXG1KiS1KV`RBYgIU M1JRH ZNKV`R` ]_HIJcK WXKVU1`RB
=
khKiU1K[WfiH^Jn`Nq  K `LW OQJLW BYWRG
`RH^ACKS1K[lPU1BmWXBhH^U1`ND
QA
    : : 642 =>ff %!2 ) #)  ff %
U +: :  ?9	  MH +* 	ffiSKN`RZVJRB = KV` Z GPO^JRO^ZVWRKNJLBh`LWRBhZV`CH^]O^U OQM1M1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU HIJ ZVkjO^`L`CH^]O^M1M1kYB 
Z ObWXBhH^U1`CWRGPOQW\ZNO^U2BhU?eIH^kYeIK O^U O^J = BYWXJRO^J > Un@1A = KNJ H^]<M1JRH ZNKV`R`RBYU1gfW OQ`n`NqHIJ `3WXKNM`NqWXH = K
MFKNJL]_H^JRApKNSi`RKVo @KNU?WXBhO^khk > HIU BhU1SBYe BhS1@1O^k `LKN`R`LBhHIU JRH^@WXKV`NDWZNHIU1`LBh`3WX`H^]+OpMPOQBhJ%H^] khBY`LWR`
   
fi
<@ @A<?>@ ! ! !@A< fl@ W
fi
E >A@%EGB @ ! ! ! @%E! fl @
G1KVJRK<ffiBh`dWXG1K = O^U1S BYSWXG"U1KVKNS1KVS HIUfWXG1K MPOQWXG"`LKNgIApKNU?Wc]_HIkYkhHBhUgTM1JLHZVKN`L`RBhUg`LWXKVM 
fi
`3WXKVMfsiBh`WXGKC`LHI@1JRZVKflO^U1SE $Bh`WXGKpMJRH ZNKN`L`RBYU1gTZNO^MPO^ZVBYW >
fi
BhU BhU1`3WXJL@1ZVWRBhHIU1`MFKNJ`RKVZNHIUS fl
]_HIJM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g-`LWXKVM  RD !vH^JdK 1OQACM1kYK^q O^UfOQM1M1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU ]_H^JRACOQW]_HIJWXG1K e BhS1KVH	HIU S1KVA O^US













rOBE,TB Q`	fl  D
!PHIJ<OT`LkhBhg^GnWRk
>
ApHIJLKpZVHIApM1khBYZ OQWRKNSeIKVJR`RBYHIUfH^]fiWXG1K e BhS1KVH	HIU S1KVA O^US O^MM1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU q GBhZ G
JRKVon@1BhJLKN`cZNH^ACM1JLKN`L`RBhH^U WRH
=
K S1HIU1KiOQWcO^U BhU?WXKVJRApKNS1BhOQWXKCU1HSK BhU1`3WXKNO^S H^]OQWEWXGK\`RHI@1JLZNKQq








































H eIK]_HIJLA OQW%Bh`O^M1M1JLHIM1JLBjOQWRK]_HIJffiHIU1K  fiO
>









WXG1KKM*H^`RBYWRBhHIU q  KH^ACBmWflWXG1BY` K WRKNU1`LBhHIU D
  KTU1HQWXKTWRGPOQWCO^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU"]_HIJRACOQWR`pZNO^U JLKNM1JLKN`LKNU?W G1HIkYKTZVkjO^`L`RKV` H^]O^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U1`EWXGPObW
GPO eIK`RBhApBhkhO^J9Z GPOQJXO^Z[WXKNJLBh`3WXBhZV`NDflU M1O^JLWRBhZN@kjO^JVqIWXG1KJRKNkhOQWXBmeIKA OQgIU1BYWR@1S1KV`$HQ] WXG1K
=
O^U1S BhSWRG1`









fl Z O^U/JRKVM1JRKV`RKVUnW O^U
>
O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU WRGPOQWpS1H KN` U1H^WpJRKVon@1BhJLK
BhU?WRKNJRApKNSBjOQWRKM1JRH ZNKV`R`LBhU1g1D
 
    !ff =	 ) #- %3 !ff 24# %3-
ffiG1K]_HIJLA H^] O WXJRO	
pZZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?Wi`LG1HI@1kYS OQZNZNH^ACApHS1OQWXKTZNHIApACH^U4Z O^`LKN`Vq`R@1Z G O^` WXGK
 	 
   	  
 	 
  M9     dHIJ<WXG1K\M1O^BhJ Bh`RKCZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?WR`cBhU?WXJLHS1@ZNKNS"KNO^JRkYBhKVJ BhU WXG1BY`
Z GPO^MWXKNJVqfiOQ` fiKVkhkffiO^`cApHIJLK ZNHIApM1kYK ZNHIU1`3WXJRO^BhU?WX`VDfffiG1K\ApHI`LWEgIKNU1KVJXO^k%]_H^JRA ]_HIJcO WXJRO	
pZ
QIr
ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnW<BY`O = HI@1U1S HIU WXG1KcWRJXO	
pZ MPO^`L`RBhUg = KVW KNKVU"O^U > WfiH `RK[WX`<H^]%UHS1KV`Nq'@1`RBYU1g O
`RMFKNZVBYlPKVSi`R@ = `LKVWH^];WRG1KO^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIUC]_H^JRACOQWX`VD+'H O^khkYH 2]_H^J ]_HIJLA OQWR` WRGPOQWO^kmWXKVJ WXGK = O^U1S 
BhSWXGpH^] O`LKN`R`LBhHIU q  KSKVlPU1KWXJRO	
pZffiZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?WR`$WRH = KffiWX@1MkhKN`H^]FWXGK]_H^JRA
fi
  @FU @  @ @ fl[q
G1KVJRK  2O^U1S>U O^JLK `RK[WX`H^]UHS1KV`NquOQU1S4O^US O^JRKdU1HIU U1KNgIOQWXBmeIKEUn@1A = KNJL`WXG1OQWkYBhApBYW
WXGKE`RBYAE@1kYWXO^U1KVHI@1`WRJXO	
pZE@`RBhUgiO^M1M1kYBhZ ObWXBhH^U ]_HIJLA ObWX`BYUO `RK[WH^]fl]_HIJLA OQWR`  q HIJLBhgIBYUPOQWRBhU1g
OQWU1H S1KV`BYU  O^U1S\WXKVJRApBhUPObWXBhUgcOQWU1H S1KN`BhUZU<D
     !ff =	 ) #	5  !ff %!2 )#
  
 9 9'& )(  	   Bh`-O ACOQWXJLB  u    \+ x






KNJCH^]`LKN`R`LBhHIU`C]_JRH^A O U1H S1K 6-gIHIBhUg WRHfO U1HSKC:c@`RBhUgfO^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIUf]_HIJLA OQW

D2 WXJRO	
pZTZVHIUlPgI@JXOQWRBhHIUu Bh` 	  

=?>
O `LKVW  H^]WRJXO	
pZ ZNHIU1`3WXJRO^BhU?WX`CBY]]_HIJpO^khk
fi

























! <  \+ x

x   !
UcWXG1KO
=
H eIKZVHIU1S1BmWXBhH^U1`Nq^]_H^J9K O^Z G ZVHIU1`LWRJXO^BYU?W
fi
  3@ŁU %@ %@ %@ fl q fiKffikYBhApBYW;WXG1KffiWRH^W O^k WXJRO	
pZ
HIJLBhgIBYUPOQWXBYU1g ObWU1HSKN`BhU    qu`R@1ApACKVS H e^KNJdO^khk+O^M1M1kYBhZNOQWXBYHIUT]_HIJLA ObWX`

BhU  q;O^kYk+`RH^@1JRZVKN`




U1H S1KN`<BhU U q;`R@1ApApKNS H e^KNJ O^khkflOQM1M1khBYZ OQWRBhHIU ]_H^JRACOQWX`

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z fldBY`EO-MPObWXGf]_JRH^A 6 WXH :<OQU1S
fi!C
 fl @H! ! !@
C






MFHI`R`LB = k > BmWXG\`RH^ACKUHS1KV`JRKNMFK ObWXKNS q G1KNJLK^O   O +>fiO^U1S
A
 O   h qPO^U1S G1KVJRKKVe^KNJ >
U1H S1K BhU WXG1Kp`RKVZNHIUS khBY`LWBY`dOiM1JLHZVKN`R`LBhU1g U1H S1K^D !PHIJKO^ApM1khKQq'BYUWXG1K e BhS1KVH	HIU S1KVA O^US
O^M1MkhBhZNOQWXBYHIU H^]'WXGK<MJRKVe BYHI@1``RKVZVWXBYHIU q
 
fi
	K ff$HIJ @ (KVWRJRHIBmW fl  
fi
	K ff$HIJvqF#fikhK[eIKVkjO^U1S qv(KVWXJLHIBYW fl4@
fi
#fikYKVeIKVkjO^US fl !
ffiG1BY`Bh`BhU?WXKVJRM1JLKVWXKVS O^`O MPOQWRG-]_JRH^A 	Kff$HIJiWXH\(K[WXJLHIBYWeBhO\#fikhK[eIKVkjO^U1S GBhZ GBh`S1KN` 










M1@1JLM*H^`RKN`VD HfiK[eIKVJNqWXG1K JLHI@WRKN`E@1`LKNS BhU U1KVW HIJ M1kjOQU1U1BhUg-`RGHI@1khS"ZVHIJRJLKN`LM*HIUSfWXH WXGK




BhkYk @`RK\WXG1KV`RKiJRH^@WXKV`c`RH khHIUg O^`EU1HWXJRO	
pZ\ZNHIU`LWXJRO^BhU?WR` O^JRK e BhH^kjOQWRKNS D H KVe^KNJNq S1KVe B 
OQWRBhHIU1`<]_JRHIA WRG1K M1khO^U1U1KVSfJRHI@WXKN` A O
>
fiKVkhk$GPO^M1MFKNU"Bm]ffiWXG1K UKVW HIJ WXJXO 
CZ KZNKVKNS1`cWXGK
ZNH^U1`LWRJXO^BYUnWR`  WXG1BY`fiH ZNZN@JR`%BYU JRKNO^k*UKVW HIJn`NqPSKN`RMBYWXKWXG1K
=
KV`LWffiK HIJ3WX` H^];U1KVW HIJ M1khO^U1U1KVJR`ND
 
  fi)ff " ff = %9)+ 







O^US BhSWRG @1`LKNS\HIUCkhBhU 
=?>
O<`RKN`L`RBYHIU LHIBYU1BhU1g
































































O^USoO   +>  hD ffiG1Bh`ZNO^U
= KcBYUnWRKNJLM1JRK[WXKNS O^`WRG1Kc`R@1A H^]WXG1K = O^US BhSWRG
























































fi %fl(uW   \ 0x
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ffiffi$O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fi % fiffG.fi.<-.D%ff? F
ffi.fiffi"%ff1ffi.D*
fifl(A1ffi-]?$-fl.fi-
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V$-fl(. ;
fl(<1fi!'
fl(  O)%fl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n$fl(.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